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Preface 

Written communication is extremely important in increasing shipyard 

productivity. However, written communication also reduces productivity 
because reports take time to write and to read. Therefore, if reports can be 
written and read more efficiently, shipyard productivity can be increased. 

Writing Shipyard Reports is intended to help shipyard managers, 
engineers, and other professionals to write more efficiently and to prepare 
reports that can be read more efficiently. The manual is divided into two 
sections, which serve two functions. The fmt section is a text for use with an 
in-house course in report writing. It also can refkesh you about certain aspects 
of report writing. The second section is reference information for you to use 
when writing reports. It consists of c hecklists, guidelines, and sample reports. 
The two sections of Writing Shipyard Reports complement each other-the 

text explains the guidelines in the reference section. 
There are, of course, many texts and references on technical writing. 

The advantage of Wriring Shipyard Reports is that it discusses writing reports 
in shipyard terms. The guidelines, samples, and examples are from shipyard 
materials, not fmm many different industries and businesses. Furthermore, 
Writing Shiyyard Reports addresses the concerns expressed by managers, 
engineers, and other professionals in shipyards during extensive interviews. 
Based on these interviews, this manual adapts generic report writing guide- 
lines specifically to shipyard practices. Writing Shipyard Reports presents 
guidelines not available in other report writing texts. 

We are indebted to managers, engineers, and others in U.S. shipyards 

vii 



for their assistance in this project. We especially are indebted to those who 
took the time to be interviewed extensively. We are also grateful to people 

at NAVSEA in Washington, D.C., and several Supervisor of Shipbuilding 

offices at the yards visited. 

We personally express our appreciation to the yards that participated in 
this project: 

Bethlehem S teel Corporation--Sparrows Point Yard 
Ingalls Ship building 

National S teel and Ship building Company 
Todd Pacific Shipyards Corporation (Los Angeles Division) 

We an indebted to members of the SNAME Ship Production Committee, 
Education and Training Panel (SP-9), and of the Marine Systems Division of 
the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute, who reviewed 

this project. The constructive criticism we received from these reviewers was 
essential to the final result. We also wish to thank Tec-Ed of Ann Arbor, 

Michigan, for their contributions to the revision of the manuscript. The entire 
project, funhermore, significantly benefitted from the contributions of our 
research assistant, Roland S. Young, M.S.E. (N.A. & M.E.). 

For the most part, Writing Shipyard Reports represents the suggestions 

and contributions of the shipyard industry itself. We hope these guidelines 

will help improve written communication practices in the yards and thereby 
increase ship yard productivity. 

J.C. Mathes and Dwight W. Stevenson 
Program in Technical Communication 
College of Engineering 
The University of Michigan 
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Overview of the 
Report Writing Process 

Although writing reports is time consuming, effective reports contrib- 
ute to the efficiency of the ship construction process. Reports advance and 
complete the activities and stages of the design and construction process. For 
most managers, engineers, and otherprofessionals, a primary function of their 
job is to write reports. If they do so effectively, they increase the productivity 
of the shipyard: the decision and approval cycle is shortened, information is 
provided so that schedules are met, and resources are allocated appropriately. 

To be effective, reports must contain the necessary information, be 
clearly written, and be received by the appropriate persons on time. This text 
presents guidelines to help you write effective reports efficiently. These 

guidelines should be especially useful for beginning professionals. One 
shipyard manager said, "New engineers do not know what is expectedof them 
and do not know what good writing is." Although specific report writing 
practices vary depending on how a shipyard is organized, some basic 
principles of effective report writing apply to all yards. Based on these 
principles and illustrative shipyard practices, this manual presents guidelines 
that you can adapt to the report writing needs of any particular department or 

yard- 
The rtport-writing process is based on the function of written commu- 

nication in the department and shipyard. You write a report to introduce the 
results of your technical activities into the organization. Writing a report is 
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analogous to designing and constructing a product The report is a product 

which is the result of activities that you can do systematically. 
The report-writing process can be dividedinto two stages: (1) designing 

the report in terms of its function and, then, (2) writing and editing the report 
(Figure 1). Writing a report is much easier if you clarify the purpose of the 
report and make design decisions before actually putting words on the paper 
or screen. In general, you can write more efficiently if you divide the process 

into these two stages rather than try to design, write, and edit a report 
simultaneously. 

The discussion of the report-writing process that follows introduces the 

report-writing principles explained and illustrated in subsequent chapters. 

You should adapt this procedure to your own report writing. 

1. Designing the Report 

In this stage, you design the basic architecture of your report. You look 

at your readers' needs, not at your own work, to decide what the report should 
say. When you finish designing the basic architecture and know approxi- 
mately what the report should say, you can write the paragraphs and 

sentences. 
Designing the report consists of four steps which you should perform as 

deliberately as possible: 
1. Define Your Communication Purpose 
2. Identifv Your Readers 

3. Select Only Relevant Information 
4. Organize the Information Appropriately 
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1.1. Define Your Communication Purpose 

A report enables you and your department to interact with others in the 
shipyard to get something done or to provide information needed for 
operations to continue. The report should provide the information others need 

to perform a task or to change what is happening or is going to happen. 
The report is a tool. You aren't writing about what you have done. Your 

purpose is to initiate or affect activities in the yard. 

1.2. Identify Your Readers 

In a shipyard, areport that leaves the writer's department has several- 
and usually many-readers. For a report to be effective, it must meet the 
needs of different readers. 

First, identify your readers according to the purpose of your report. 
Given the actions that should occur when you issue yourreport, you identify 
the various persons who will act or be affected by those actions. Then 
characterize those readers by asking yourself questions such as, "What do 
they know about the technical content of the report?" and "What do they do 
on the job with regard to the purpose of your report?" 

13. Select Only Relevant Information 

Although you usually have considerable technical detail at hand to put 
into the report, include only the information that is absolutely necessary. You 
must determine what information your readers need. Present only what they 
need, not all that you know. To select the relevant information for a report, 
then, you must determine the purpose and readers of your report. 
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1.4. Organize the Information Appropriately 

Organizing the information in a report is as important as selecting the 
information to include. Even well-selected information can be difficult to 
read if the main points aren't outlined appropriately. Usually, you can arrange 
the information according to the purpose of the report. 

Organizing the information is a two-step procedure. First, establish the 
basic outline of your report; then sort and organize the information accord- 

ingly- 

2. Writing and Editing the Report 

When you have designed your report, in your mind or with an outline 
on paper or screen, you are ready to transform your design into words-to 
write paragraphs and sentences. To write the report efficiently, write it by 

parts and in at least three drafts. 
Writing and editing the report consists of four steps: 

1. Write the Rough Draft 
2. Revise and Edit the Rough Draft 
3. Prepare an Effective Format 
4. Edit the Final Draft 

Although you consider some of these aspects of the report when you design 
the basic architecture, most arc matters of writing and editing. 

2.1. Write the Rough Draft 

For most report writers, the first or rough draft of a report is a process 
of thinking, not writing. They start their fmt draft with an idea of where the 
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report is going, but not a clear idea. As they write, what they're trying to say 
becomes clearer. When they finish the draft, they finally know what they are 
trying to communicate. Writers often end where they should begin. 

To write the rough draft requires you to flesh out your basic design. If 
you have designed your report effectively, you should be able to generate 
prose that is functional and keeps to the point rather than digresses. In each 
section of the report, you should know what you are going to say and what 
information is needed to say it. Therefore, to write the rough draft, you should 
write with yourpurpose and audiences clearly in mind. Put the words on paper 
to implement or speclfy your basic design. At this step, don't worry about 
your style. 

23. Revise and Edit the Rough Draft 

Effective writers often spend as much time revising and editing the 
rough draft of a report as they do in writing it. When you revise and edit your 
rough draft, you revise the basic design and clarify the intermediate structures 
in the report. 

Revising and editing the rough draft involves five activities, although 
different writers go about these activities in different sequences. To revise 
your rough draft, you need to clarify the purpose, revise the summary, delete 
unnecessary detail, rearrange the discussion, and create subordinate struc- 
tures. 

Clarify the Purpose. After you finish the rough draft, you can clarify 
the purpose of the report. When you write the rough draft, even after taking 
time to design the report, you might look forward to writing about the 
technical details rather than thinking about the impact you want the report to 
have. 

To make the purpose of the report clear to the reader, you usually need 
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to revise the opening paragraph to be direct and concise. The opening 
paragraph in the rough draft often becomes overwritten because you haven't 
written the discussion yet. In revision, you need to eliminate detail from the 
opening paragraph or move detail to the beginning of the discussion. 

Revise the Summary. Effective r e p  summarize the important 
information up front in the repoxt However, writers usually summarize 
ineffectively when writing the rough draft. When you write the summary 
before writing the discussion or analysis-the body of the repon-you 
include too much analysis and too many results. That is, the summary in a 
rough draft often discusses conclusions rather than presents conclusions 
directly and precisely. 

Revising the summary requires you to delete the subordinate results 
and explanations to focus on the primary conclusions and the most important 
results. The function of the discussion that follows the summary is to explain 

and document those conclusions and results. 
Delete Unnecessary Detail. In general, you can eliminate thuty to fifty 

percent of the material in the discussion section of your rough draft. You can 
delete some of this text; you can move the rest to attachments. 

The rough draft usually contains excessive detail because the writer 
becomes concerned with the technical material rather than the purpose of the 
report. This leads to the introduction of detail that is unnecessary for most 
readers. In revising, you need to delete unnecessary detail and to put 
subordinate detail of interest to only a few readers in attachments or appen- 
dices. 

Rearrange the Discussion. Even after you spend time on your basic 
report &sign and have finished the rough draft, you often realize that the 
initial arrangement of the detail in the discussion is inefficient. When you 
delete some-or even considerable-detail, the skeletal structure becomes 
more apparent and can appear inappropriate. 
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To r e m g e  the discussion, you usually need to move blocks of text 
and then to rewrite introductions and transitions between the blocks to tie 

them together. At times, you can retain the original arrangement but have to 
write introductions and transitions omitted in the rough draft. 

Establish Subordinate Structures. You usually have to establish 

subordinate structures when you revise the rough draft. First drafts of reports 
often mix main points and secondary points indiscriminately. When you 
revise the rough draft, you shouldclarify the hierarchical relationships among 
yourpoints. That is, impose a two-level outline on them and make it apparent 
to the reader. 

23. Prepare an Effective Format 

Rough drafts of reports invariably have incomplete or ineffective 
formatting. Effective formatting-the use of headings, numbering, and 
layout device~omplements the design of a report and makes it easier to 
read. Although you should try to establish a standard format when you write 
your rough draft, you should reassess your format when you revise the rough 
draft. 

Preparing an appropriate format requires attention to both consistency 
and effectiveness. When you prepaz yourrough draft, you usually introduce 
inconsistencies in the headings or numbe~gs .  You need to review your 
rough draft to make sure that your headings, subheadings, and numbering as 
well as the spacing and other format devices arc consistent. 

To format the report, you also need to reassess the effectiveness of those 
devices. White space and margins should enhance readability. The spacing 
between paragraphs and units should clanfy the arrangement of the report, 
while headings and subheadings or numbering should clarify the relation- 
ships among its parts. 
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2.4. Edit the Final Draft 

When all of the parts are in place, you are ready to edit and polish your 
report. Even experienced report writers have difficulty writing effective 
paragraphs and sentences in their rough drafts, especially as they struggle to 
put their ideas into words and onto paper. You usually can edit your report 
to make the paragraphs and sentences effective only after you first revise it at 

the larger levels-groups of paragraphs, sections, and the basic architecture 

as a whole. 
Editing is a skill that requires attention as well as practice. Even an 

effectively designed report based on sound engineering can be ineffective if 
it is poorly wdtten at the paragraph and sentence level. Many managers 
associate careless editing with careless engineering. You should try to be as 
pncise in your editing as you are in your enginee~g or other professional 

tasks. 

Effective editing requires attention to four areas of writing. First, you 
should evaluate each paragraph to make sure it makes your point effectively. 
Second, you should edit the sentences to fit into the paragraphs, as the syntax 
of each sentence depends on its context Third, you shouldedit your sentences 
to be mechanically and grammatically correct. Fourth, you shouldrevise your 

sentences to be stylistically effective. 

Writing areport, then, is a process that consists of several stages which 
can be broken down into substages. Do not try to juggle all of these 
considerations at once. Instead, break them into manageable groups and then 
apply them sequentially. 

Accordingly, this manual is divided into sections that comlate with the 

report-writing process. Chapter 2 discusses the purposes and readers of 
shipyard reports. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss the basic structure and the 
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summary of a report. Chapters 5 and 6 explain how to select and organize 
information in the discussion. Chapters 7,8, and 9 discuss writing paragraphs 
and sentences and using visuals and formatting devices. 

The reference section presents checklists, guidelines, and sample re- 

ports that summarize and illustrate the discussions in the manual. The 
guidelines and sample reports also provide a reference for you. future report 
writing tasks. 



Understanding the 
Function of Shipyard 
Reports 

Reports serve different functions in a shipyard, according to their roles 
in the design and construction (or repair) process. They range born important 
problem-solving reports to routine and informational administrative reports. 
Reports affect construction activities in many ways, and vary in format and 

content according to their functions. 
To make report writing easier, first think of reports according to 

function. When you group reports by function, you can see underlying 
similarities that yield guidelines for writing specific reports. For example, the 

following types of reports an similar minutes of meetings, conference 
reports, telephone records, trip reports, sales contact reports, highlights of a 
contract, and summary of a document. Instead of writing seven different 
types of reports, you arc faced with writing seven variations of the same type 
of report. The writing task should be easier. 

Two basic categories of shipyard reports are problem-solving reports 
and administrative reports (Table 1). You occasionally may have to write 
other types of reports, such as proposals and technical reports. However, this 
manual discusses the everyday problem-solving and administrative reports 
that shipyard managers and engineen consider most important to the design 
and construction process-the nports you have to write daily or weekly. 
These reports are the letters and memos that should be "brief and to the point." 
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Many "persons can't write a brief report or memorandum," according to the 

managers interviewed for this manual, so this chapter concerns these evexy- 

day documents. 

Table 1. TYPES OF SHIPYARD REPORTS 

Problem Solving Reports 

Decision Making Reports 

Implementation Reports 

Recommendation Reports 

Adminhtnrtive Reports 

Status Reports 

Minutes and Trip Reports 

Procedures and Instructions 

Although each shipyard has its own terminology for these reports, the 

functions of the reports are the same from yard to yard. This chapter discusses 
these functions and summarizes the characteristics of problem-solving and 
administrative reports. It provides a framework for the following chapters on 
how to design, write, and edit these various reports. 

1. Problem Solving Reports 

Pmblem-solving rcports request, initiate, or implement changes in the 
& s i p  and consrmction process for a specifc hull or conwft They are 
action-oriented. Different types of problem-solving reports have different 
functions and use different fonnats and content to accomplish their purpose. 
The problem-solving reports discussed here are decision-making reports, 
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implementation reports, and recommendation reports. 

1.1. Decision Making Reports 

A decision-making report formalizes decision making for non-routine 
changes. Its purpose is to define a problem or solution. It states a problem 
and begins the decision-making process or it states a decision to solve a 

problem. The nsult of a decision-making report is to advance the design and 

construction process. These reports often have economic and technical 

contract implications. The sample report, "Ballast Tank Drainagen (Figure 
2), which is a response to an owner's "defect notice," illustrates a decision- 
making nport with contract implications. 

Decision-making reports address the person or persons who have to 
make decisions or act on some aspect of the design and construction process 
with regard to a specific hull. The distribution lists of decision-making 

reports are limited to persons involved in the decisions or subsequent actions. 
Only four persons received the "Ballast Tank Drainage" nport, for example, 
but those persons are in Engineering and Contracts and are involved in the 
problem raised by the Owner. 

Decision-making gports concentrate on interpreting technical informa- 
tion, which means the information that they contain is highly selective. They 

emphasize judgments based on facts and on the analysis of facts rather than 
dwell on technical details. The "Ballast Tank Drainage* nport illustrates the 
focus of most decision-making reports, as the writer could have included a lot 
of unnecessary detail on trim and draft calculations. This report restricts itself 

almost entirely to conclusions and judgments. 
Given the emphasis on interpretation, decision-maldng reports use a 

pasuasive approach to present idmation. i he  "Ballast Tank Drainage" 
rqmt explicitly argues that the "lack of full wing tank drainage is insignifi- 
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File No. 64-38C 
Date: 5 August 1986 

Atlantic Shipbuilding 
MEMORANDUM 

To: C. Frederick 
Con&actsofflce 

~mm:  v. white i d  
Quality- 

Subject Ballast Tauk hahuge, SWATH A-TSD, Contract Defect 28-ZX 

References: (a) Memo C. Frederick to V. White, 28 July 1986 
(b) Owner letter, Ref. No. 324-D-28-ZX, 15 July 1986 
(c) OwaQ defect fonn: Defect 28-ZX 

Enclosure: Memo L Hernandez-V. White, 4 August 1986: 
"Complete Wi Bailast Tank hainage" 

In your memo of 28 July 1986 (nfaence a), you quested that Quality Assurance 
evaluate contract defect 2&M (refaences b and c). Outfitting has analyzed the 
need for complete wing bahs! tank &age (enclosure). The amount of ballast left 
in the ballast tanks is not signiticant enough to wanant the incorporation of 
additional drainage. Thus, no action is warranted on the part of ASBC. 

The Owner o b w e s  that thae is no provision for complete drainage of the wing 
ballast tanks. Due to mrmal stan trim in senice, a pcnnanmt wedge of water will 
be trapped because of the stepped design of the tanks. 

This lack of full wing tauk draiaagc is insigdficanr The trim booklet calls for 
&ballasting only at certain ports. The trim will be such that the total amount of 
ballast nmaining will be 216 tbns. The resulting change in trim and draft is so 
inconsequential that cago aqhg capacity wil l  be unaffected 

Installing a mans to pmvide for complete &ballasting would incur unnecessary 
labor and material costs, k f o x e ,  no action is wnrrauted in repuse to conmct 
defect notice 2&ZX 

a= L H a  F+md. Engiaaring, Oudiaiag 
J. Andrulis, Rod Engineering 
A V ~ C h i d N r n l A r c ~ t  

I 

- Figure 2. Sample Decision Making Report. 
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cant." Although the persuasive approach is a matter of tone, it also is a matter 
of how you select and arrange information. 

Regardless of whether a decision-making report is internal within a 
shipyard or between a shipyard and owner or Navy, the purpose and writing 
style are the same. They are ciixect; they primarily communicate judgment. 

12. Implementation Reports 

Implementation reports implement changes in the design and construc- 
tion of a specific hull. They eitherrequest achange or they authorize achange. 
In writing implementation reports, you can be completing a problem-solving 
process or requesting and authorizing a routine change without prior commu- 
nication or decision making. In either case, these reports are routine and 
usually follow a standard organization and format. They support the way the 
yard is organized to design and construct ships. 

The "Request for Engineering Services" report (Figure 3) uses a standard 
organization and presents a standard routine decision-making procedure, 
which is part of the report format. The subject and purpose of the report 
indicate who shouldread the report. In fact, implementation reports often can 
have standard dismbution lists. 

The implementation report presents pncise technical detail to explain a 
problem or a change. It does not need to persuade readers to take action. You 
draw the details from standarddocumentation, drawings, or activities familiar 
to you and your readers. The information in implementation reports can be 
very selective. Background information is unnecessary. 

Therefore, you use implementation reports in repetitive report-writing 
situations for which responsibilities are cleariy delineated. Decision making 
and authorization are implicit in an implementation report. The format of the 
report represents the authority and signals action. 
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Figure 3. Sample Implementation Report. 

Raqwd tor E n g l ~ l n g  S m b  

Atlrntk @ Shlpbuiidl.p ram - W . 1  

* 

TO: C. Cavanaugh Dept. Fdn. Design 

From: G. Hummell Dept. Dedgn Eng. 

Date 6/10186 

Subject: Drawing Change to Fadlitate 
Installation of Ventilation System 

* 

r 2 

Drawing No. U100-86 

Contract No. N201-78 

Shop No. 

WP1SN No. 

MESSAGE: Drawing No. LL10Q86 specifies that the aft bulkheed in "propubkn repair 
atr be watefdght Howlever, the HVAC dedgn for me ventilatkn system serving 
the aft engine room requires this bulkhead to be mtigM to fadlitate installation 
of ductwwk 

RECOMMENDED SOLUTION: Make subject bulkhead non-war ht  SWi 1 consideratkns do not require a watertight bulkhead at thlr ocatm. 

REPLY: Will change subject bulkhead to non-wetertlgM on drawing LL100-86. 

SIGNED: C . &o,,,%b 

PROMYSTIONPLANNI~ ACTlON 
0 APPROVED 

a DISAPPROVED 
REASON: 

SlGNED DATE 

Produdon Drawing Changed 

SWED A 

#8QNWOYEEANaKrW 
AsPAoVEO 

0 DWPPROVED 
mAm4 

8 1 W D  DATE 

mpdc-w 

sKur0 ms- 
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13. Recommendation Reports 

Recommendation reports propose changes in standard &sign and con- 
struction practices in the shipyard as well as in standard management or 
administrative procedures. They address a problem that requires a manage- 
ment decision. While some recommendation reports suggest changes in a 

specific contract, many address generic operations in the shipyard. 
Essentially, arccommendation =port is an internal proposal that focuses 

on interpretation and judgment. You select the report readers and establish 
priorities among them when designing the report. You take a persuasive 
approach when defining the problem and arguing that your solution should be 
implemented. You usually do not present the information in highly technical 
terms: the technical material is subordinate to the management and admin- 
istrative implications, although you need to supply some technical details for 
staff readers. 

Although you may not write recommendation reports often, when you do 
they may seem Wcult because of their importance. Of all the reports you 
write, recommendation reports quire the most attention to all of the 
principles discasstd in this text 

2 Administrative Reports 

Admi&ntivt reports support the &sign, construction or production, 
and marketing process. Their purpose is adminisuarive rather than technical, 
no mattcr how technical the subjtn Administrative rtpotts usually are 
written primarily to provide information. CoUetively, they ensure efficient 
decision making and implementation in the yard, in the &sign and engineer- 
ing process in general, and in the engineering and construction of a specific 
hull. Although some aArmnlsnatl . . 've reports are contract-specific, most 
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support management procedures across the yard as a whole. Status reports, 
minutes and trip reports, and procedures and instructions are the administra- 
tive reports that shipyard managers judge to be the most common or impor- 
tant. 

2.1. Status Reports 

Status reports inform management, engineering, and construction per- 
sonnel of the status of projects across the yard or of an individual project. The 
readers for a status report can be quite diverse, ranging from the general 
manager to yard supervisors for some types of reports. Often, the audiences 
are departments rather than individuals. The list of readers for a status report 

is usually standard, based on the type of activity, contract, or project that the 
report discusses. 

Status reports usually are periodic and provide information. Status 
reports even present action items as information-actions that will occur or 
have occurred. The information is highly selective. The primary purpose of 
these reports is not to present technical &tail, but to summarize the progress 
of a project. 

You organize the infamation in status reports by topic or project, 
usually in a standard format. Status reports compare actual activities to 
standards for a type of activity, such as dimensional control, or to milestones 
in a time frame or stages of a process, such as completion of bottom inserts. 
You present the material without explanation or interpretation, and often in 
graphic form. 

2.2. Minutes and Trip Reports 

Minutes and trip reports document the actions, decisions, and results of 
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a specific meeting, trip, or similar event Similar in function are conference 
records, telephone records, and sales contact  ports as well as the ''Technical 

Communications Report" (CDRL-DID USI-A-23532). Although the pri- 
mary purpose of minutes and trip reports is to communicate information, 

actions and decisions often are the focus of these reports. Documentation 
simply "for the record" is a secondary purpose. 

You usually issue minutes in response to a specific event or occasion, so 
the readers are selected accordingly. The "Minutes of meeting with Coastal 
Shipping" (Figure 4), for example, is an internal report distributed to the 
shipyard persons who attended the meeting and to two others: the Assistant 

General Manager and a person in Purchasing who will be asked to have a 
vendor correct a part malfunction. 

As the sample minutes (Figue 4) illustrate, minutes summarize impor- 
tant information rather than provide a transcript of an event. You provide 
documentation and details in attachments. The "Minutes of meeting with 
Coastal Shipping" present only the results, conclusions, or decisions on the 
meeting topics, not the details of the discussions themselves. 

You usually organize minutes according to the topics or categories 
discussed rather than according to the chronology of the discussion. You 
summarize the important information in the beginning of the report, as in 

"Minutes of meeting with Coastal Shipping," where the heading, "Action to 

be taken by," signals the action items. The sample also illustrates how 
minutes are formatted with boxes and lines to distinguish separate kinds of 
information. 

23. Procedures and Instructions 

Procedures and instructions primarily explain tasks that need to be 
performed, although they provide information as well. They are designed to 
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Figure 4. Sample Minutes of a Meeting (1 of 2 pages). 

Atlantic Shlpbulldlng 
MEMORANDUM 

To: Distribution Dept. 

I 

From: C. Frederick DePt* Contracts 

Subject: Minutes of meeting with Coastal Shipping to discuss 
unsatisfactory specification Items on ASBC Hull No. 324 

Date14 July 1986 

Flle: 324186.22 

P a g e l  of 2 

Contract: 
TY201-78 

Place: 12 July 1986, Atlantic Shipbuilding 

Partlclpants: 

R. Martin (CSC) C. Frederick (Contracts) 
0. Edwards (CSC) A. Vado (Chief Naval Architect) 
L Moseby (CSC) J. And~ i i s  (Production) 

V. White (Quality Assurance) 
F. Domino (Construction) 

Pwpor: 

To dkuss  the c o w  spedhtlon items Coastal Shipping Corporation finds 
unsatisfactory with the corwtructlon of Hull No. 324 (letters of 12 June and 23 June). 
After dscussion, appropriate adam were agreed upon and tasks assigned. 

&amlt Iftm 
Actlon to ba taken by: Design Engineering E03, A1 1 

cawucbn €02, C16 - C04 

W n g  Toplm: 

EO2 Noted that #I control panel In pump room has two damaged contrd 
6Wwl.a 

~ W i N i n s t P l l n e w s w i ~  

Dlstr lbut lon A V & ( C M d F ( r v o l ~ )  
S.-w.-MYrrgw) J.Andrulk(Rodudbn) 
C. Fndrcidr (Controetr) V. While (Wi A*UUMg) 
W. Loman (-1 F. Damho (Candwkn) 
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Figure 4. Sample Minutes of a Meeting (2 of 2 pages). 

Atlantic Shipbuilding 
MEMORANDUM 

To: Distribution Dept. 

From: C. Frederick Dept. Contracts 

Subject: Minutes of meeting with Coastal Shipping to discuss 
unsatisfactory specification items on ASBC Hull No. 324 

Oat.: 14 July 1986 

Filr: 324186-22 

Page 2 of 2  

Contract: 
TY201-78 

EO3 Noted that in the aft pump room all valves are not aoaMible. 
T-handles were suggested. 

Design Engineering to change. 

A1 1  Noted that fonrvard hydraulic suppiy hoses could chak and 
pinch during the operation of #l and #5 hams. 
Rerouting will correct problem. 

Design Engineering, Ouffinlng Section win re~iolv8. 

CQ4 Noted !hat the #2 emergency generator does not function properly. 
Problem appears to be in the governor. 

Purchasing to have vendor correct. 

* C16 Noted that Engine Conmi Room is dirty. 
Construction will clean after all engine room work is completed 

GO1 Material Control received air conditioning units that hod delayed some 
oufitdng work. 

Referenas: Lettar, Mosaby (CSC) a F d e M ,  12 J w  1986 
Lsnn, ~ ( C S C ) t o F ~ 2 3 J w l s e d  
Loar, ~ t o M o ~ ( C S C ) , 3 0 J w 1 9 8 6  

b 
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enable people to construct, operate, maintain, or repair a piece of equipment 
or to perform some production task. However, they also document a 
procedure or test and keep managers and supervisors informed. Procedures 
and instructions include both repetitive and one-of-a-kind tasks. 

A procedure focuses on the task to be performed. You design and write 
a procedure in a formulaic style so that it will be performed correctly, 
efficiently, and safely. Pay attention to specific detail, actions, and results. 
How much background information and detail you include depends on your 
analysis of your readers' needs. 

Both routine and one-of-a-kind procedures have diverse readers with 
different needs. You should organize procedures in several parts to serve 
these diverse needs. Often, you prepare a cover memo for a supervisor and 
write the procedure itself in a format that the user can follow to do the tasks 
efficiently. Formats usually are standard for similar types of procedures, so 
a user familiar with the format can follow the procedure and perform the task 
efficiently . 

The specific function of a report determines the guidelines to employ in 
applying report-writing principles to writing the report. When you determine 
the function of the report you are writing, you can defme your communication 
purpose, identify the specific readers, and design the basic structure. Then 
you can determine the relevant information to include in the report and how 
to organize the infonnation. 



Establishing the 
Basic Report Structure 

Shipyard reports vary in kind and format, within a shipyard as well as 

between shipyards. Even the same kind of report can have different names 
in different shipyards. However, the basic structure of various types of 

shipyard reports is the same as the basic structure of other technical docu- 

ments. 
Two basic principles underlie the structure of shipyard reports: reports 

have three parts and reports move from general to specific. When you design 
your report, you need to consider the needs of your readers and apply these 
two principles to make the structure of the report meet your readers' needs. 

1. Types of Report Readers 

An effective report meets the needs of its readers. Therefore, after you 
define the purpose of your report, you must identifv your rea&rs and 
detennine what information they need, Then you prioritize the needs you 
have identified so that you know which needs are the most important. 

As a group, the ~taders of your report have one important characteristic: 
they are diverse. They are in different departments, have different job 

responsibilities, and bring different concerns to yourreport For example, the 
readers of a condition report (on a combat system) can include a program 
manager, a liaison person, and Navy representatives-most of whom are not 
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combat specialists. The "Ballast Tank Drainage" report (Figure 2, p. 14), was 
distributed to only four persons, but they were in Contracts, Production En- 
gineering, and Design Engineering. Your readers' professional responsibili- 
ties complement, rather than duplicate or overlap, one another. Therefore, 
your readers will use your report for different purposes. 

Not only are your readers diverse, they are not of equal importance. 
You should determine who your most important readers are so that you can 
design your report primarily to meet their needs. 

To prioritize your readers, you classify them into three types of 
audiences (Table 2): 

Table 2. THREE TYPES OF REPORT AUDIENCES 

1. Primary: Act or Make Decisions 
2. Secondary: Affected by Actions and Decisions 
3. Nominai: Transmit, Fornard, or File Reports 

1.1. Primary Audiences 

Primary audiences are persons who must act or make the decisions 
needed for your report to accomplish its purpose. Most nports have only one 
person who is considered as the primary reader. You should be sure to identify 
this person to avoid confusion. As a shipyard manager explained, "Three 
people were identified for action. They all got the report, but each thought the 
other was acting. The report fell between the cracks!" 

Primary audiences often do not need much technical information-the y 
only need to know "the bottom line." At times, identifying the primary reader 
can be difficult, either because you don't know that person or because 
protocol may require your report to address a secondary or nominal audience. 
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1.2. Secondary Audiences 

Secondary audiences are persons who have to implement the decisions 
or who will be affected by the actions taken. These persons may not have to 
make the decision or take the initial action, but are responsible for making sure 
that the subsequent changes occur. These persons often need technical 

information to take the actions or make the changes. If you overlook a 

secondary audience, you might not include the information that person needs. 
A secondary audience might not even receive the report if you haven't put that 
person on the distribution list. 

13. Nominal Audiences 

Nominal audiences are persons who maintain lines of communication. 
They routinely forward reports to the appropriate people, the way the 
Supervisor of Shipbuilding forwards your reports to NAVSEA and the way 
aprogram manager forwards areport that has contract implications. Nominal 
audiences also frle reports. Furthennm, nominal audiences often include 
protocol audiences. The tern, "nominal," implies that these persons are not 
as important as the primary and secondary audiences to whom your report 

should be primarily directed. 
Reports for the Navy usually have these three types of audiences, as 

shown in the analysis of areport requesting achange in contract specifications 
needed to replace a specified vendor part (Table 3). A project engineer in 
Program Management in a shipyard wrote the report. SupShips (a nominal 
audience) forwarded it to the Program Manager at NAVSEA (a secondary 
audience), who in turn transmittedit to a technical specialist in NAVSEA (the 

primary audience) responsible for analyzing and approving the request. The 
Program Manager for the shipyard is also listed as a nominal audience 
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Table 3. COMPLEX AUDIENCE FOR A REPORT TO NAVSEA 

Report Purposes: 

(I) To request deviation from a contract equipment specification. The 
request is necessary b e c a .  the vendor no longer is able to provide the 
specified part (The decision probably has been reached unofficially as 
a result of oral communication.) 

(2) To initiate documentation to modify the contract so that there is no 
future disagreement over contract provisions and cost implications. 

Report Type: 

One-page letter with attached documentation, including vendor 
drawings and calculations, to justify the replacement part 
recommended. 

Report Writer: 

Project hgineer in Program Management 

Primary Audiences: 

Technical specialist at NAVSEA responsible for analyzing and 
approving the request 

Secondary Audiences: 

NAVSEA: Program (Contract) Manager 
Other technical specialists 

SupShips: Technical specialist, who wil l  doublecheck the 
speufications 

Yard: Matuial Control, source of problem awareness and 
go-ahead to Purchasing 

Engineering (Machinery), source of alternative proposal 
Contracts, informatianal, but a change order might follow 
Purchasing, not copied but hold on purchase until 

authorized by Material Control 

Naminal Audi-: 

SupShips: Supervisor of Shipbuilding, the ad- by protocol 

Yard: Program Managa, copied (the writer's Manager) 

NAVSEA: Program (Contraa) Managa, nsponsiblc for routing the 
leetcr 
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because he routed the report to nominal management audiences in the yard 

and distributed it to numerous secondary audiences in the yard. As is 
customary, the report was addressed to the Supervisor of Shipbuilding, a 
nominal audience. Its most important readers, however, were technical 

specialists at NAVSEA. 
To meet the needs of these diverse readers and enable them to get the 

infomation they needefficiently, a report must have an effective basic struc- 

ture. 

2. Technical Reports Have Three Components 

Technical reports have three basic components (Figure 5). The fxst 
component is a summary or "overview," which includes the heading; the 
second component is the discussion or "analysis;" the third component 
consists of the attachments or "supporting documentation." Each of these 
components should be more or less self-contained. A technical report differs 
from other types of written communication, such as an essay, which tradition- 
ally have three parts--a beginning, a middle, and an end. However, in these 

other types of communication, the beginning, middle, and end form one unit; 
that is, each part is not self-contained. 

Most of your audiences, especially management audiences, don't have 
time to read an entire nport. In a report that consists of self-contained units, 
the audience can nad each part of the report independently and even 
selectively. 

This three-component &sign enables your report to meet the needs of 
your diffennt types of audiences by enabling readers to read only the 
information that they need. 

The "Ballast Tank Drainage" report (Figure 2, p. 14) illustrates this 
three-component structure. The first paragraph summarizes the report. No 
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1 

I 

\ 

Figure 5. The Three Basic Components of a Technical Report. 

Summary 

I 

Discussion or 
Analysis 

Attachments and 
Documentation 

The Report ' 

The Most Importat Information 

The Technicai Analysis 

TheTechnicalDeFailsaud 
Supporting Documentation 

The Files ( I 1  Drawings The Refaenced Data Base Information and 

Documentation 

: L 
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reader has to read further to get the essential information. The next three 
paragraphs selectively present the analysis to support the conclusion in the 
summary that the "amount of ballast left in the ballast tanks is not significant 
enough to warrant the incorporation of additional drainage." The documen- 
tation enclosed with the report, "Complete Wing Ballast Tank Drainage," 
which contains the detailed technical analysis, also supports the conclusion. 

2.1. The Summary 

The summary of your document addtesses your primary audience, 
management readers, although it also meets the needs of some secondary 

audiences. Few readers, especially managers, need particulars or details to 
understand your conclusions and recommendations and to make a decision or 
take action. Managers seldom read further in a nport than is absolutely 
necessary. 

Therefore, the summary presents only the most important information 
of the report, and focuses on the organizational implications of your conclu- 

sions rather than on the technical material. If you meet the needs of your 
primary readers in the one-paragraph s w  (or one-page summary of a 

long report), you have communicated with them. 
For other readers who will read other sections of your report, the 

summary provides an overview or road map that guides them to the informa- 
tion they need. 

The summary also addresses nominal audiences. It indicates who 
should receive the report. Because the summary of a report focuses on the 
organization rather than on technical details, it helps nominal audiences to get 
the report to the right people for the appropriate decisions and actions. 

The first two paragraphs in the sample recommendation report, "Pro- 
posal to Introduce Line-Heating Technology" (Figure 6), show an effective 
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File No. 12-ST 
Date 3 July 1986 

Atlantic Shlpbulldlng 
MEMORANDUM 

To: S. Gutherie 
Assistant Genaal Man 

From: J. Anddia, Manager 
Pnxbion Engineerin 

swe to h d u c e  Line-Heating Technology into 
AS ~ t i o n P r o c e d u r r s  

At tho presad time, the technique of cold-farming shell plating limiw our 
phcr iv i ty  and flexibility. The fact that we rely on this technique limits our 
c o m p e t i t i v ~  m some bid situations. I therefore propose that ASBC introduce 
line-hating technology in our facilities This will enable us to stay competitive with 
other U. S. shipyards, 

Line-hating techology will (1) incrrase our proddvity, (2) facilitate more 
compkx shell plate curvatwe and lowa costs, and (3) improve production flow. 
Impved fabxicdon quplity will d t  in the yard king mom competitive. 
knplcmatatian of linebeating teclmology will 9th approximately one year, 
including p h n i q .  

. .  . Fat cald-forrnine facilities for cold-forming shell plating - do not Iwt the needs of cuxcnt designs. These facilitica can only paform adequate 
shaping up to 34 inch thick plate and an not capable of giving p h  longitudinal 
awaturr. IThe specifications of our cold-fonning facilities and optimal m~ for conaact T1236-83 an listed in Aaachment A. 

Line heating is the piocess of in& cuwaauc in 
v h  . . by c m l l e d  heating and cooling. h process is aLw 

q p ~  L f-g nr~rmnl int-tim and moving  distomm 
to thamrlly induced 

By employing line 
f e  foming of p w g .  
T h c ~ a f ~ ~ g a n :  

1) in pdwtMy, r seen in other U.S. shipysrdr (Attachment B). 

2) A b i l i i y t o ~ f a m c b d l p t t a w i t h o o m p a m d ~ ( A t 6 c W  
Ci temh 
U-142), W E - '  Od dimQliorrrl~farplsrcrarHirachiHull 

learlC,mroorttrvinp 

I 

Figure 6. Sample Recommendation Report Illustrating Use of a 
Summary (1 of 2 pages). 
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Atlantlc Shlpbulldlng 
MEMORANDUM 

3) Ability to fit curved pam to cwed shell acauately with minimal force, 
which quins fewer man-hours than cold forcing. 

4) Accommodation of larger plate size, thmby minimizing butts and scams. 

5) O@&+n of existing facilities h u g h  improved scheduling and 
cllmrmhMl of M e n e c k  

6) FaciWion of subsequent assembly by eliminating & d o n  prior to 
f 0 r w d . q  an intcdm product to the next level of produdon. 

7) Ability to auwately and pmductively fair mad intersectiolls. 

8) EnhPrrced worker safety. 

Our statidcat acamcyantml system would be modified to asmre the normal 
procm capability, including standard mge and tolerance rindts. 

In d u s i o n ,  line hearing shapes mataial mom accurately with less effort and 
pviQ mon prcduction flexibility. 

heatine.on of line heating would be best 
accompiisbed by co-ting with a Japan&e firm to provide technical i n f d o n  
and aaining. Our o w  shipyard would be mponsible for the adaptation of existing 
equipment end the cmatxuction (and purchase) of new equipment needed for this 
method Finally, ABS approval will be needed before this technique is used in 
actual p d u a o n  Ths implementation of line-heating tcchuology will require 
appro%irMtdy one year. 

Upon tpprovll of this proposal I will preperr a detailed pmdurr and cost esrimate 
for implemmbuioa of line-heating &haology. Final cost atimata can be made 
PRertccimicrl~gwiththeJapamsefira Quabcivebmefitstbmcanbe 
calculated for sdeaed sals and c o n m u ,  based on the pacauages of shell 
p&ta which codd be in whole or paa by line hating. 

I have rcbafrrled a rneuing in the Admhkmive Confmnce Room for 0900, 
Wednesday, 16 July to discam this proposal and implmcntation p h .  

AtQduncaQ' A - Yard S p c i h h n  ard Optimal Spedticacio~ Con- 
-83 

B - EEed on Pmductivity of Line-Heating Techlogy 
C - Compmd Shen (hvaane for Hitachi Hdl Y-14-2 

a= S.Gurhcrie,krrtGcxuIplMnrrpecr V . W h i t e , Q u r l i t y ~  
G.brI&%Pr#iEngineaing F.Daminqc.camdon 
C sberrrmr Welding EnginecriPg W. Lamm, Purchasing 
A v 4  OicfNlvri Arcbi&ea 

r 

Figure 6. Sample Recommendation Report Illustrating Use of a 
Summary (2 of 2 pages). 
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summary. The fist paragraph states the problem and the proposed solution. 
The second paragraph succinctly presents the conclusions, the reasons for the 
proposed solution, which are explained in the discussion of the report. This 
paragraph presents the conclusions in such a way that the reader does not have 
to read further in the report to get the main points. 

Line-heating technology will (1) increase our productivity, (2) facilitate 
more complex shell plate curvature and lower costs, and (3) improve 
production flow. Improved fabrication quality will result in the yard 
being more competitive. Implementation of line-heating technology will 
require approximately one year, including planning. 

In contrast to the "Line-Heating Technology" proposal, the "Reflag of 
Interlakes Shipping Corporation Ships" report (Figure 7) illustrates the need 
for a summary. Without a summary at the beginning of the report, the 
argument is very difficult to follow. Yet, on the second page, the report 
requests the Coast Guard to cancel an inspection requirement and accept the 
naval architect's conclusions. Most readers would have trouble stating the 
argument in the report without referring to the enclosures. In such a situation, 
the report usually fails to communicate effectively and cannot achieve its 
purpose without follow-up communication, both written and oral. 

The summary of a report has different names: "executive summary," 
"summary," "overview," "brief," "opening component," "conclusions and 

ncommendations," "abstract," and even "introduction." Regardless of what 
the summary is called, it presents the most important information in the report, 
and it appears at the beginning of the report. 

23. The Discussion or Analysis 

The discussion of your report addresses technical and staff persons 
interested in the technical aspects of your report. The discussion usually has 
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23 July 1986 
File 786-86 

Pacific Design Ca 
Naval Archim Marine Engincm 

22 Cove St. La Jolla, CA 92038 

Captajn A. Stlk 
Commending Officer 
U.S.C.G., Marine Safety 
Ddroit, MMigan 48065 

Subject: Renag of Intdakea Shipping C o r p d o n  Ships 
at Atlantic Shipbuilding Corporation, Huron River Yard 
ASBC Hull 234, Alpena 
ASBC Hull 235, Saginaw 
ASBC Hull 236, Traverse Chy 
ASBC Hull 237, Marquetbe 

Endosursa: (1) Atlantic letter, file 753-86.12 May 1986 
(2) CCG06(mml) letter, Serial W3012.26 June 1986 
(3) Atlantic letter, file 77288.16 July 1886 

D m  Str, 

brdorure (1) submmod to CCGDg(mmt) the hydraulic diagmma for the 
htwlor ramp covers and the watertight catgo doors. The Intention d the 
luknisdon was to comply with the technical r e q u i m  d 32 CFR 
26.1 7.16. 

llw kgfc presented in the submission was that the ramp cow were 
'Foil-do' as defined in 32 CFR 26.17.16. Ths ramp cowm wero 
mddwed fail-safe dw to the flow a m d  d m h a  In tho hyQaullo supply 
b Ihe cylinder% which would provide for a cumlled rokue of the cover 
ahauld there be a hybaulic failure. 

Shce the hydraulic tysbem for the cargo doaft which am nat opened 
~ h p a t , l 8 i n s W k d ~ l o p r o v # . t h o ~ P d v M t e g ,  
~ t P o p 1 8 t . t ) w m , i l w p r a r a u n r d t h r l ~ C F R 2 6 . 1 7 . 1 6 ~  
suknrtlaUy w* 

; 

Figure 7. Sample Report Without a Summary: Negative Example 
(1 of 2 pages). 
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Pacific Design Co. 
Naval Architects Marine Engineus 

22 Cove St. La Jolla, CA 92038 

Regardless, Endosure (2) disagreed and required the submission of the 
complete details of the hydraulic systems and imposed the requirements 
d 32 CFR 23.16.3 to the hydraulic hose. 

Il is understoood that cooarnent with Endosure (2) an inspection 
requirement has also been issued either to show thet the hydraulic hose 
in these systems is in compliance with 32 CFR 23.163 or to replace the 
hose. 

We do not agree with these requirements and under normal 
arwmstances would respond to Endosure (2) wtth suffident additional 
information to substantiate our position. We have, in fact, already 
responded to the letter regarding the stem ramps (Endosure (3)). 

Due to the imminent delivery of the first two of the flw vemds and the 
effect that these requirements could have on that ddlwry, it is requested 
that you have the installatbns on board inspected to verify tho fail-safe 
design of the interior ramp covers, as desaibed in this letter. Additionally, 
it is requested that you m a r  with our understandkrg that the cargo door 
system is not a regulated system. 

II yau am in agramwt, it is requested that the impedbr~ requirement for 
Iho hoses to be in conformance with 32 CFR 23.163 be cancoiled as only 
Ihocre hydraulk systems in 32 CFR 27.17.1 require compllanoo with 
27.1 7.4 hcugh 27.1 7.8 which, in turn, invoke aompllance with 32 CFR 
Part 23. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this pro#em, If ad- 
hformation h needed, feel free to antact m a  

Slncordy y-, 

k w i t  
-Dedgn 

7 

Figure 7. Sample Report Without a Summary: Negative Example 
(2 of 2 pages). 
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diverse readers, such as: 

Technical people who need the information for their own 
purposes, such as to revise a system component. 

Other professionals, such as people who have to write specifi- 
cations and contact vendors. 

Staff people who have to analyze the technical infoxmation to 
advise the manager who must make the decision your report 
recommends. 

The purpose of the discussion is to present your technical analysis, 
which proves or supports the conclusions and recommendations of your 
report. Your discussion should present your thinking, not the technical 
documentation. It should include only the details that support your reasoning 
and conclusions. 

The "Line-Heating Technology" proposal (Figure 6, p. 30) illusmtes 

the analytical focus of the discussion. After the first two paragraphs, which 
summarize the problem and conclusions, the report discusses four topics: 

Despite the technical subject, the discussion of the first three topics is quite 
general-the details appear in the attachments. The report devotes more 
attention to the fourth topic, "Implementation of line heating" (which has 
organizational implications for the shipyard), than to the other three. The 
discussion of implementation presents the writer's thinking or analysis. It 
doesn't overwhelm the reader with technical detail. 
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2.3. The Attachments and Documentation 

The third component of your report, the attachments (or enclosures if it 
is in letter format), presents documentation to support the information in the 
discussion. The attachments perform two functions. First, they contain the 
details that would clog the discussion and obscure the analysis. Second, they 
provide additional information for some readers without presenting unneces- 
sary information to other readers. 

The attachments of areport take many forms, such as reference memos, 
computer printouts, calculations, and parts lists. Often, attachments address 
specialists who don't need interpretation and explanation. Therefore, many 
attachments are formatted with several boxes and lines, and contain little 
prose. 

The attachments provide supplementary information that isn't neces- 
sary for most of the readers to understand the analysis and accept the 
conclusions of your report. Therefore, you should select the attachments of 
your report for the convenience of some readers of the report. Put the 
complete documentation for your report in a file--cabinet or electronic-for 
future reference. 

3. Technical Reports Move From General To Specific 

The second basic principle of report structure is that the components 
move from general to specific. The summary pnsents the most general or 
bottom-line information. The discussion presents an analysis that uses details 
and results of calculations to fmulate conclusions or generalizations. The 
attachments usually present detailed information. 

"The Request for Documentation to Introduce Lntermittent Welding" 
(Figure 8) illustrates how the information in a report moves from general to 
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Atlantlc Shlpbulldlng 
MEMORANDUM 

File No. 64-22B 
Dstc: 6 June 1986 

To: A. V d o  
QiefNavalArcttitea 

From: F.D0mino - Engineaing 

Subjez Request for Doatmcntarim to hwbcc 7 ' '.- t Welding 

Enclomm: Report, "In- Welding by Navy R q d w  

In m rqm (enclad), I detail the ' ' 
wddug n~uhanenta pr impo?cd by 

tk Xavy. - requimnr are f= .~d t a ~  % pqma 01 
m e m o i s t o r t q ~ a a t h a t y o u p r e p a n ~ ~ t h r ~ p r m i t t h e i n ~ m  
of U.S. Navy atmxhh for intermittent welding iao dm pmbtion ofthe SWATH 
A-TSD. 

Cuuently, ASBC documentation for mtamipcaL weldiq ir brod an ABS 
specifications Howeva, inamaon 5 qdfidmsfastedaudaluminum 
for the Navy diEa from those for ABS AS docrrwno W o r e  need to be 
m r i s e d t o i n ~ N a v y s p c c i f - - m f o r u # o f W t e c ~ u c .  These 
documents should indude cost d scbedubg idormaion r welt 

I n k d m t  welding ~ c a t i m  for aimimm~ rad nPd forN.vrl Surf= 
Combatant Ship d i k h m  A B S F  m s o v d ~ u p c &  TheNwy 
rtquiru that the m;n;mumvohane o h  mtarmtrerr fills mld m.rai.l bs ideatid to 
the minimum requid  volums of coatinuaur m wdd fM&&L For example, with 
Navy specifications tbc volumea of intermiaca w& f a  a nobauePurl krllrbed 
s t i B ~ P a d f a a a a i ~ s t i B ~ m 7 5 % ~ t h n w i r h A B S  
speciii~notcounPingauysddithdendmih. Inddidoa,dmN.vy 
r c q u i r c s s i ~ d y r n o r e d w b & ~ e a d ~ h d a s A B S  'Ibo 
N a v y ~ o m p l r o d i E & k < w c o n v r b i v ~ t h a a k .  

IfyouhPveany ucati~rcgdingtbodfathirdoorrmcmrioa,placeunuact 
m e  ~ y w h y o u ~  

Capior J.hdmiiI,PioQdroa 
D.Hrpcr*M 
csbcrmsw-- 

i 

Figure 8. Sample Report With Basic Structure That Moves From 
General to Specific. 
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specific. After the first paragraph states the purpose of the report, the second 
paragraph states the conclusions that ABS specifications differ from Navy 
specifications for intermittent welding and that "ASBC documents therefore 
need to be revised to incorporate Navy specifications for use of this tech- 
nique." This implied recommendation is the most important statement in the 
report and is not explained in detail or restated The third paragraph explains 
how ABS specifications differ from Navy specifications. The enclosure 
presents a detailed explanation. 

A report with a three-level structure often contains redundancies. 
Conclusions appear in both the summary and the discussion. For example, a 
summary might present a cost estimate as a bottom-line number, while the 
discussion might break down the estimate in terms of basic cost categories. 
The same cost estimate might appear again in an attachment, with the costs 
itemized according to specific parts lists. 

However, the general-to-specific structure is necessary because your 
report is addressing different readers. You are not expecting many, if any, of 
your readers to read your report in its entirety or straight through. Thus, the 
consequent repetition is not wordiness. 

In sum, most technical reports have a similar basic structure despite a 
divmity of formats. The "Ballast Tank Drainage" memo (Figure 2, p. 14), 
the "Minutes of meeting with Coastal Shipping" (Figure 4, p. 20), and the 
"Line-Heating Technology" proposal (Figure 6, p. 30) represent different 
types of technical reports but have a similar basic structure. Other sample 
reports that appear later in this manual, such as procedures, have this structure 
as well. 

When you have to write a report longer than a few sentences or 
paragraphs, first establish an effective basic structure. When your report has 
an effective basic structure, it meets the needs of different readers and you get 
your communication job done. 



4 
Preparing the 
Summary 

With the basic structure of your report in mind, you can turn your 
attention to writing and editing. The next three chapters provide guidelines 
for organizing and writing your rough draft. This chapter explains how to 
prepare the opening summary of the report. Chapters 5 and 6 explain how to 

prepare the discussion. 
The summary contributes the most to your report's communication 

effectiveness. If the summary is ineffective and doesn't attract the reader's 
attention, most people will not pay attention to the detail presented later in the 

r e p a  
As one manager said, "I'm holding a report in my hand and I want to 

know right off why I need to read it." Another manager summarized the 
guidelines for preparing the summary by saying, "Don't dance around the 
problem. State i t  And state what your solution is or what you want. Keep 
it simple and direct: 'We had damage from the hurricane. We're looking at 
it. We'll get back to you' Bang. Put it up front in the first paragraph." 

When you write yourreport, you have to decide what to "put up front" 
To decide what infomation to include in the summary, look at the three parts 
of the summary (Table 4): the heading (including the subject line), the 
purpose statement, and the conclusions and recommendations. The guide- 
lines for writing these parts are &rived from the basic principles introduced 
in the previous chapter. 
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Tahle 4. PARTS OP XJIMMARY ----- .- - ~ - * - --- - - - -- -- - 

1. Heading 

2. Purpose Statement 

3. Conclusions and Recommendations 

1. The Heading 

The heading of a report contains standard information in a standard 
format. Many of the sample reports in this manual, such as the decision- 
making report (Figure 2, p. 14) and the rccommendation report (Figure 6, p. 
30), an in a standard memorandum format. These samples illustrate typical 
heading information: file information; dadarc of issue; audiences (readers) 
identifed in the "To:" and the "cc:" or "distribution" arcas; the writer and 
issuing department in the "From:" area and, in some formats, the printed 
memorandum heading itself: reference information; the subject line (or title 
in some types of documents); and enclosures or attachments. At times, some 
heading information, such as the distribution list, appears at the end rather 

than the beginning of the report. 
This heading information is also on standard f o e .  Standard 

f o m ,  such as arequest for engineering services form (Figure 3, p. 161, format 
this information with boxes and lines and at times include check-off disrribu- 
tion lists. 

Technical letters also contain this heading infondon, as shown in 
Figure 9, aletter to the S u p e ~ s o r  of Shipbuilding. Note that a technical letter 
is different from a business letter in that some business letter formats do not 
include most of the heading information that technical npom and letters 
contain. A technical letter that asks for a decision should always have a 
subject line so that it prompts the reader to action. The "Request for 
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Figure 9. Sample Letter to Supship Illustrating the Heading Format 
(1 of 2 pages). 

A 

rn 

Atlantlc Shipbuilding Corporation 
Huron River Yard 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48014 

29Ma 1986 
R* l J l 8 ~  

Supavisor of Shipbuilding 
New C d m ,  USN 
Clsnland, OH 33715 

Amtk Mr. E. Shapiro 
Rojea Manager, Code 481 

Subjea: R e q w  f a  Resolution of Radar Systan Exaphw 
Cantnct Problem 1-011 Repat No. 24 

Rdmas: US. Navy Cmtnct N-UM101-860-1328 
SWATH A-TSD, Atlantic Shipbuilding C Hun 324 
Min- SWATH A-TSD Design Review z 5 6  h4ay 1986 

Enclosms: (a) ASBC Comments I SWATH A-TSD RoposPl E v d u a h  - 
Radar System, dared 29 April 1986 

(b) Control Elearonicq Notes q p h b l c  to quotatioa in 
nsponse to Radar Sy- Invitation to Bid 

Dear Si 

OPring the SWATH A-TSD Design Rev- M&g of 5-6 May 1986, ASBC 
&id the Navy of a poteatial problem caaarning the COR qxeilied C& 
Elammicr ndu syaan. Control Electrcaics h u  takea excqma to cutah 

induded in the purchase specificuioPr in zaxdma with the r-' OR 
o f t h i s l e o a i s t o r s k f o r a d s c i s t o a o a h ~ ~ b y 6 J t m e  
avoid a &lay in the delivery of Hull 324. 

Tbc darit ofthe radar system andtheaq t iauof  Connd DaUtmia  re 
nnnmtriz#linenclomaAtldB. Astheminutcrdthem~indifzte,a 
decision &om the Navy w u  to be fmhamiq. To dus we haw nu &ved a 
NY. 
WeraLthrtyaue i tbawpivethenq~eatr thuCoaPrd~objcartoa  
providesuppxtmruncdythe~.  I f ~ ~ u w r & v c d b y 8 J m e  
1986, the dday in equipmeat dclivay will cpu# a delay in the delivay of Hull 324. 
Thirndamtothedny (60) wakddivay  timcquotaifartbondp. 

Your- caentioato thispmblemwouldbc~ rpprscirted 

s-Y, 

SWATH RcgrarB Mmrop 
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Atlantic Shipbuilding Corporation 
Huron River Yard 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48014 

29M 1986 
We l Z l 8 ~  
Paw2 

m o l i  to Shlpiro, Request for Resduth of Radar System Exceptions 

cc: C. Frederick, Contnar 
L Hanandez, Prod Engin, O u t f i g  
J. Andrulis, Prod Engin. 
S. H d m q  Gavrrl Manager 

A 

Figure 9. Sample Letter to Supships Illustrating the Heading Format 
(2 of 2 pages). 
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Resolution of Radar System Exceptions" letter (Figure 9) does just that. 
In writing the heading, you need to pay attention to three items: the 

format, titles and departments, and the subject line. 

1.1. The Format of the Heading 

The format of the heading usually is standard in a yard or a department. 
You should format the heading so that it contains the necessary information 
and clearly divides the different kinds of information. 

When writing more than one of the same type of report for the same 
person, use the same heading fonnat. A reader who sees a repetitive format 

hows where the information is and can respond quickly. 
A standard form works similarly; the form itself signals the type and 

purpose of the report. The "Request for Engineering Services" (Figure 3, p. 
16) cannot be mistaken for any other type of report, so it will be routed directly 
and acted upon efficiently. 

1.2. Titles and Departments in the Heading 

Identifying by title and department all the people listed in the heading 
is a good report-writing practice. When you identify the titles and depart- 

ments of everyone, you enable a reader to construct the communication 
context of the report immediately. Knowing the communication context is 
important for managen because they often need to know who received the 
report and what departments are involved. 

In addition, tides are important when a report is retrieved later for 

contract purposes or documentation purposes; names frequently change, but 
positions tend to endun. A year later, a report from J. Andrulis may not be 
quickly identified if J. Andrulis has been promoted or transferred. However, 
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a report from J. Andrulis, Manager, Production Engineering, can be identi- 
fied Follow-up on reports usually is made to the position, not the person. 

1.3. The Subject Line in the Heading 

When readers first receive a technical document, they look at the subject 
line to see whether or not they should read the document. If the subject line 
is ineffective, readers might not pay attention to your report. An effective 
subject line is specific, suggests the purpose of the document, is direct, and 

is short. 
A subject line should be specific. If the subject line simply says, "Heat 

Exchanger for Ocean Tug," the reader knows very little about the content of 
the report. That subject line is general, it couldapply to any number of reports. 
However, if the subject line says, "Change in Vendor for Heat Exchanger: 
Contract AD501-65," the reader knows the report is about a heat exchanger 
vendor, not about maintenance, modification, or delivery of a heat exchanger. 
Therefore, write the subject line so that it represents your report, not other 
possible reports. 

A subject line also should convey to the reader the purpose of the 
document. For example, the subject line, "Request for Change in Vendor for 
Heat Exchanger: Contract AD501-65," states the purpose of the report, not 
just what the report is about. The reader needs only to read this subject line 
to decide whether or not to read the report. 

Subject lines that do not state the topic and purpose of thereport are quite 
common (Table 5). These subject lines tend to be shorthand for the writer and 
a few readers, but are not helpful for many readers. For example, the subject 
lines, "Insulation Removal" and "Accuracy Control," do not identify the 
specific topic and purpose of the reports. 
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Table 5. UNCLEAR SUBJECT LINES 

I Defect 29" I I Insulation Removal I 
Flame Spray of Pipe Hangers 

Accuracy Control 

Structural Design of Assy 316 

Lifting-Magnet Repairs 

HVAC Access Plates 

Effective subject lines are direct. Key terms andconcepts should come 
first in the subject line, not last (Table 6). 

Table 6. CLEAR SUBJECT LINES 

Drawing Change to Facilitate Installation of Ventilation System 

Procedure to Protect Fan Coil Units 

Request for Change in Vendor for Heat Exchanger 

Request for Documentation to Introduce Intermittent Welding 

Request for Resolution of Radar System Exceptions: 

Contract Problem Identification Report No, 24 

Proposal to Introduce Line-Hating Technology into ASBC 
Production Procedures 

The first words in the subject line should be substantive nouns describing the 
purpose and topic of the report. If the rcport~quests an action, the first words 
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should be nouns that suggest action, such as "Request for Change" or 
"Drawing Change." 

Phrases such as "report on," "study of," and "investigation of' put the 
important information at the end of the subject line. Furthermore, these 
phrases have little meaning and can be deleted. 

Substantive nouns that specify the topic should come after the key terms 
and concepts. Secondary information, such as contract information or ship 
type, should come next or be in a subtitle. 

Finally, subject lines should be brief. Make them ten words or less. Use 
phrases, not clauses or sentences. You can keep the primary subject line brief 
by using colons and subtitles. 

2. The Purpose Statement 

The first sentence or paragraph of your report should state the purpose 
of the report, not what the report is about. 

The first paragraph of a report often is called the "introduction," but the 
term "introduction" doesn't suggest what information the paragraph should 
contain. Because the introduction should make the purpose of the report clear, 
this manual uses the tenn "purpose statement" 

Many writers have difficulty when writing the opening of areport. They 
either begin by writing a lot of background detail or they start writing the 
analysis or argument. The reader has to be patient and read to the end of the 
report to learn the purpose of the document. The impatient reader might quit 
reading before finding out that he or she is supposed to do something with the 
report. As one manager said, "with a lot of memos you can't figure out why 
you need to nad it." 

The following excerpt Erom thereport on "Reflag of Interlakes Shipping 
Corporation Ships" (Figure 7, p. 33) illustrates how not to start a report: 
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Dear Sir, 

Enclosure (1) submitted to CCGD3(mmt) the hydraulic diagrams for the 
interior ramp covers and the watertight cargo doors. The intention of the 
submission was to comply with the technical requirements of 32 CFR 
26.17.16. 

The logic presented in the submisison was that the ramp covers were "fail- 
safen as defied in 32 CFR 26.17.16. The ramp covers were considered 
fail-safe due to the flow control devices in the hydraulic supply to the 
cylinders, which would provide for a controlled release of the cover should 
there be a hydraulic failure. 

Since the hydraulic system for the cargo doors, which are not opened 
except in port, is installed solely to provide the mechanical advantage 
necessary to operate them, it was presumed that 32 CFR 26.17.16. would 
automatically apply. 

You have read three paragraphs into this report, but you still don't know 
why you're reading it or whether to continue to read it. However, the seventh 
paragraph, which is on the second page, opens with this sentence: 

Due to the imminent delivery of the f i t  two of the five vessels and the 
e f k t  that these requirements could have on that delivery, it is requested 
that you have the installations on board inspected to verify the fail-safe 
design of the interior ramp covers, as desaibed in this letter. 

You finally discover the purpose of the report in the middle of the 

second page, but how many readers will read that far? Therefore, state the 
purpose of your report in the first paragraph. 

When writing the purpose statement of yourreport, remember that your 
document does not exist in a vacuum. It is part of an organizational problem- 
solving process. Readers often need to understand the organizational context 
of your report to understand the purpose of your document. 

If the organizational context is apparent from the format of the report, 
the purpose statement can be one sentence. If the organizational context isn't 
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immediately clear, the purpose statement should be a paragraph of several 
sentences to establish the context and state the purpose. 

The organizational problem-solving process that leads to the report 
provides the three elements of a complete purpose statement (Figure 10). 

Shipyards have problems and needs which require you to perform technical 
tasks and then to write reports to communicate information to enable readers 
to address those problems and needs. The purpose statement, therefore, 
presents three concepts: the organizational problem, the technical investiga- 
tion, and the communication purpose. 

2.1. The Organizational Problem 

Readers often understand the purpose of a report when they understand 
the organizational problem or need that led you to write the report (Table 7). 

If there were no problem, there would be no need for the report. Thus, you 
cannot state the purpose of a technical report effectively unless you state the 
organizational problem behind the report. 

Table 7. STATEMENTS OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEM 

At the present time, the technique of cold-forming shell plating limits our 
productivity and flexibility. The fact that we reb on this technique limits 
our competitiveness in some bid situations. 

Purpose: (from the minutes of a meeting) 
To discuss the contract specification items that Coastal Shipping Corpora- 
tion fmds unsatisfactory with the construction of Hull No. 324 

Recently, corrosion in fan coil units in the production staging area has 
caused concern. 

Contract equipment specifications for the ocean tug heat exchanger were 
written in terms of the Barfield Corporation product line. However, the 
current Barfield heat exchanger does not meet the precise spec8cations for 
this vessel. 
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Problem or Address the 
Investigation Organizational 

Problem 

Communication 

1. The Organizational 2. The Technical 3. The Communication 
Problem Investigation Purpose 

Figure 10. The Organizational Problem Solving Process Provides the 
Three Elements of the Purpose Statement. 
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Stating the organizational problem is difficult for some writers. An 

ineffective statement presents background material rather than the immediate 
problem behind the report. Ineffective statements are often too detailed or 
discuss the technical problem rather than the organizational problem. The 
opening of the "Reflag Report" (Figure 7, p. 33) is an example of a report that 
opens with background material. 

To state the problem effectively, keep the statement short--one, or at 
most, two sentences. Background material and details of the problem belong 
in the discussion of the report. Any reader in a shipyard can understand a 
problem stated succinctly in organizational tenns. 

2.2. The Technical Investigation 

In response to an organizational problem or need, you have done some 
engineering or other professional task that has led to the report you are 
writing. A statement of the technical investigation also enables a reader to 
understand the purpose of your report. 

Statements of the technical investigation summarize the objective or 
conclusion of the technical investigation in one sentence (Table 8). 

Table 8. STATEMENTS OF THE TECHNICAL INVE!jTIGATION 

Outfitting has analyzed the need tor complete wing ballast tank drainage. 

The welding procedures were not in violation of ASBC Procedure Index 
13B45530 (reference c). 

In my report (enclosed), I detail the intermittent welding requirements as 
imposed by the Navy. 

Henceforth, all units stored in the open should be protected from rain and 
moisture. 

. 
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However, after you state the objective of your technical investigation, you 
might be tempted to go into detail ratherthan to use it to lead into the statement 
of communication purpose. Do not discuss your investigation in detail here. 
If you state the technical investigation, do so in one sentence. 

23. The Communication Purpose 

The most important element of the purpose statement is the statement 
of communication purpose-that is, a statement of the objective of the report. 

Statements of the organizational problem and of the technical investigation 
help to make the purpose of the report clear. When you state your commu- 

nication purpose, you an telling your readers how to respond to the report 
(Table 9). If the necessary actions don't occur, you haven't communicated 
The statement of communication purpose is what motivates readers to 
respond. 

Table 9. STATEMENTS OF THE COMMUNICATION PURPOSE 

I therefore propose that ASBC introduce line-heating technology in our 
facilities. (ki requests a decision.) 

The attached Work Standard has been adopted for protection of fan coil 
units throughout the yard (This tells how to perform an activity.) 

This is a request for the United States Coast Guard to designate its 
representatives at the deadweight survey of Hull 324, (rhls requests a 
nsponse.) 

The purpose of this memo is to request that you prepare documentation 
that will permit the incorporation of US. Navy standards for intermittent 
welding into the production of the SWATH-A-TSD. (This requests an 
action.) 

We request a change in authorized vendor to White Heat Control Com- 
pany. (This requests a decision.) 

b 

J 
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Therefore, the first paragraph of your report presents a purpose state- 
ment. The statement can be restricted to just the statement of communication 
purpose, or it can include statements of the organizational problem and 

technical investigation as well. If you present a complete purpose statement, 
make it succinct, as in the following example: 

Atlantic Shipbuilding Corporation takes exception organizational 
to the incidents cited in SOSCO Quality Deficiency problem 
Reports TY-201-78-86-U and TY-201-78-86-15 
(references a and b). The welding procedures technical 
were not in vioIation of ASBC Procedure Index investigation 
13B-455.90 (reference c). Accordingly, the contractor communication 
requests that these QDRs be retired. purpose 

A complete purpose statement tells your primary audience what you 
want done and why. 

3. Conclusions and Recommendations 

After you state the purpose of your report, you present the most 
important information. This part of the summary usually consists of conclu- 
sions and recommendations, but also can include bottom-line results, cost 
information, or schedule information. 

This part of your report can sllmmarize information presented in the 
discussion or analysis of the report itself or it can summarize information 
presented in the attachments, depending on the length of the report In any 
repart over a page long, as with the "Proposal to Introduce Line Heating 
Technology" (Figure 6, p. 30), this second paragraph should summarize the 
information that is presented in the report itself. In reports less than a page 
long, as with the "Request for Resolution of Radar System Exceptions" 
(Figure 9, p. 41), the second paragraph often summarizes information pre- 
sented in attachments. 
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The conclusions and recommendations support your purpose statement 
presented in the first paragraph. The "Insulation Protection and Removal, 
Incident Response" report (Figure 1 I), states the conclusion of the investiga- 
tion in the opening paragraph, as shown in the following excerpt: 

The welding procedures were not in violation of ASBC Procedure Index 
WB455.90 (reference c). 

This conclusion is supported by the argument in the second paragraph, 
which summarizes information in the enclosures: 

The precautions addressed in Procedure Index WB45590 apply to 
flammable materiaIs. However, the spd~cat ions  for the insulation 
installed in the SWATH A-TSD are that it be non-flammable. This 
insulation is MIL-I-631-E Type 11, which is not flammable. Thus, Proce- 
dure Index WB-45590 does not apply to the incidents cited in SOSCO 
QDR TY-201-78-86-13 and SOSCO QDR TY-201-78-8615. 

These sentences focus on conclusions and interpretations of the techni- 
cal infomation. They do not discuss technical detail. The sample report on 
"Request for Change in Vendor for Heat Exchange?' (Figure 12) also 
illustrates how an effective summary discusses only essential information 
and conclusions. 

When you put the important information in the heading, purpose 
statement, and conclusions and recommendations at the beginning of your 
report, you enable readers to read efficiently. Most persons need to read no 
further than your purpose statement and conclusions and recommendations. 

No matter how many pages your report contains, you should summarize the 
most important information in the first two or three paragraphs. 

This discussion of how to prepan a summary explained the principles 
that determine what information to present in the summary and presented 
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- 

Atlantic Shipbuilding Corporation 
H u m  Rlvw Yard 

Ann Arbor, Mlchlgan 48014 

SIIpavisor of Shipbuilding Fik TY201-78 
New Conwaction, USN PM 86-43 
Clcveiand, OH, 33715 Date 18 June 1986 

Atteatiax K. Shower, Quality Assurance 

Snbje~e Ins* Rumtion and Removal, Incident Respouse 

Ref- (a) S O X 0  QDR T1201-78-86-13 
(b) SOSCO QDR TY201-78-8615 
(c) ASBC, Rocedure Index 13B-455.90 

EadosPn: (1) "EtTects on Insulaticn of Heat Due to Welding" 
ASBC T a t  Report W8632N. 13 May 1986 

Atlantic Shipbuildin Coqmation takes ex 'on to the incidents dted in SOSCO 
Q d i t y  DdichcY &ports TY-201-78-86ymd TY-201-78-8615 (rcfexences a 
and b). The welding @uru were not in violation of ASBC Procedure Index 
13B-455.90 (reference c). Actwrdingly, the conmtor requests that these QDRs be 
rerired 

Tbepraautions ad&sscd in Rocdun Index 13B-455.90 ly to flammable 
acrYL However, the spcdcaticu for the iusdahrn ins% in h e  SWATH 
A-TSD an dut it be non-flammable. This insulation is MICI-631-E Type II, 
which ia not flammable. Thus, Pmcdure Index 13B-455.90 does not apply to the 
incidents cited in SOSCO QDR TY-201-788613 and S O X 0  QDR 
TY-201-78-8615. 

Hoareva, the conator that massive welding on one side of a bulkhead 
mY dcm+mtc the indahon on the opposite side of the bullhead. In such capes, 
the am- m v e s  and rdnsrds the insulation on the @OC side of the 
b o l k h d  'his ia done on a case -case basis. It is not done when the welding is 
minor, such as for tack-welding o f L e t s .  

These cuaby-uw d c m n h b m  are bascd on a thorough study of the effects of 
w W g  on the 'te side of insulated bulkhesds. A copy of this study, ASBC 
b at^ w=, ia eacloeed. 

llmk you f a  your coapaation. 

G. 
SWATH PrqZrrm 

Figure 11. Report Summary Focusing on Conclusions Rather Than 
Detail. 
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L - 
Atknlc Shipkrildlng 
MEMORANDUM 

Filc No. 3650s 
Dste: 3May 1986 

To: Mr. R Swatman 
Rojea Manager 
Hshor Tugs Inc. 
Baltimore, Md. 22002 

From: C webaer,hbMgeI 
D e s i g n ~ g , O u f i t e i n g W 0 1 1  '4tlgtitilg418 CoQomion 

uest for Qpnge in V& for Heat Exchanger 
AS CoPmrtAD501~ - %  

Ocern Tug, Repair and Overhaul 

Ref-: Equipment SpecXcations, Conwct ADS01 45 
Appeodix F, p. F- 12 

W White Heat C o d  Compply Bulletin 326D: Hest Exchnng- 

C o ~ a c t  e q u i p i d  specificatiam for tbe occan tug heat exchpnga w m  written in temu oftha 
B.rfield Corpodon pduct linc Howevert the cumt M e l d  heat excbanga &a not meat 
tbc pndse spcciticationa for this v d  Specifically, the doublawalled design  don ir 
-met W e q u a t r c ~ e i n ~ d m d o r t o  W h i t e H c s t m C o m ~ .  

Thr W t e  Hat CbmI Compsay model H-1420 meet8 all of the d#ign nq-catr for thir 
Mexchmga. 'ZhbkW@-rmdcocltdPtPfor&mOdti~rr:btedintbed 
&rSeria Tbscatdiff~hnegligiblo. 

If H h o r  Tuy k spprwa thit chtnge in vendor, p l w  sign below and tfrir mano to 
~rr We wiIl then proceed d g l y .  Thank you for your ' tPnce. rwc- Daign- Outfitting 

AtlrPricSipbujlrt ing~.  
Appwed: 

DaW 

cc: AVdqQidNnrlArchiroct 
C ~ c a l m c a  
w. -Purrbring 

> 

Figure l2. Sample Report Limited to Essential Information. 
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some guidelines by which to write the parts of the summary. 
Most of the guidelines have been applied to sample reports that involve 

considerable writing, not to reports in standard format that contain little prose. 
However, the principles also apply to reports in standard formats, The 
"Request for Engineering Services" (Figure 3, p. 16) essentially is a selective 
summary of information. The format directly presents heading infomation, 
a purpose statement, and a conclusion. The "Minutes of meeting" (Figure 4, 

p. 20) has a complete basic structure, with summary and discussion, despite 
being formatted with several lines and boxes. The "Actions to be taken by:" 
item is the summary of the important conclusions of the meeting, which are 

explained in the "discussion" under the heading, "Meeting Topics." 
When you start writing your report, first think about these basic 

principles for determining what information to include in the summary. Then, 
apply them as appropriate. Above all, be direct and succinct. 



Selecting Information 
for the Discussion 

When you begin to write a report, you usually have a lot of information 
available. If you have done any analysis or calculations, such as determining 

the impact on trim and draft of ballast remaining in the engine room wing 
ballast tanks, you may have considerable technical detail. You might also 
have detail from the documents related to the hull, such as drawings, 
specifications, the contract, and Navy and ABS regulations, These docu- 

ments usually are supplemented by memos, reports, and letters that provide 
background on the problem you are addressing. Related yard documents as 
well, such as procedures, minutes, and status reports, might also be available. 
In general, then, you have considerable information with which to work. 

You now have to decide what information to include in your report. To 
do so, you must first determine the purpose of your report and needs of your 
various audiences. You must also keep in mind the principle: keep the report 
short and to the point Don't immerse the reader in technical detail, although 
specific, precise technical detail is required. 

Two general guidelines help you select detail. First, foxmulate the two, 
three, or four conclusions that will form the basic outline of your report. Use 
these conclusions to select the details that directly support them. Second, 
fIom the detail you select, present only the results of the analyses that support 
those conclusions. "Be specific on the subject" and "provide technical back- 
up for the report," as managers suggest However, you can refer to or attach 
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background and supplemental information, including data and cdculations. 
Leave irrelevant detail out of the report. 

The report on "Ballast Tank Drainage" (Figure 2, p. 14) illustrates these 
two general principles. In the following excerpt, notice how the report 
presents only conclusions and results of calculations: 

The Owner observes that there is no provision for complete drainage of the 
wing ballast tanks. Due to normal stern trim in service, a permanent 
wedge of water will be trapped because of the stepped design of the tanks. 

This lack of full wing tank drainage is insignificant. The trim booklet calls 
for debqllasting only at certain ports. The trim will be such that the total 
amount of ballast remaining will be 2.16 tons. The resulting change in trim 
and draft is so inconsequential that cargo carrying capacity will be 
unaffected. 

Installing a means to provide for complete debahsting would incur 
unnecessary labor and material costs.., 

This information is very selective. For the details, it relies on another 
report titled "Defect 28-ZX," a trim booklet, and a memo with trim and cost 
calculations. This memo on "Ballast Tank Drainage" presents the writer's 
thinking. 

The functions of specific types of reports indicate other factors you 
should consider when selecting information. For the various problem- 
solving and administrative reports, you select different kinds of information. 

1. Problem Solving Reports 

These three types of problem-solving reports differ significantly in the 
kind of information they should include. Decision-making and recommen- 
dation reports present generalizations, whereas implementation reports p ~ s -  
ent details. 
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1.1. Decision Making Reports 

A decision-making report focuses on interpretation and judgment and 
presents conclusions that have been made about a technical problem or 
solution. In the report, specific results of technical analyses might support the 
interpretation and judgment. However, the report refers to most of the 
technical detail, while selective technical detail is attached. A decision- 

making report asks for a decision or communicates adecision to others. Thus, 
it usually is the result of prior communication, often oral, which provides a 
background and context that need only be refened to in the report. The 
principal persons involved have agreed that a problem exists and on the exact 
nature of the problem, or they have a p e d  on a solution. The report 

formalizes the decision and leads to actions implementing the solution. 
A decision-making report usually has a diverse audience, so the report 

presents the conclusions in a form comprehensible to management and non- 
specialist audiences. It is addressed to persons who need to know of changes 
in design or construction, usually related to a specific hull, and of the 
implications of those changes. Because the decision-making report presents 
conclusions, it usually is short--often only one page. 

The decision-making report should be direct and the content limited to 
the point at issue. The "Ballast Tank Drainage Report (Figure 2, p. 14) is a 
typical decision-making report. 

l.2. Implementation Reports 

An implementation report primarily presents detail. The &tail is 

limited to that necessary and sufficient for a reader to make a change or take 
an action. The report succinctly states the reason for the change or the 
problem addressed, and does so in technical terms. Jusdfcation for the 
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change usually is unnecessary. For example, the "Engineering Change 
Notice" (Figure 13) has only five sentences or phrases of specific technical 
information. 

The technical detail in an implementation report comes from standard 
documentation familiar to the readers. Therefore, although the detail is 
precise and complete for the topic of the report, you choose your detail very 
selectively. Backgroundmaterial and interpretation usually are unnecessary. 
The report refers to any supporting documentation, which is attached only 
when necessary for the readers. 

The information in an implementation report is technical because 
implementation reports address engineers, specialists, and other staff profes- 
sionals who are familiar with the subject and will take the necessary action. 

1.3. Recommendation Reports 

A recommendation report is similar to a decision-making report in that 
it addresses a problem and proposes a solution. However, it has significant 
differences that require a different focus. A recommendation report often 
initiates a decision-making process rather than relies on prior conclusions and 
communication. It requires a &cision to be made rather than assumes that a 
decision has been made or will be made. A recommendation report requests 
a change in a policy or procedure rather than a change in a given design. 
Furthermore, it often applies to several contracts rather than to one contract 
in particular, 

A recommendation report must be persuasive. It has to establish the 
criteria to support the recommendation. It presents an argument based on 
administrative or organizational information as much as on technical infor- 
mation, unlike the decision-making report that usually presents a technical 
argument. The "Proposal to Introduce Line-Heating Technology" (Figure 6, 
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DWG NO. PRl00-347 

Added bradmls 4191 PJ22 2 3 6  28 

Deleted brackets 4191PT04,14, d 18 

Drawing Changes 

DWG. No. PRIW-238 

Added brackets 4191TC15, IS, 6 Z7 
4191 PR1Q d 20 

Deleted brackets 4191 PR08, 14,16,03,04 

- T- 

- -4- - 

L 

Engineering Change Ndco 
Atlmtlc 
Shlpbuildlng 

Figure 13. Sample Implementation Report Containing Selective Detail. 
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p. 30) illustrates how a recommendation report focuses on interpretation and 
judgment rather than on technical detail: 

By employing 
line heating, we can eliminate the restrictions we now face in the forming 
of shell plating. The advantages of line heating are: 

1) Increase in productivity, as seen in other US. shipyards (Attachment 
B)* 

2) Ability to accurately form shell plates with compound curvature 
(Attachment C itemizes parameters and dimensional control for plates on 
Hitachi Hull Y-14=2), which results in a cost savings. 

3) Ability to fit curved parts to curved shell accurately with minimal force, 
which requires fewer man-hours than cold forcing. 

Most technical detail is omitted, and the report presents the manage- 
ment and administrative implications of the proposal. In this sample report, 
the section titled "~glernentation of line heating: "receives as much attention 
as the section titled "Advanta~es of line heating." 

Therefore, a recommendation report includes the following informa- 
tion: 

A convincing statement of the problem or a need for change. 

A clear statement of the recommendation and the justification 
or support for the recommendation. 

An outline of the organizational implications of adoption of the 
recommendation, such as cost, implementation, schedule, &- 
p m e n t s  impacted, contract, and bid. 

Remember that the recommendation report presents this information as 
conclusions, not in detail. 
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2. Administrative Reports 

Administrative reports present selected technical detail (or administra- 
tive detail if the subject of the report is an administrative procedure). Usually, 
the purpose of this detail is to inform readers, although it may signal or state 
necessary action. The type of detail presented varies among status reports, 

minutes, and procedures. 

2.1. Status Reports 

A status report summarizes the progress or status of a project. It 
summarizes decisions, activities, and changes rather than goes into technical 
detail. 

Status reports present specific, quantitative information--data and 
results-usually without detailed analysis, explanation, or interpretation. 
The readers decide how they should act on the information in the report, The 
reports present facts of activities that occurred and compare these facts to the 
standards for those activities. They present decisions and actions as facts. 

A status report provides specific information. The "Project Summary" 
status report (Figure 14) specifies the actions started and completed, and then 
compares the actual progress to the scheduled progress. Then the report 
itemizes the status of three critical work actions. It also includes a two- 

sentence comment, the only prose in the report. 
A status report usually consists of the following types of information 

selected according to the purpose of the report: 

A quantitative description of activities witbin a period or to 
date. 

Decisions and actions within a period or to date. 
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Atlantic ShlpbuiMlng Planning 
Projed Summary - 

Schedulina 

ProJect: SWATH A-TSD Dam: 17 June 1986 

Conbad: N201-78 

Woik Action Status 
k d  17 June 1986 

adual scheduled aercentaae 

Wait Actions (starled) 101 140 721 

W d  Adhs  (c~mpletd) 186 220 84.1 

D d v o r y  Doto Slatw 
& d l 7  June1986 

aEDlal schedulnd 

Cummt progrees 60% 65% 

Delivery date odober9 September28 

Critlcrl Work Aalons 
& d l 7  June 1986 

l a i L M h b -  Sch.- E#fumax 
380 OUtfIt #ode 1790 7-#F88 2596 32 
291 Install heat ex&. 61486 78% 10 
8Q) Rework piping 6-23-88 43% 15 

Cammntm: 
Fkworking piping, WA 894, required dome rededgn. Thk was aoeamplWled by 
Um Wgn Engineering Outffttlng Won.  

Dlrbibuth 
s. tbhm (Oerrerd Manaeer) - Engineer(ng and M n g  
S . o u l h e r k ( k r l O a w r a l ~ )  DdgnEnOinahrq 
canram auPWy- 
FmgmOma& ProbaknmdCawfucdbn 

Figure 14. Sample Status Report Focusing on Information. 
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Decisions and actions that will occur. 

The plan or schedule for the next period. 

A framework of standards, expectations, schedule, or mile- 
stones. 

Status reports usually are in standard formats. If you have to write a 
status report for which there is no standard format, devise an appropriate 
format that presents most of the information in tables or graphics. 

22. Minutes and Trip Reports 

Minutes and related types of reports document the results of a specific 
activity. This type of report should not be a transcript of that activity. If the 
details of the activity need to be documented, such as for legal or contractual 

purposes, the documentation should be done separately. 
Present the framework of meeting minutes by the format, not in prose. 

The "Minutes of meeting" (Figure 4, p. 20) has standard headings. Even 
though these minutes arc on a genexic memorandum form, they look as if they 
are in a standard form specifically designed for minutes. 

The heading information of meeting minutes should have the standard 
file and reference infoxmation; the subject, place, and date of the meeting; the 
participants (and missing participants if relevant) by name and role; and a 
distribution list The background information should be selective, but 
includes the purpose of the meeting, the importance or organizational 
implications of the meeting, and the agenda or topics of the meeting if they 
aren't clearly itemized in the discussion. 

The minutes sllmmarize important information. They state the impor- 
tant conclusions, decisions, agreements, solutions, and actions required 
They present the bottom-line results of discussions only; they do not present 
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the details. Meeting minutes present supporting detail only when necessary 
for the readers to understand or accept a conclusion, decision, or action. Any 

detailed documentation required for the readers to understand or to imple- 
ment decisions and actions is attached. Specific references and documenta- 
tion are keyed to specific items. 

The term "minutes" implies a report that you write after a group meets 
in a conference room. However, similar documents include reports of several 
related activities: a telephone record, a trip report, a sales contact report, a 
summary of a contract, highlights of a document, a conference record, and 
even announcements of a meeting. You select information for all of these 
kinds of documents according to the same criteria. 

2.3. Procedures and Instructions 

The primary purpose of a procedure is to provide specific information 
so that the reader can perform an action. However, a secondary purpose is to 
inform others, such as supervisors, of the action to be performed. Thus, a 
procedure presents specific details and actions as well as incorporates general 
information. Both kinds of readers need to know the purpose of the procedure 
to perform it or have it performed effectively. 

The "Procedure to Protect Fan Coil Units" (Figure 15) is in two sections: 
a cover memo with the general information and a "work standard" with the 
specific information. The information on the work standard sheet is quite 
limited, giving the reader selected information about each action in the 
procedure. 

Procedures include five types of infomation: 

A statement or explanation of the purpose or function of the 
procedure. This statement often includes an explanation of the 
output or results of the procedure. 
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Atlantic Shipbuilding 
MEMORANDUM 

Recently, corrosion in fan coil units in the production staging area has caused 
concern. Henceforth, all units stared in the open should be protectad from rain and 
moisture. The attactred Work Standard has been adopted for proteaion of fan cuil 
units throughout the yard. 

Work Standard #A523110 is issued to alert all shops and trades to the procedure for 
protecting Fan Coil Units It explains when and how to protect these units. Material 
Control is responsible for assuring that all unib released to Constnrction are 
adequately protected. 

Supelvisory per~onnel should review this WS with the affeded W e s  and shop 
personnel at the next Work Procedure meeting. 

AtrachmenC Work Standard, A523/10 

Distribution 

S. Guthefie (Asst General Manager) ElecMdens 
Shlpfft$n Mad\hiaQ 
Joiners 
Sheetmetal Workers 

Pipe- 
Tod Room 

Riggers Tm9orgtbn 
bborsrr 
Paintem 

-0PeraM 

welden 

v 

To: Construction Engin. Trades and Shop 
Material Control Quality Assurance 

From: L ~ s m a n d u ~ #  D@P~. Production and Con8trucdon 

Subject: 
Procedure to Protect Fan Coil Units 

Figure 15. Sample Procedures With Cover Memo (1 of 2). 

Date: 8 June 1986 

FIIe: 10-28E 

Page 1 o f  1 

Contract: 
Generic 
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Figure 15. Sample Procedures With Cover Memo (2 of 2 pages). 

. 
brm ST-78 

Atlantic 
Shipbuilding 

Work Standard 

Subject: Fan Coil Unit PIotecakn 
No. A523l10 

Date: 23 June 1986 Page: 1 of f 

1.0. Purpose 

This work standard presents a procedure for probeding fan coil units 
from corrosion. 

2.0. General 

2.1. The fan coil units are designed tor indoor use. They should not be 
exposed to rain and moisture without proper protection. 

22. Material Control is reqxmible for assuring that all units released to 
Construcfion are adequably protected against moisture damage. 

3.0. Action 

3.1 All fan coil units to be transporled and stored In the open must be 
covered to protect against rain and mdshrre. 

3.2 Units must be covered prior to removal from the warehouse. 
Plastic (4 mil min.) or similar wrapping malerial should be used. 

3.3. Temporary storage sites at awned produdon staging areas must be 
above standing water levetk 

3.4. Units must be examined during regular preventive maintenance to assure 
continued protection. Any damaged covering must be replaced. 

3.5. Units must remain cavered against moisture until they no longer are 
exposed to wealher amdbns. UNITS MUST REMAIN COVERED WHEN 
REMOVED FROM THE PRCOUCflON STAGING AREA AND TAKEN 
TO M E  CONSTRUCTEN AREA 

3.6. Quality Asswance b r e 6 p s U  for impeUlon of fan dl unit protectfa 
in the produdion storaqe area 

by: L. Hernandez, Roduetlon urd Consfmetion 

Approved by: V. White, Quality A w m r m  
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A statement of the dis tribution of responsibilities of the persons 
involved in the task. 

Statements and explanations of any warnings and precautions 
to be observed in performing the task. 

Descriptions of any equipment and explanations of any terms 
and concepts necessary to use or know before performing the 
task. 

Specific instructions on how to perform the procedure. 

Although procedures are routine reports, they can be difficult to write. 
When you write a procedure, your purpose is to present specific instructions 

on how to perform the procedure. You also need to present other information 

so that the reader can perform the procedure efficiently. As a writer, you 
constantly are making trade-offs between supplying detail so that the reader 
understands and eliminating detail so that the actions are not obscured. 
Effective formatting, as with "Procedure to Protect Fan Coil Units," is one 
device to use to resolve the conflict between the need for detail and the need 
for limited detail. 

To select information for the discussion of your report requires you to 
understand the function of the report you are writing. You select the 
information according to criteria suggested by whether the function of the 
report is to solve a problem or to communicate administrative information. 
Additional criteria are suggested by the specific type of report it is, as 
discussed in this chapter. The basic structure of your report establishes 
divisions that also suggest criteria for selecting information, as with the 
"Procedure to Protect Fan Coil Units" report. 

However, the basic principle is simple: be selective. 





Organizing the 
Discussion 

After you establish the basic structure and select your information, you 
must decide how to organize the information. According to managers in 

shipyards, many writers do not organize the information in the discussion 
very clearly. "The logic needs to be clear. You need to walk the reader 
through it. Too often the engineer's mind is way out ahead of the reader, and 
all over the map." The following guidelines explain how to organize the 
information in your discussion according to the purpose of your report. Just 

as you design a ship, you design a report according to its mission. 
The information you select for your report can generate possible means 

of organization. Some information has an inherent order based on its source, 
such as the agenda for a meeting or a list of project status items. Some 

infomation has an order based on the content, such as an investigation or trip. 
You usually can arrange a set of information in several ways. 

However, you do not necessarily organize the information according to 
the content, such as by anumbered sequence of work actions. To organize the 
infomittion, you should fmt consider the purpose of the report and how the 
nadm will use the information. Furthermore, you usually do not organize 
the information according to what you did, such as how you went about 
collecting and analyzing the information. If you find yourself putting stars 

next to information or making comments in the margin to draw the reader's 
attention to important information, then you may have arranged the informa- 
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tion inappropriately. 
The report is not a story: it is an action item. You should organize the 

infomation according to the purpose of the report. Technical reports have 
repetitive or familiar patterns by which writers arrange the information in the 
various parts of their documents. You even arrange your paragraphs accord- 
ing to these patterns. Most shipyardreports can be organized according toone 
of four primary patterns of organization: 

Problem and Solution 

Persuasion 

Analysis 

Process 

You might also encounter and use other patterns, such as cause and effect or 
investigation. 

When you use these familiar patterns to select and organize informa- 
tion, writing reports will be easier and more efficient. Your reports will also 
be easier for readers, because the patterns are also familiar to them. 

You should m g e  problem-solving reports according to a problem 
and solution pattern or a persuasion pattern. The purpose of most decision- 
making reports is to resolve non-routine problems. They present a solution 
to be implemented or they recommend a solution to be approved. If the 
purpose of a decision-making report is to request a decision, the report might 
need a straightforward persuasive pattern. A recommendation report typi- 
cally takes a persuasive approach. 

Implementation reports usually are action-oriented. Because their 
purpose is to implement changes in the design and conssuction process, many 
implementation reports also are arranged according to a problem and solution 
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pattern. However, the purpose of some implementation reports is to provide 
information. When implementation reports are primarily informational, you 
should arrange them according to an analysis pattern. 

The purpose of administrative reports, except forprocedures, usually is 
to provide information. Therefore, you should arrange status reports and 
meeting minutes according to an analysis pattern. You should arrange 

procedures and instructions according to a process pattern. 

1. The Problem and Solution Pattern 

You use a problem and solution pattern to show that you have solved a 
problem or to implement a solution to a problem. 

The basic problem and solution pattern follows an outline which you 
can adapt to any specSc situation (Figure 16). You summarize the problem, 
state the criteria or spec3cations for a solution, and then present the solution. 

explain the solution, you might need to introduce a subpattern, such 
cause and effect or persuasion. To complete the argument for the solution, 
you also might have to dismiss plausible alternative solutions or discuss 
implementation of the solution to prove that it is feasible. 

The "Ballast Tank Drainage" report (Figure 2, p. 14) illustrates the 
problem and solution pattern. The summary paragraph opens the report, and 

the second paragraph summarizes the problem: 

The Owner observes that there is no provision for complete drainage of the 
wing ballast tanks. Due to normal stem trim in service, a permanent 
wedge of water will be trapped because of the stepped design of the tanks. 

The third paragraph argues the solution, in this case that no action is 
needed: 

This lack of full wing tank drainage is insignificant 
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PROBLEM AND SOLUTION PATTERN 

1. Problem Statement of the problem or 
issue. 

2. Criteria Criteria or specifications for 
the solution. 

3. Solution Explanation of the solution, which 
often has a subpattern, such as cause 
and effect. 

4. Alternatives Dismissal of alternatives, if 
necessary. 

5. Implementation Discussion of implementation 
so that it can be done. If 
implementation is part of the 
argument for the solution, it is the 
final point of step 3. 

v 

Figure 16. Problem and Solution Pattern Outline. 
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The next paragraph argues against the alternative, "complete debal- 
lasting would incur unnecessary labor and material costs," and restates the 
conclusion, which essentially is a negative implementation item: "no action 
is wananted." 

Implementation reports often follow mca t ed  problem and solution 
patterns. That is, they don't need much detail and they don't need to be 
persuasive. Their purpose is to implement changes. The "Request for 
Engineering Services" (Figure 3, p. 16) follows a straightforward problem- 
solution-implementation format. The "Problem Correction Report" format 
(Figure 17) also follows the problem and solution pattern. 

The problem and solution pattern has the additional advantage of not 
only stating what you did, but also stating why you did it. It explicitly relates 
an action-a change or a decision-to the reason for the action. 

2. The Persuasion Pattern 

You use a persuasion pattern to support and justify a recommendation 
or request. 

The basic persuasion pattern (Figure 18) follows an outline that you 
adapt to the purpose and audiences for any specific report. First, state the 
primary conclusion on which the recommendation or request is based, and 

present the appropriate details. If necessary, you also summarize the problem 
which the recommendation or request addresses or you specify the criteria, 
specitications, or premises on which you base your argument. Then you 
present the primary support for your conclusion. Rsen t  the support in 
descending order of importance--mos t important point fmt. Limit the 
support to primary justification, not incidental justification-perhaps no 
more than three significant reasons. 

After you support your conclusion, you might have to anticipate and 
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Construction and Production Engineering 
Problem Correction Report 
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Corrective Action Required 
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Figure 17. Sample Implementation Report Using a Problem and 
Solution Pattern. 
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PERSUASION PATTERN 

1. Conclusion Statement of the conclusion, 
with selected details. 

2. Background Summary of the need or 
problem; criteria or 
specifications. 

3. Support Justification for conclusion, 
arranged in descending order 
of importance, 

4. Alternatives Anticipation and refutation of 
objections or alternatives, if 
necessary. 

5. Implementation Brief discussion of 
organizational implications. 

Figure 18. Persuasion Pattern Outline. 
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refute objections or alternatives to your argument. This, of course, depends 
on how you anticipate your readers will respond to your argument. You 
conclude with a brief discussion of what will happen when the recommenda- 
tion orrequest is approved. This step is especially important with recornrnen- 
dations to management. In some recommendation reports, the "irnplementa- 
tion" section is a discussion that implies that the recommendation is organi- 
zationally and economically feasible. 

The "Proposal to Introduce Line-Heating Technology" (Figure 6, p. 30) 
illustrates the persuasion pattern in a recommendation report. After the 
purpose paragraph, which states the recommendation, the report follows this 
pattern: 

I. Line heating technology will (1) increase our productivity and (2) 
facilitate more complex shell, 

4. Advantaeesollinem&p curved 

The second paragraph, item 1 on the outline, summarizes the conclu- 
sions in favor of line-heating technology. The second item, "Limitations of 
cold forming technique," states the problem the recommen&tion addresses. 
Notice that this statement of the problem introduces some criteria for the 
justification. 

The third item, "Line-heating technology," is a variation on the persua- 
sion outline. It provides background information and defines line-heating 
technology. The fourth item, "Advantages of line heating," presents the 
support for the recommendation, in descending order of importance. (This 
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item presents more than three points of support, but the eight points perhaps 
could have been grouped under three or four main points.) 

The final section of the report, "Implementation of line heating," 
discusses the organizational implications of the recommendation. This report 
does not anticipate or refute objections or alternatives. 

Several of the other sample reports in this manual also have persuasive 
patterns. The "Insulation Protection and Removal" report (Figure 11, p. 54) 

presents a deductive argument in support of the recommendation. It then 
anticipates an objection and, in fact, devotes more attention to the anticipated 
objection than to the positive argument. The report does so because the writer 
anticipated the primary audience's actual concern. 

The "Request for Change in Vendor for Heat Exchanger" (Figure 12, p. 
55) has an elliptical persuasion pattern. It summarizes two points of 
support-that the proposed model meets design requirements and has negli- 
gible cost implications. The report concludes with a statement explaining 
how the reader can approve the recommended change. 

Your should consider a persuasive pattern for certain reports, Don't use 
an informative approach when the purpose of your report is to persuade. As 

one engineer said, "you have to sell the results of your project--from the 
waterfront to the president." 

3. The Analysis Pattern 

When you use an analysis pattern, you explain a concept by breaking it 
down into its components. 

The analysis pattern usually consists of two items: an overview of the 
concept or object under analysis and a point-by-point presentation of the 
components of the whole (Figure 19). If your report is analyzing an object, 
you often introduce a figure or graphic before the point-by-point explanation. 
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ANALYSIS PATTERN 

1 Overview Statement of the concept or 
object under analysis. 

2. Analysis Point-b y-point presentation of 
the components of the whole, 
arranged in descending order 
of importance or in another 
meaningful sequence. 

Figure 19. Analysis Pattern Outline. 
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With this pattern, the point-by-point presentation is either in descending order 
of importance or in some other rneaningfid sequence. A typical alternative 
sequence is an order based on a logical relationship among the parts, such as 
an explanation of the arrangements of a ship. 

The "Request for U.S. Coast Guard Representatives ... at Deadweight 

Survey" report (Figure 20) illustrates the analysis pattern. After the purpose 
statement, the report presents three types of information in descending order 
of importance. First, it presents an overview of the swey: "The deadweight 
survey will determine ...gr avity." Then it presents schedule information 
covering the week of February 11 to 15. Finally, it presents the location of 
the survey. 

Other sample reports in this manual also illustrate the analysis pattern. 
The "Minutes of meeting" (Figure 4, p. 20) is arranged according to the 
categories of meeting topics, based on the order of discussion at the meeting. 
The writer could have arranged the topics according to their importance, with 
the action items first. 

The "Engineering Change Notice" (Figure 13, p. 61) presents details 
about engineering and drawing changes, with the analytic pattern designed 

into the report format The "Request for Documentation to Introduce 
Intennittent Welding" (Figure 8, p. 37) also seems analytic, despite its 
persuasive purpose. The &tails essentially summarize an analysis of how 

Navy specifcations for intennittent welding differ f?om ABS specifications. 
The "Status Repon" (Figure 14, p. 64) presents information in three 

categories. This report presents the information from gened to specific, 
which might not comspond m decreasing order of importance, depending on 

the reader. The section titled 'Work Action Status" summarizes the progress 

of all of the work actions, and seem to be the most general information. 
"Delivery Date Status" summarizes the p m p s s  against the delivery date, 
which is still general information. However, the "Critical Work Actions" 
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Atlantic Shipbuilding Corporation 
Huron Rlver Yard 

Ann Arbor, Mlchlgan 48014 
Ddgn  Englndng M8U Stop C184 

6,1987 - (-1 
Third Cast Guard DiW 
G o m o r s  Island 
New Y&NY 10004 

A& LL P. Jackson 

Subject Requed for U. S. Corsr G w d  Rcprsscntativea at 
hadweight Survey of S.S. JohPson, ASBC Hull 324 

RcC: Contract NO. SB-32442 

M u h n m c  IllsmAons for Dadwaght Survey: S.S. J h n  

Thirica~fatbsUnitedS~~tcrCosrtGuPtdto&si~iLIrrprescntpti~UbdtdwdgM 
rayofHull324tobo&tedbyAtlsntiGShipbuildingCapcrrtioabbr,dm 11,1987. 

of Survey. TIM deadweight may will &amino tho lightship weighl cad tbs locui011 of the ~~ canh of gnvity. As pvioudy aged upon, tho vatid centa of gnvity will be to 
br that of s i m  vsrul, Hull 323. TIM v d  will k or nearly upight and foapk as po& at ti= 
dbsmey ( s e s ~ f a ~ e d a w s y ~ o n r a n d 4 V i t i a ) .  

h y  Sehedulc 

0800 Monday, 11 FekuPy 1987 ~ ~ o a a n d s i g n i n g o l T o f ~  
0900 W a h d a y ,  13 W r m y  1987 Stsrt Qmuge survey. 

0900 Friday, 15 FebmPy 1987 Rmdingofdrafhandcheckiqd&m18ga~ 

Survey Location. Left Bank Basin, Huron Rivw Yard, ASBC. 

Y a ~ r c o n n r r m u o n ~ ~ w o o l d ~ r p p r s c i r t c d  

r Ckaenlhugw,WSbpA123 
P r o l C n m ~ , ~ S t o p ~  
C o m r c r ~ , M 8 i I S t o p A 2 0 2  
~ f i n l A r c b i ~ M a i l S t o p C l U )  
Y r d ~ ~ S t o p a l  
Hull . htrilSLopff13 
Ria-S ' ' 4 W S D p F l 2  
Mr.R.IWI, ow0Xi-m H u r s t s h i p p i n g c ~  

Figure 20. Sample Implementation Report Illustrating the AnalysP 
Pattern. 
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section contains specific information about three items. The "Comments" 
section also presents several details. 

When you use the analytic pattern, you need to group your details 
logically and then arrange the groups according to the principle most 

appropriate for your purpose. 

4. The Process Pattern 

You use a process pattern to explain a sequence of events or actions. 
Reports that follow a process pattern can be difficult to write because 

you are tempted to immerse your readers in details without providing them 
with a clear idea of the overall flow of the details, Thus, you should present 

process information according to the items in the process pattern outline 
(Figure 21). 

Start a procedural report by stating the objective of the procedure. This 

statement is a functional overview-a statement of the purpose or output. It 
also identifies the basic stages of the procedure. When readers understand the 
purpose and the basic stages, they are less likely to get lost in the details. 

Next, present important background information. This material can 

consist of various types of information presented analytically, such as an 

overview of the method, a statement of any warnings or precautions, a 
description of the equipment or tools necessary, an explanation of the theory 

or concepts necessary to understand the process, and an explanation of the 
distribution of participants' responsibilities. You present this information 
second so that you don't have to interrupt your step-by-step explanation of the 
procedure itself. (You should interrupt the explanation of the procedure only 

with speciiic warnings and precautions, for safety and product liability 
considerations .) 

Finally, you present a step-by-step sequence of actions necessary to 
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PROCESS PATTERN 

1. Objective Functional overview of the 
procedure: a statement of the 
purpose and output 
Identification of the basic 

stag= 
2. Background Method, warnings or precautions, 

equipment or tools necessary, 
theory or concepts necessary 
to understand the process, and 
distribution of participants' 
mponsibilities. 

3. Procedure A step-by-step sequence of 
the actions necessary to 
accomplish the task, in terms 
of the function of each basic 
stage or group of steps. 

Figure 21. Process Pattern Outline. 
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accomplish the task. You should present this step-by-step sequence in terms 
of the basic stages fmt introduced. This approach often forms mini-process 

patterns. That is, each stage or group of steps often has its own objective, 
background, and step-by-step sequence structure. 

The 'Tan Coil Unit Protection" procedure illustrates the process pattern 
(Figure 15, p. 67). The procedure itself follows the outline: 

1.0. Purpose 

2.0. General 

3.0. Action 

The "Purpose" section states the objective of the procedure with direct 

problem and solution statements. The "General" section presents general 
information. The "Action" section then presents the step-by-step sequence of 

actions that the reader must take. Although these six steps are not broken 
down into stages, they could be. The first two steps discuss wrapping the unit 
before removing it from the wanhouse. The next four steps discuss caring for 
the unit at the staging area The sixth step is a generalization similar to 2.2. 
It could have been included under "2.0. General" or made a separate 4.0. 
section. 

You use a process pattern in a report that tells someone how to do 

something or explains how an object functions. If you need to explain what 
you did, which is rare, you use the investigation paaem explained on the 
following pages. 

5. Other Patterns 

In addition to these four patterns, you occasionally need to use other 
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patterns in technical reports. Two of these other patterns are cause and effect 
and investigation. As with all of the patterns, you can use the cause and effect 
and the investigation patterns for an entire report or for sections or even 
paragraphs of a report. 

You use a cause and effect pattern to explain the causes of an effect or 
to state the effects of an action. That is, you are arguing a cause or predicting 
an effect. 

The cause and effect pattern has the following outline: 

1. Statement of the issue and the conclusion. 

2. Analysis of causes or effects in descending order of impor- 
tance or probability. 

Anticipation or refutation of alternative possibilities. 

You would use a cause and effect pattern to argue that the effect of 
trapped ballast would be negligible, for example, as in the following para- 
graphs: 

The consequences of carrying an additional 2.78 tons of ballast would be 
negligible. This would increase the immersion of the ship by ,007 inches 
and wouId increase the aft trim by .056 inches. These insignificant changes 
in draft and trim would not be detectable during loading operations. Thus, 
there would be no loss of cargo carrying capacity as a result of the trapped 
wedge of water. 

To incorporate piping to dispose of the trapped water would entail a 
significant amount of labor and material. The owner proposes- 

The first paragraph forms a cause and effect pattern. Additionally, the 
"refutation of alternative possibilities" paragraph also uses a cause and effect 
pattern to explain the effects of two alternatives the owner proposes. 

The cause and effect pattern is a variation of the persuasive pattern. As 
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such, you will use it frequently in various sections of your reports. 

You use the investigation pattern to document the results of a test or an 

analysis. This pattern has the following outline: 

1. Objective of the investigation. 

2. Background and specifications. 

3. Equipment and methodology. 

4. Presentation of results. 

5. Analysis of results. 

6. Conclusions of the analysis. 

A test report on welding on the opposite side of insulated surfaces, for 
example, would open with the scope of the test Then it would present the test 

assembly, the welding process, the equipment, and the material specifica- 
tions. The detailed discussion would present the results of the tests to draw 
conclusions about the effect of welding on the opposite side of insulated 
surfaces. 

Most professionals are familiar with the method of investigation pat- 
tern. However, you will use it only occasionally because the purposes of most 
reports suggest that the readers don't need to know how you performed an 
analysis. All they want to know is the result of your analysis. 

Infomation that you organize effectively complements information 
that you select effectively. An appropriate pattern of organization suggests 
some information you should select as well as some information you should 
omit or deemphasize. When you organize your report effectively, your reader 
can read efficiently as well as selectively. 
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To organize information effectively, don't tell the reader what you did: 

tell the reader what to do or what he or she needs to how.  An effective 
organization makes a report functional. 



Designing and 
Revising Paragraphs 

When you have mastered the basic principles of report &sign, you will 

be able to produce a reasonably coherent and focused rough draft. However, 
you still may have a way to go to satisty a manager. The effectiveness of your 
r e p a r  depends on how well you revise, edit, and format them In these later 
stages of the report writing process you must pay particular attention to 
paragraphs and sentences. 

Effective paragraphs make your reasoning dear to the reader. In  fa^ 
some managers comment that the "biggest need is at the paragraph level." 
They urge you to break your ideas down "into small clusters" of points and 

to avoid long, run-on paragraphs that ilre diEcult to read. Their point is well 
taken. A rough draft is likely to contain rambling paragraphs which cause 
your readers to think that your reasoning is b z y  or confused 

We have some suggestions for writing and revising paragraphs. You 
can apply these as you are writing your rough drsfr And you can apply them 
sys temt idy  when you revise your rough drah 

1. The Paragraph 

The paragraph is a group of sentenas organized to express a central 
idea It is a conceptual unit with two basic chanmrhtics: it has a central i&a, 
and the sentences am organized to explain this central idca For example, in 
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the following paragraph, the first sentence states the main idea and all of the 
other sentences develop and support that idea: 

Intermittent welding specifications for aluminum and steei for Naval 
Surface Combatant Ships differ from ABS specifications in several re- 
spects. The Navy requires that the minimum volume of intermittent fdet 
weld material be identical to the minimum required volume of continuous 
fdlet weld material For example, with Navy specir~cations the volumes of 
intermittent welds for a non-structural bulkhead stiffener and for an 
aluminum stinener are 75% greater than with ABS specifications, not 
counting any additional end welds. In addition, the Navy requires 
sigdllcantly more double continuous end welding than does MS. The 
Navy specifications also differentiate between various strength steels. 

To signal the boundaries of this unit, the sentences are separated from the 
surrounding text by spacing or indentation. 

A paragraph in a technical document often has an additional character- 
istic: it is formatted as a "paragraph cluster." The conceptual paragraph is 
broken down into a set of smaller units formatted as individual paragraphs, 
some of which consist of a single sentence. A paragraph cluster is simply a 
conceptual paragraph formatted so that the reader can i&n* the central idea 
and the supporting i n f o d o n  efficiently. 

For example, the paragraph above could be formantd so that the reader 
could quickly spot the central idea and follow the explanation efficiently. 
Foxmatted as a paragraph cluster, the paragraph scans easily: 

Intennittent welding specificadoni for aluminum and stccl for Naval 
Surface Combatant Ships differ from ABS s p d c a t i m  in several re- 
spects. 

The Navy requires that the minimum volume of Intamittent illlet 
weld material be identical to the minimum rrqtlirrd volume of 
continuous fiiet weld material. For example, with Yavy specifics- 
dons the volumes of intermittent wekh for a non-strudural bulk. 
head stiffener and for an aluminum stiffener are 75% greater than 
with ABS specifications, not counting any a d d W  tnd we1ds. 
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The Navy requires significantly more doubie continuom end weld- 
ing than does ABS. 

Navy specMcations differentiate between various strength stetis. 

This format isolates the central idea as well as the three items of supporting 
information. 

2. Guidelines for Writing and Revising Paragraphs 

Guidelines for writing and revising paragraphs @gun 22) address the 
con idea or generalization, the organization of the infomation explaining the 
generalization, the sentences, and the formatting. 

2.L Formulate the Topic Sentence 

You should farrrmlatc a topic sentence for each conctptllal paragraph to 
state its centd  idea Although this seems sclfwident, paragraphs in 
techaicat documents often lack topic sentences. The writer presents the 

parridan, but leaves it to the reader to draw hio own conclusion about what 

the main ideais. For example, the folIowing paragraph la& a topic sentence: 

The drawing calls for A-12 collan when B-12 coilnn are ail that is 
required. The difference between them is that A-12 is welded tight to the 
plating whilc 8-12 has a one inch gap. The advantage d the gap ia that it 
permits drainage drain water during constndoe As a temporary fix, 
it probably will be necessary to cat drain hoks in the tran~~cnss to allow 
drainage during construction. 

Perhaps the writer felt that tbc main idea was obvious, or pakips he simply 
did not want to "stick his neck out" Regardless, he stopped shmf of stating 
the point of the paragraph: 
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L 

GUIDELINES FOR WRITING AND 
REVISING PARAGRAPHS 

1. Formulate the core idea or generalization in a 
'topic sentence.' 

2. Place the topic sentence at or near the beginning to 
provide an overview. 

3. Arrange the particulars according to a logical 
and appropriate pattern. 

4. Maintain effective subject focus and subject - 
verb - object relationships. 

5. Use transitions and other devices to move clearty, 
logically, and smoothly from sentence to sentence. 

6. Format the paragraph or paragraph duster for efficient 
reading, 

/ 

Figure 22. Guidelines for Editing Paragraphs. 
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The collars in the transverse frames were misdesigned, which results in 
standing water after rain. 

This generalization, which should , have been the first sentence in the original 

paragraph, states the conclusion that the particulars explain. 
When yourevise paragraphs so that they each have a topic sentence, you 

often have to break up a paragraph into several paragraphs. Rough draft 

paragraphs fnquently contain several important ideas, each of which de- 
its own paragraph: 

To assrvc proper protection, the face piece fit shall be checked by the 
employee each time he puts on his respirator. To check the respirator, he 
should place his hand over the discharge valve and exhale. The face piece 
should not leak air. Appropriate supervision shall periodically check the 
rc~pirator fit of all employees. If an improper flt is observed, the employee 
shan be removed h m  the work area by his supervisor until a proper fit 
is aaained and demonstrated to the supervisor. Proper maintenance, 
cleaning, and storage are as essential as selecting the respirator tor a 
p m p v  f k  Failure to follow through on these parts of the program makes 
the repirator protective devices worthless and, in fact, potentially clan- 
gcrooa A poorly maiutained respirator gives a false sense of security to the 
IWT. 

This paragraph should be bmken up into at least two paragraphs. The 
content suggests several topics: what the employee should do, what the 
supervisor should how to select the proper respirator and ensure 
fit; how nhphton should be maintained. 

Without a topic sentence, the reader has difficulty in interpreting the 
passage, For example, who is responsible for the maintenance program, the 
employee or the supemisor? Formulation of a topic sentence helps the writer 
c h 3 y  his thinking and enables the reader to get the intended message. 
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2.2. Put the Topic Sentence First 

Once you have formulated your topic sentence, you should place it at the 
begindug of the paragraph. Frequently this is merely a matter of moving a 
topic sentence from the end of the paragraph to the beginning. Writers often 
end with the topic sentence because that is how they think in writing the rough 
draft. Instead of starting with a generalization, they start with the pareiculars 
and work up to a generalization. 

For example, in the following rough-draft paragraph the topic sentence 
comes near the end of the paragraph. Thus, revision is a simple matter of 
moving the sentence to the front and editing the transitional phrases as 
necessary: 

Revlopsly, the carrim we have delivered to ACL had provisions for 
water-washing of ail of the ventilation air entering the machinery space 
and quarters in order to nmove dust particles. The owner did not realize 
that such scnbbing equipment had been installed on the previous carriers, 
and is not certain that they an desirable on the proposed vessel He has 
Wructed us to omit any provisions for scrubbing equipment on the 
proposed vessel. Y at a later date he decides that ventilation air scrubben 
are desirable, he wil l  request a price quotation. 

In this paragraph, the topic sentence is: 

The owner has instmcted us to omit any provisions for ventilation air 
scrubbing equipment on this vcssd. 

With this sentence as tht topic sentence, tht remaining h e  sentences can be 
left in their current arder: 

The m e r  has instructed us to omit any provisions for ventilation air 
scrubbing equipment on thi, vessel Previously, the carriers we delivered 
to ACL had provisions for water-washing of all of the ventilation air 
entering the machinery space and quarten in order to nmove dust 
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particles. However, the owner did not r e a h  that such subbing equip 
ment had been installed on the previous carriers. He is not certain that 
they are desirable on the proposed vessel If at a later date he decides that 
ventilation air scrubbers are desirable, he will request a price quotation. 

Only minor changes for transition and continuity arc required. 
When it appears first, the topic sentence establishes a gened-to- 

specific structure. It provides a generalization which enables the reader to 
understand and interpret the details. UsuaUy, the topic sentence is the fmt 
sentence of a paragraph. Occasionally, it is the second sentence, with the first 
sentence providing a iransition from the preceding paragraph or section. 

23. Arrange the Particulars 

Aftff you have clarified your central idea and formulated your topic 
sentence, you arrange your particulars according to a logical and appropriate 
pattern. Most paragraphs are organized according to one of the patterns 
discussed in the previous chap=, "Organizing the Discussion" In para- 
graphs, these patrtrns just assume an abbreviated form. For example, the 
"Tntemittent welding nquinrnentsn paragraph illustrated above has an 
analysis panern. The topic sentence says that Navy spedications differ from 
ABS qwfications. Tht paragraph then details time differences. 

The following paragraph has a pamasion pattern: 

A physical- plant secnrs inappropriate for the Hospi tal Ship. This 
system WOUM require the storage and replacement of large quantities of 
two types of chemicals thet could be borderm~ome, especially when the ship 
is deployed. It would alsa rqu i r t  sludge storage whenever the ship is 
within territorial limits, which would often be the case. However, the plant 
is a small unit with modest power requirements 

This pattern is often used when nadcoffs among several options are evaluated. 
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(This paragraph was part of a larger persuasion pattern in which the advan- 
tages of an electrocatalytic plant were argued against the disadvantages of a 
physicalchemical plant and of a biological plant) 

Similarly, you can use al l  of the other patterns mentioned in the previous 
chapter to organize paragraphs: problem and solution, process, cause and 
effect, and investigation. 

2.4. Establish Appropriate Sentence Structures 

After you have provided a topic sentence and established an effective 
pattern, you edit your sentences to fit the pattern. This is a matter of 
establishing appqniatt subject focus or logical subject - verb - object nla- 
tionships. 

To establish appropriate subject focus you examine the grammatical 
subjects of the sentences to assure that they are consistent with the topic of the 
paragraph. In the following paragraph, for example, the topic is "intumittcnt 
welding." However, the subjects of the sentences stray from the main idez 

Intamittent welding has important advantages. Most significant are the 
economic advantages. Intermittent welding uses 10-25% less labor in the 
wddhg procc~s, Also, considerably less distortion is produced in the 
plating, and consequently much less locked-in stress. The distortion can 
be removed by flame straightening, but at an additional cost. In addition, 
there are fewer feet of intermittent weld to inspect, generally resulting in 
a more thorough insptcfion. B ' i y ,  the larger welds are easier to make 
a d  hOfa better penetration and soundness. 

The topic sentence is about ''intamittent welding," but the following 
sentence jump around to "significant [advantages]," " i n d t t e n t  welding," 
"distortion," "distortion," "feet," and "welds." This indicates that the writer 
has not maintained effective subject focus. Although the reader can follow 
the writer's reasoning because the paragraph is well unified around its topic 
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sentence, the reader cannot read as efficiently as he could if the writer had 
maintained consistent focus on the topic. It would have been more effective 
to put the phrase, ''intennittent welding," a synonym, or the pronoun, "it," in 
the subject slot of most of the sentences. 

The paragraph on the "physical-chemical plant" maintains consistent 
subject focus, with "plant" or a synonym or pronoun referring to the plant as 
the subject of every sentence. Similarly, the paragraph on "ventilation air 
scrubbers" maintains subject focus except for a logical shift to ''carriers" as 
the subject of the second sentence. 

With some patterns you focus on the relationships among subjects, 
verbs, and objects rather than solely on the subjects of your sentences. In a 
causal pattan, the focus is on the shift from object to subject in successive 
senttncts. Such a paragraph essentially has the pattern: A causes B; B causes 
C; C causes D; D causes E. For example, in the following paragraph, the 
writer maintains a focus on the cause-effect sequence by carefully shifting an 
objcct in the predicate to the subject of the following sentence: 

During a s b r m  in the North PaciT~c Ocean in the early hours of 19 
December 1969, the SS Michigan sank because its cargo of bombs ex- 
ploded. The storm caused the vessel to experience heavy roiling (up to SO0). 
The rolling cnated excessive loading forces on the cargo securing system 
h m  the palletized bombs. The cargo securing system failed, permitting 
a complete row of palletid bombs to shif't. When the paUetized units 
shifted, numerous 2,000 Ib. bombs broke loose and slid and rolled in 
number five hold. This resulted h an impact detonation which ruptured 
the stPrboard side shell plating and damaged the forward bulkhead. 
Rognssive flooding occurcd, The SS Michigan was abandoned by her 
crew and eventually sauk. 

The pattern is not mechanically implemented, however. As you see, there 
is considerable stylistic variation that provides effective continuity and 

emphasis. 
You should edit your sentences so that the sentence structures arc 
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appropriate for the particular paragraph pattern you have established Some 
patterns suggest a consistent subject focus; othm suggest a systematic shift 
from subject to object to subject. Stil l  others, such as problem and solution, 
suggest a focus on afirst subject and then a&finite shift to afocus on a second 
subject. Careful editing will improve the readability of your paragraphs 
considerably. 

2.5. Use Effective Transitional Devices 

As the paragraph about the SS Michigan illustrates, you use several 
transitional &vices within a paragraph to move smoothly from sentence to 
sentence and to clarify the relationships among the i&as. In this paragraph 
the primary &vice is a systematic repetition of key nouns, such as "rolling" 
and "cargo securing system" This repetition ties a sentence to the previous 
sentence. The sentence suuctures are also varied, with adverbial and 
participial phrases replacing the basic subject - verb - object sentence 
strum to express the cause-effect relationships. 

The " i n ~ t t e n t  welding" paragraph illustrates how you use transi- 
tional words to connect sentences so that they flow smoothly: 

Intermittent welding has important advantages Most signillcant are the 
economic advantages. Intermittent welding uses 10.25% less labor in the 
welding process. Also, considerably lcJs distMtion is produced in the 
plating, and consequrntlp much less locked-in stress The &ortion an be 
removed by Clame straightening, bat at an additional cost. In addtion, 
there are fewer feet of intermittent weld to inspect, p w d y  nsulting in 
a mare thorough inspection. F M y ,  the larger wdds are ash to make 
and have better penetration and soundness, 

The italicized words aren't intrinsic to the points being made. However, they 
tie the sentences together and help overcome tbe lack of subject focus in the 
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Transitional words and phrases serve another important purpose. They 
are cues to the pattern of arrangement in the paragraph your logic. In the 
above paragraph, the words, "mos&" "also," "in addition," and "finally," are 
cues to an analysis pattern in which the writer moves from most to Ieast 
important. In the paragraph on the "physical-chemical plant," the transitions 
signal the persuasion pattern: 

Aphysical-chemicalplant seems inappropriate forthe Hospitalship. This 
system would require the storage and replacement of Iarge quantities of 
two types of chemicals that could be burdensome,especially when the ship 
is deployed. It would olso require sludge storage whenever the ship is 
within territorial limits, which would often be the case. However, the plant 
b a small unit with modest power requirements. 

The "also" signals the second statement in support of the conclusion, and 
implies one less important than the first. The "howevei' signals the shift to 
the discussion of alternatives. 

In short, transitional words and phrases both connect your sentences and 

clarify your logic for the reader. 

2.6. Format for Efficient Reading 

Our final suggestion for writing andrcvisingparagraphs is to format the 
paragraph or paragraph clustcr for efficient nading. Subordinate inden tation, 
such as that used in the " i n d t t c n t  welding specifications" paragraph, is a 
big help. It breaks up a conceptual paragraph, highlights the topic sentence, 
and shows the relationships among the specifics. 

Additional farmatting &vices include subheads and numbering. Al- 
though these &vices am typical of reports in an outline format, such as a 
minutes of a meeting, if not overused they can inatasc the effectiveness of 
a report with standard paragraphing. The "Proposal to Introduce Line- 
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Heating Technology" (Figure 6, p. 30) illustrates how heads and numbered 
lists can increase the communication efficiency of areport If that report were 
all in prose without headings and lists, its argument probably would not be as 
effective. 

For most writers, effective paragraphing is a matter of revision. As you 
become more proficient at revision, your rough draft paragraphs will also 
begin to improve. When you pay attention to these guidelines for writing and 

revising paragraphs as you arc writing your rough draft, you will think more 
cleariy. You will be systematic and logical from the very beginning. 



Writing and 
Editing Sentences 

We have &voted much of our attention to issues of report design 
beyond the sentence, but much of the success of your reports will depend on 
how effectively you write and edit sentences. Good engineering requires 
ancntion to both &sign and detail, and so does good writing. 

Managers and supervisors are concerned about style and about gram- 
mar, punctuation, and spelling, as these comments indicate: 

'The engineer's writing is full of ambiguities." 

"I get tired of having to recycle my engineers' nports when 
they are too wordy-or when they art too blunt and aggressive. 
They need to be to the point, but they also need to be diplomatic, 
technically comct, concramally correct, and precise." 

"Simple declarative sentences are needed--with a minimum of 
modifying phrases and clauses. Just say it." 

'Write for the use r40  flowtry language. Give the basics. Go 
d h d y  to the subjtct" 

"'XlIe wording must bc precise and standard." 

In this chapter we provide suggestions for improving your technical writing 
style and eliminating common gmmaticaI problems. 
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1. Be Direct 

Make your sentences simple and direct by shortening them and elimi- 
nating unnecessary words. 

1.1. Limit Sentences to Few CIauses and Phrases 

Technical documents are full of compound sentences with numerous 
subordinate clauses and phrases. Consequently, the sentences are overloaded 
with ideas: 

It should be noted that there are other conditions listed in the trim booMet 
where these tanks are emp ty with an aft trim more severe than 1.65 feet but 
this occurs only after the departure trims and thus the quantity of the 
trapped wedge already will have been established by those departure 
trims. 

Continuoas operation in sea state five can be accomplished with the bow 
andstern thruster unitsifit isaccomplljhed with the vessel positioned with 
an optimum heading with respect to the wind, cnrrent, and waves. 

These long sentences should be broken up into shorter, simpler units. 

Note that in the trim bookiet there are other conditions where these tanks 
are empty with an aft lrim mare severe than l.65 feet, but these occur only 
alkr the departure trims. Thu, the quantity of the trapped wedge already 
will have been established by the departure trims. 

Contin- operation in sea state five can be accomplished with the bow 
and stan thruster units. This requires the vessel to have an optimum 
heading wit& respect to wind, cnrrent, and waves. 

Most of your sentences shouldbe simple, declarative sentences with one main 
h e  and no more than one modifying clause or phrase. 
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However, you should make sure that each sentence really deserves 
treatment as a main clause. To mat every sentence as a short, simple sentence 
will create a choppy style and obscure subordinate relationships. Thus, at 

times you should establish a subordinate relationship rather than make two 

sentences: 

The fan coil units are designed for indoor use and should not be subjected 
to rain without proper protection. 

The editing decision depends on what you really want to say: 

The fan coil units are designed for indoor use. They should not be 
subjected to rain without proper protection. 

Because the fan coil units are designed for indoor use, they should not be 
subjected to rain without proper protection. 

Either of these versions seems preferable to the original double sentence, but 
the second sentence seems to be more effective by identifying the subordinate 
relationship. 

With some compound or double sentences, the conjunction "and" 
between tfie main clauses is imprecise: 

The stem ramp hydraulic system b being defmed as a miscellaneous fluid 
power system and this review encompasses only the requirements listed in 
46 CFR 4130.30. 

The coordinating conjunction, "and," should be eliminated to clarify the 
meaning: 

The stern ramp hydraulic system is being defied as a miscellaneous fluid 
power system. Therefore, this review should be based only on the 
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requirements listed in 46 CFR 5830-30. 

Because the stern ramp hydraulic system is being defined as a miscellane- 
ous Zluid power system, this review should be based only on the require- 
ments listed in 46 CFR 5830-30. 

Revision of a compound sentence creates two sentences or establishes a 
subordinate relationship. 

U. Eliminate Indirect Constructions and Unnecessary Words 

Most technical prose can be tightened considerably. Rough drafts 

contain indirect constructions, superfluous phrases, and unnecessary words 
to express an idea that could be stated simply. When editing sentences you 
eliminate as many words as possible. 

Indirect constructions add unnecessary words and put the important 
information in secondary positions. This is often the case with requests and 

It is our ncommendation that you switch vendors. 

It h, therefore, requested that this office be furnished with a priced 
proposal for any adjustment expected to result in event the change is 
adopted- 

and recommendations should stated 

We ncommend that you switch vendors. 

Atlaatic Shipbuilding recommends that Harbor Tugs switch vendors. 

This omce nq- a priced proposal for any adjustment expected to 
resuit if the change is adopted. 

ASEC should give this office a priced proposal for any adjustment if the 
Chpnge is adopted. 
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You should review yourreport andedit outmost "it is ... that" and "there 
are" constructions as well as "that are" subordinate clauses: 

There are several reasons favoring the use of these heat exchangers. 

Thost systems that are demonstrated to be 'Yail-safP' will be accepted as 
miscellaneous fluid power and control systems. 

It is presumed that the submitted information, in conjunction with the 
pmediag expIanation, issufIicient for you toaccep t the system as fail-safe. 

These indirect consmctions can be edited in several ways: 

Severai reasom favor the use of these heat exchangers. 

kvcral reasons favor these heat exchangers. 

Thest heat exchangers are favored for several reasons. 

These heat exchangers have three advantages. 

Those systems demonstrated to be Yail-sale" will be accepted as miscel- 
l a n e a  fluid power and control systems. 

We assume the snbmitted information, in conjunction with the preceding 
expht ion ,  is Sumdent for you to accept the system as fail-safe. 

This information, along with our explanation, &odd be sufficient for the 
system to be accepted as fail-safe. 

addition, unnecessary phrases and words: 

SlPtLdirrl controIs wodd have quickly Identined a fundamcnlaUy predict- 
abie process which produced &rgely unacceptable resalts. 

Tbic oftice rqwsb a@ed proposal for any adjustment expected to result 
fn mast the chaage is adopted. 
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All units stored open to the atmosphere will be covered to protect for all 
posdble weather conditions. 

Some of these italicized words seem unnecessary; others seem technically 
imprecise. They can be eliminated or shortened: 

Statistical controls would have identifled a predictable process which 
produced unacceptable results. 

This office requests a proposal for any adjustment if the change is adopted. 

Units stored in the open will be covered to protect against the weather. 

Deleting excess words makes your prose man precise as well as 

U. Avoid Passive Constructions When Possible 

The passive construction weakens the verb, thus making a sentence less 
dirtct. In addition, it often puts the intended subject of a sentence in an object 
position and the object in the subject position: 

The remaining proportions were worked out on the basis of space and load 
requirements. 

A pane1 is installed on the bridge console with complete instrumentation 
to monitor the engine and gearbox luncfiom. 

Pmer personnel are required to operate this quipment 

ImmefMate aualgjis would have been initiated to determine the impact of 
achieved inaccuracy on subsequent produdion. 

Approximately 8500 feet of new piping will be nquired for the conversion. 

When the paragraph pattern allows, passive constructions should be changed 
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to active constructions: 

Space and load requirements determined the nmainiag proportions. 

The bridge console has a pane! to monitor the engine and gearbox 
functions. 

This equipment requires fewer operating personnel. 

The program immediately would have determined the impact on produc- 
tion. 

The conversion will require approximately 8500 feet of new piping. 

Sometimes passive constructions arc necessary to maintain subject 
focus and appropriate subject - verb - object relationships in some paragraph 
patterns. However, technical writers often drop into the passive voice 
unnecessarily, making their reports indire- wordy, and imprecise. 

L4. Use Direct Subjects and Verbs 

You can make your prose direct by putting the intended subject in the 
subject slot of the sentence and the intended verb in the verb slot of the 

sentence. In the following sentences, the actual subjects andverbs are buried: 

An evaluation of these dispiays will be made during the design stage. 

Testing is performed on the unitr when they are installed. 

The change results in simplm:cation of the instollation. 

These sentences should be revised to be dincx 

The displays will be evaluated during the design stage. 
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The units are tated when they are installed. 

The change simplifies the installation. 

You should examine several of your rough draft paragraphs to deter- 
mine whether or not you are prone to burying subjects and verbs. Highlight 
the grammatical subjects and verbs of the sentences. Then analyze each 
sentence to determine whether or not these are your intended subjects and 
verbs. 

1.5. Use Conventional Word Order 

Occasionally, writers use unconventional word order in some of their 
sentences. This can be a problem with modifying phrases. At times it is a 
problem with putting all of the infomation before the verb. 

At the outfitting berth the remaining installation, mate-up, and tie-in will 
be completed and tested. 

This sentence should be revised to put the modifying phrase after the verb. 

The remaining installation, mate-up, and tie-in will be completed and 
tested at the outfitting berth. 

Conventional wold order is based on two principles. First, standard 
sentence s t m c m  is: subject - verb - o b j ~ ~ c r .  Second, modifyiag 

phrases are placed next to the part of the sentence they modify. 

2. Be Precise 

Clear writing requires you to use words and phrases canfully. Rough 
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drafts usually contain expressions that don't state exactly what the writer 
intended. 

21. Avoid Ambiguous Usage and Constructions 

Ambiguity xesults when words and phrases are used imprecisely: 

Finally, the larger welds are easier to make with better penetration and 
soundness, 

The question hen is: does "with better penetration and soundness" modify the 
welding process or does it modify the welds that are made? 

Since damage is a consideration that cannot be ignored or too easily 
circumvented, the design incorporates a minimum of one-corn partment 
damage stability throughout. 

The question here is: can a consideration of damage be "easily circumvented" 
or not? 

Recent rust and cormion in fan coil units has caused concern. 

Does the writer mean "ncent" or "recently"? 

The program imrnedlately would have determined the impad of achieved 
h a r a c y  on production. 

Does the writer really want to "achieve" inaccuracy? 

22. Eliminate Dangiing and Undear Modifiers 

A specit?c form of ambiguity results from a grammatical consmction 
called the "dangling modifier." A dangling modifier is a participial phrase 
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that modifies the subject illogically. A participial phrase at the beginning of 
a sentence should modify the subject of the main clause. That is, the phrase 
describes an action with an unstated agent. The unstated agent grammatically 

is the subject of the sentence. 

A dangling modifier results when the participial phrase does not 
actually modify the subject of the sentence: 

After removing the larger pieces ofinsulation,all small bits and pieces and 
all dust must be cleaned from the piping, machinery, and decks. 

With this sentence, 4'removing" grammatically maes "bits and pieces" and 

"dus~" In other words, the sentence actually says that bits and pieces and dust 

an removing insulation. That, of course, is illogi&l. In this instance, the 
phrase probably should be changed: 

After the larger pieces of insulation are removed, all small bits and pieces 
and all dust must be cleaned from the piping, machinery, and decks. 

With this revision, the agent of the passive verbs in each clause, "are 
removed" and "must be cleaned," is the same. 

23. Make Pronoun References Obvious 

Pronouns and simiIarwords such as "this" andUthat" often have unclear 
rtfcftnces. The readers should be abb to draw a mental arrow &om the 

pronoun to its referent immeniatcly, When you edit your rough draft, you 
shouldcirdeeachpronoun anddraw an arrow to its referent. Ifyoucan't, your 
statement probably is unclear. In addition, if you use the same pronoun in a 
paragraph, such as "it," the arrows from the "its" should go to the same 
dcrcnt. If two "its" refer a, two diffmnt nouns, then you momentarily might 
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confuse the reader. 
Referents are not easily determined in the following sentences: 

The operators are responsible for running the tests and reporting upon 
their day-today operation. 

The question is, does "their" refer to the "operators" or to the "tests"? 

Following the removal of stag, ail welded surfaces should be suitable for 
test without grinding if this does not interfere with interpretation of test 
d t s .  

The question is, what does ''this" refer to? 

Thecrack propagated through theshaft ina brittleintergranular manner 
until it reached the point at which it could no longer support the load. 

The question is, what do the two "its" refer to? 

Whenever you arc in doubt, you can use a noun rather than a pronoun. 

3. Be Correct 

Finally, sentence editing is a matter of c a m t  grammar and mechanics. 
Of course, the possibilities here arc innumerable, and every writer has his or 
her own particular set of problems. However, some problems appear mon  
frequently than others. A-t, parallelism, and comma use challenge 
many writers. 

3.1. Make Subjects and Verbs Agree 

Subject - verb agreement often is a problem because subjects and verbs 
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are separated in sentences. In these cases, the lack of agreement does not 
result because you don't know that singular subjects require singular verbs. 
Rather, it results from separation of the subject from the verb. For example: 

Analysis of the failures of the welds indicate that there are two possible 
causes. 

Here the writer naturally used aplural verb, "indicate," after the plural nouns, 
"failures" and "welds." However, the actual subject, "analysis," is singular. 

In addition, there is fewer total feet of piping to inspect. 

In this case, the writer probably was anticipating the singular noun, "piping," 
rather than the plural noun, "feet" The result was a lack of subject - verb 
agreement 

As you can see, lack of subject - verb agreement usually results from 
careless writing, not poor grammar. When it appears in a report, it signals 
poor editing. 

3.2. Use Parallel Constructions 

Another problem is the use of non-parallel grammatical constructions 
when a parallel consmction is required. A parailel construction signals 
p d e l  i&as. The shift to a non-parallel construction signals a change. At 
times the lack of parallel construction appears to be the result of careless 
writing. At other times it appears to result h m  a mistaken urge for variety. 

A parallel consmction would strengthen the following sentence: 

A typical aluminum bolted access cover is secured by 20 bolts, and a steel 
anit has 40 bolts. 
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Here, the shift from "is secured" to "has" is awkward because the ideas are 

parallel. The parallelism should be reinforced by parallel constructions, such 

as: 

A typical aluminum bolted access cover has 20 bolts, and a steel unit has 
40 bolts. 

Or: A typical aluminum bolted access cover is secured by 20 bolts, and a 
steel unit by 40 bolts, 

Or even: A typical aluminum bolted access cover is secured by 20 bolts, but 
a sted cover by 40 bolts. 

Parallel consmctions often clarify the meaning: 

A possible fieid flx would be the addition of angle iron to each lip of the 
cross member and isoiating the center bearing bracket. 

This shift from "addition" to "isolating" suggests sequential actions, but the 

writer meant them to be parallel actions: "addition" and "isolation." 

This provides a 28.2% design margin with 10% lor wave interference and 
the other 18.2% is for a service margin due to the low wave environment, 
huil surface roughness, and engine selection. 

The lack of parallel construction creates an illogical double sentence, which 

should be eliminated: 

Thh provides a 283% design margin: 10% for wave interference and 
183% for a service margin. The service margin provides for the Iowwave 
environment, hull surface roughness, and engine selection. 

When a parallel construction is established, additional informarion 
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sometimes has to be put in a separate sentence in order to make the parallelism 
clear. 

33. Eliminate Comma Faults 

A variety of what usually are called "comma faults" appears in technical 
reports. The comma is a Iogical mark of punctuation, not a signal of intonation 
to insert whenever you take a breath when reading a sentence aloud 

Commas separate main clauses only when used with a coordinating 
conjunction, usually "and" or "but," but also "or," "for," "so" and  ye^" 

Without a coordinating conjunction, a semicolon or a period must be used 
The commas in these sentences carry a load they cannot bear: 

However, the supervisor stated that he was not prepared to recommend 
a rescreening at this time, thus all disputed trial cards must be resolved at 

the meeting next week. 

Each system is fully independent of the other, therefore, if one system 
bnaks down, the other system is not affected. 

The sentence smcturw qu i r e  a coordinating conjunction, a semicolon, or 
a period: 

However, the supervisor stated that he was not prepared to recommend 
rescreening at this time, and thus [or only "so" without "and"] all disputed 
triai cards must be resolved at the meeting next week. 

However, the supervisol stated that he was not prepared to recommend 
m c m n i n g  at this time; thus, all disputed trial cards must be resolved at 
the meeting next week. 
H m e r ,  the supervicHw stated that he was not prepared to recommend 
rescreening at this time. Thus,aU disputed trial cards must be resolved at 
the meeting next week. 

Eachsystem is fully independent of the other, and, therefore, if one system 
b m k a  down, the other system is not affected. 
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Each system is fully independent of the other; therefore, if one system 
breaks down, the other system is not affected. 

Each system is fully independent of the other. Therefore, if one system 
breaks down, the other system is not affected. 

Commas are used within a clause or sentence to set off monifvlng 
phrases, such as an introductory or concluding phrase or a phrase in the middle 

of the sentence. Commas also set off items in a series. Commas are correctly 
used in the following sentences: 

Based on these specifications, the technique will be satisfactory for naval 
ship supers~ctures. 

Slower puddle cooling permits more gas to escape before entrapment, thus 
increasing the density. 

The cracks may be internal, such as laminations, or external, such as weld 
d a c e  cracks. 

The decks will be cleared of temporary equipment, took and tool boxes. 

Commas set off words and phrases to establish the basic subject - verb 
- object structure of the sentence. In the following sentences, the comma 
illogically breaks up this basic sentence strucnrrt: 

The panel was damaged upon dhssembly, aad replaced. 

Tht comma after "disassembly" is illogical because it separates the verb, 
"replaced," from the subject, "panel" 

When you set a phrase off in the middle of a sentence you have to do so 
completely. That is, you have to have a second comma to close the 
parenthetical phrase: 
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For a short period during the installation period, yet to be determined the 
ship will be drydocked for approximately six weeks. 

I 

The phrase, "yet to be determined," is a parenthetical comment that needs to 

be set off by a comma at each end. 
A comma should not be used to set off a phrase essential to the meaning 

of the sentence. This is perhaps the most difficult comma skill to master. It 
quires that you distinguish between what are called "restrictive" and "non- 
restrictive" modifiers. "Restrictive" modifiers resm'ct the meaning of the 
sentence. 'Won-restrictive" modifiers are parenthetical comments. 

This problem often occurs with ''which" clauses. Each of the following 
"which" clauses should be set off by a comma (or else the sentence has an 
unintended meaning): 

Fatique may develop when a location experiences cyclic stress removal 
which tends to open and close a crack constantly. (But not the cyclic stress 
removal that does not tend to open and close a crack constantly.) 

Frequent cleaning is required to prevent a build-up of grease which could 
be a f i e  hazard (But not of grease which is not a fire hazard.) 

This is accomplished in the ramp winches when there is sufficient pressure 
to sequence valve 29 to operate directional valve 30 which releases the 
brakes, S i i f y ,  sequence valve 29 must sense sufficient pressure to 
operate valve 31 which releases the brakes on the section-two winches. 
(But not a operate the other valves 30 and 31.) 

The comma sets off a phrase as a non-restrictive modifier that adds additional 
information to the sentence. This information does not change the meaning 
of the main clause. 

Without a comma, the modifying phrase restricts the meaning of the 
main clause: 
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The heat exchanger in the separation system needs repair. 

In this sentence, "in the separation system" is not set off by commas. Thar 
phrase r e s ~ c t s  the meaning of the sentence by identifying which heat 
exchanger needs repair-the one in the separation system, not the one in the 
fuel supply system. 

Commas, therefore, serve a logical function: They separate items that 
should be separated from the basic sentence structure. They clarify the 
meaning of the sentence. 

We have introduced only some of the common problems writers have 
with style, grammar, and mechanics in technical reports. To supplement our 
brief discussion you should use standard references to improve your skills in 

wiiting and editing sentences, We suggest in particular: 

The Harbrace College Handbook (10th Edition), J. C. Hodges and 
M E. Whitten (New Yo& Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1986). 

Style: Ten Lessons on ClanMty and Grace, Joseph M. Williams 
(Glenview, Illinois: Scott Foresman, 1985). 

Many other references will also be helpful. For technical writing, choose 
those that stress writing simply and directly in plain English 

Improvement will come with practice and with constructive feedback 
In addition to refrtshing your knowledge about style, grammar, and mechan- 
ics, you should actively solicit feedback from your colleagues, your supemi- 
son, and even your secrttaries. Make a note of recumnt concerns, and then 
edit your reports with those in mind 





Using Visual Aids and 
Formatting Devices 

Writing is a conceptual process, but it produces a product with physical 
characteristics that should complement the conceptual design. 

Several managers mentioned how the physical design enhances a 

report First, it helps a nport make a positive impression. "Appearance is 
important and needs to be taken seriously." Even for internal reports, a good 
guideline to follow is: "it should be in a form to go to the customer." Second, 
it helps the reader. ''Use formatting such as bold face type and indenting to 
help the reader." Effective format signals the intellectual structure of a report 
to the reader. Third, it reinforces and implements standard procedures. The 
format often "needs to be proper in terms of established procedures, both 
government and internal." 

The physical design of a report also should be based on a reader's 
capabilities for reading and assimilating information. If you do not know 
these capabilities, you risk discouraging or defeating your readers. Essen- 
tially, a poor report format overtaxes the readers' information processing 
abilities. 

1. Report Format Considerations 

We have five suggestions for making the prose of a report easy to read. 
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1.1. Character Size 

Readers perform best when they read type in the range of 10-point to 12- 
point, although with some fonts 10-point type is almost too small. Type 
smaller than 8-point is difficult for the average reader to see. Type larger than 
12-point does not get read efficiently. Consequently, type smaller or larger 

than 10- or 12-point in sustained passages of text reduces comprehension and 

encourages skipping. 

1.2. Character Type 

Readers respond best to upper and lower case plain type. They 
uniformly have difficulty in reading all-capital letter text except for isolated 
phrases. They also have difficulty in reading italic type. Moreover, they seem 
to have a slightly greater ability to read serif print rather than san-serif print. 

(Apparently, the little curley-cues on the ends of serif print help readers to 
distinguish letters from one another.) 

1.3. Line Length 

Readers readefficiently when the length of the lines of prose is bemeen 
50 and 70 characters. Lines greater than 70 characters tend to cause readers 
to lose their places along the line or when they move from one line to the next. 
Similarly, lines with fewer than 50 characters require excessive eye motion 

to move through a text. A 60 or 65 character line is appropriate for a report, 
memorandum, or letter in prose format. 

1.4. Line Spacing 

Readers of technical documents prefer single-spaced text to double- 
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spaced and triple-spaced text, at least when the text has cues such as headings, 
indentation, and numbering. They prefer double space between paragraphs, 
however. Space-and-a-half text is acornpromise between single- and double- 

spaced text. 

Readers respond to single-spaced text although there is little difference 
in mading performance between single-spaced text and double-spaced text. 
In fact, single-spaced text may be slightly slower to read. The advantage of 
single-spaced text is that it provides a sense of overview: related items aren't 
spread out over several pages. Single-spaced text also is conventional. 
Triple-spaced text is significantly less clear to readers. They have trouble 
with eye motion and with retaining an overall concept of what is being 

presented 

15, Justification 

Readers both prefer and perform best with "ragged right" margins, 
although the use of wordprocessing programs has made justified (straight) 
right margins common. Apparently readers deal with differential white space 
well if it is at the ends of lines; they deal with it less well if it is between words 
and letters along a line. 

2. Format Cues 

Effective document design requires the use of format cues to signal the 
structure and content of a report to the reader. On the surface, format cues 

dis~guish the appearance of a report from other types of wridng. These 
format cues can be used individually or in combination. At the extreme, the 
repon is in a format based on these cues rather than in a prose format, as the 
status report (Figure 23) is. These cues can be used in prose reports as well. 
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w 

Atlantic Shipbulldlng Plannlng 
Project Summary LQ&aB&a 

actmuim 
Projed: SWATH A-TSD Dab: 17 June 1986 

Contrad: TY201-78 

Work Action Status 
As of 1 7  June 1986 

a w  scheduled Percentaae 

Work Actions (started) 101 140 72.1 

Work Actions (completed) 1 85 220 84.1 

Delivery Date Status 
kof17JunelBM 

aaal scheduled 

Current progress 60% 65% 

Delivery dab October9 September 28 

Clitlcal Work Actions 
As of 17 June 1986 

P'o*&ilimb Oesaiadan Sch.m ReQbluw 

380 OutAt#odr1790 7-ZQ-86 25% 32 
291 Inatall heat ex&. 61 9-86 78% 10 
894 R d p i p i n O  6-23-86 43% 15 

Comments: 
Reworking piping, WA 894, required wmo rededgn. This was accomplished by 
the Design Enginewing Outffn[ng Sedon. 

DisMbution: 
S. Hdw (General Mmagw) Rodudkm Engineering and Planning 
s. (- MMgw) DerlOn Engit#erinfJ 
calm -w- 
ProQmOmg.&Y R o d u c t k n n d C o n r ~  

I 

Figure 23. Sample Report Using Format Cues Rather Than Prose. 
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2.1. White Space 

White space, a wholly visual cue of structure, is the most powerful 
format cue. It signals relationships among ideas, either that they are related 
or coordinate or that they are hierarchical or subordinate. 

White space is vertical (between lines) or horizontal (within lines or 
from the margins). Vertical white space as a format cue involves more than 
spacing between paragraphs. It involves additional spacing between major 
units of the report. This is a signal that a new group of ideas is coming up. 
Horizontal white space involves additional indentation, often of paragraph 

clusters, to signal subordinate relationships. The reformatted paragraph 
cluster (Chapter 7, p. 90) illustrates effective use of horizontal white space. 

22. Headings and Subheadings 

Headings and subheadings also are powerful format cues. They signal 
the divisions in the report, the coordinate and subordinate relationships 

among ideas, and the content. They function like a table of contents 
superimposed on the text, quickly revealing its content and arrangement. 

Headings and subheadings are most effective when they are substantive 

headings rather than topic headings or generic headings. A substantive 
heading signals content, as the headings on the recommendation report 
(Figure 24) illustrate. Topic headings, such as 'Wtations" and "Advan- 
tages," would have been less effective. Generic headings such as "Discus- 
sion" or "Analysis," which are transportable from report to report, are least 
desirable because they do not signal the specific content of any particular 
document. 
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Figure 24. Sample Report Using Headings to Signal Content (Page 1 
only). 

.I 

Atlantlc Shlpbulldlng 
MEMORANDUM 

File No. 12-5T 
Date 3 July 1986 

To: S. Gtuhde 

From: J. Andaulis, Manag 

-T  to Intduce Line-Heating Technology into 
AS C A o d u c t i m ~  

At the present time, the technique of cold-forming shell plating limits our 
prodrrdvity and fleldbiliry. The fact that we re1 on this technique limits our 
mmptitiv- i. mmc m -om I t h m k  U ASBC - 
linaherting technology in our facilities. This will enable u to stay competitive with 
other u. S. shipyards 

Line-bauing technology wiIl(1) hrcase our-vity, (2) fadlitale mon 
complex skll plate curvature and lower costs, and (3) improve proQlction flow. 
Impved fibricpton quality will result in the yard king mom competitive. 
Ixnpiemdatim of bheat ing  technology will q u i ~  approximately om year, 
includingpbzming 
. .  . Our facilities for cold-farming shell p b i q  
-gm ~ f ~ l i u c a a d y p e d o r m r ] n l u n u  
shaping up to 314 inch thick plate and ilre not capable of giving plates l o n g i t d i d  
curvrturr. The @catiom of our cold-farming facilitia and optimal ~~ for cmbau TY236-83 ilre listed in Aaachment A. 

. - Lincheatingiatbeproccsofinducin crwaauein 
~ l a t a * ~ u ~ h ~ g ~ ~ ~ g .  h-ir.lro 
~ ~ i ~ ~ l i c d b f ~ ~ v r m n l h r - w . o d ~ ~ d i n a d ~ b u  
to thcrmnlly indud stma. 

' By emplo ' g line - r o e  &ll 
pMn& ~ u i v r p t r g a o f l i m ~ a m :  

1) -in pmbtMy, r san in orha US. shipyaxda (AtLPehrna B). 
- .. 

2) A~mreclotdyfamtbdlp&awirhoanpandcuman8(AmcW 
C;enim 
Y-1421 w r  

~ ~ a u l ~ f ~ l p t t c l o a ~ H u n  
muh in a cort nvinpr 
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23. Numbering 

Numbering reinforces use of white space and headings. That is, 

numbering usually is a redundant cue, although it sometimes is used without 

these other cues. Unlike these other cues, it signals where the reader is in the 

report. 
Numbering provides a very effective information search and reference 

tool as well. Currently, the standardis to use the all-Arabic numbering system 
(I., 1.1 ., 1.1.1.) for technical documents; the Roman system (I, A, 1, a) is 
inappropriate for information searching purposes. For the reader, the all- 

Arabic system is an aid in both reading and referencing, as it identifies a 
specific unit of the text and signals the relative position of that unit in the 
document. With the Roman system, the cue is incomplete: aUB" is identified, 
but is it LB., IV.B., or V.B.? 

2.4. Formatted Lists 

Effective shipyard reports use lists whenever possible, as the recom- 
mendation report (Figure 24) illustrates. Information in list format is more 
easily grasped than information in prose format. A list, however, requires 
information that can be presented in outline fom. In addition, the information 
must stand by itself without interpretation. 

Lists are either numbered (1,2, etc.) or bulleted ( 0 ,  *). Numbering is 
used when the list is both ordered andinclusive; bulleting is used when the list 
is not ordered and is merely illustrative. 

25. Variations in Type Size and Style 

With wordprocessing programs, variations in type size and style have 
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become common. Judiciously used, these variations provide excellent format 
cues for the reader. 

Variations in type size are used to indicate relationships. Main headings 
sometimes are in larger type-two sizes above the standard text are useful. 
Occasionally, some text is in larger type, a feature common in manuals or 
instructions. A warning, for example, might be highlighted in this fashion. 
Examples and subordinate items sometimes are in smaller type-one size 
below, for example (9-point in a 10-point text). 

Variations in type style are quite common. With a typewriter, variation 
was limited to underlining (in printing a signal to the printer to set the type in 
italics). Now, variations include bold face, italic, underlining, and even 

others, depending on the program. 
Whenever type size and style are varied, the variations are most 

effective if type fonts are not varied. Usually, an entire document is in a single 
font-Times, Helvetica, Courier, etc. When you choose a font for a docu- 
ment, stick with it. 

3. Standard Forms and Formats 

Technical reports come in a variety of formats. This is more typical of 
shipyards than of other industries, such as the automotive indusq,  probably 
because of a shipyard's close integration of design and construction activities 
and continual association with government agencies. Shipyard report for- 
mats can be classifled in two types: standard or boilerplate formats and 
individualized or tailor-made formats. 

3.1. Standard Forms and Formats 

Standard forms serve an important communication function: they 
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transfer routine information efficiently. They are efficient both to write and 

to read. Thus, they usually are used for repetitive reports of a generic type. 
The request for engineering services (Figure 25) and the status report (Figure 
23, p. 122) are examples. 

A standard form signals the type of report, the information it contains, 
and where that information is. The form itself embodies the purpose of the 
report and attracts attention to it. The form presents the information 

compactly. Thus, standard forms, when well designed and used, increase the 
efficiency of written communication systems. Standard forms have estab- 
lished communication paths. 

Even when a standard fom is not available, you often can put a report 
in a standard format. When the information is repetitive, such as in a periodic 
progress report or minutes of a meeting, you should adopt a standard format. 
You create a format for the report, and adapt it to a specific situation as you 

use it. The minutes of a meeting (Figure 26) is an example of this approach. 
That report was created on a blank page- there was no standard minutes form 
for the yard. However, the writer formatted the report extensively so that it 
has the appearance of a standard form. As with a standard form, this format 
enabled the writer to eliminate considerable prose. 

With the use of standard forms and formats, however, you have to be 
certain that you provide the appropriate information. A standard form adopts 
a "U-in-the-blank" approach. Therefore, you have to know how to fill in the 
blanks. A test report format, for example, has a section with the heading, 
"results." If you don't know what "nsults" are, you won't put the appropriate 
information in that section. 

3.2. Individualized Formats 

Individualized formats also serve an important communication func- 
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Figure 25. Sample Report On a Standard Form. 

Roq- tor Englnoorlng Sawlcrs 

tom - w.l 

TO: C. Cavanaugh Dept. Fdn. Design 

From: G. Hummell DePt- Dedgn Eng. 

Date W10186 

Subject: Drawing Change to Fadlitate 
Installation of Ventilation System 

Drawing No. U100-86 

Contract No. TY201-78 

Shop No. 

WPlSN No. 

MESSAGE: Daving No. LL100-86 spedfies that the aft bulkhead in 'propulsion repair 
aft" be watertight However, the HVAC d e d ~ n  for the ventiladon system w i n g  
the aft engine room requires this bulkhead to be non-light to f a d l k  installation 
of duconwk. 

RECOMMENDED SOLUTION: Make subject bulkhead non-watertight Subdivision 
considerations do not require a watertight bulkhead at his location. 

REPLY: WII change s~bjed bulkhead b non-watWtight drawing U100.86. 

SIGNED: C, ~ p ~ p m u a h  

P R O M X ; T I O M f f i  m 
APPROVED 

OlSAPPROMD 
REASON: 

SIGNED A 

Production Drawing Changed 

SK;NED A 

# s l G N ~ ~  
0 APPROVED 

0 MarsPWVED 
REA80N 

SIGNED DATE 

0 Cornpaits Drawing Chrnged 

!MMiD DATE 
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C. Fred& (Contracts) 
A Vaslo (Chief Naval A n h i )  
J. Ancbuk (Produdan) 
v. m (Quality Aswrance) 
F. Domino ( c e n s ~ o n )  

Figure 26. Sample Report In a Standard Format (Page 1 only). 

b 

Atlantic Shipbullding 
MEMORANDUM 

To: Distribution Dept. 

From: C. Frederick DePt- Contracts 

Subject: Minutes of meeting with Coastal Shipping to discuru 
unsatisfactory specification items on ASBC Hull No. 324 

Dsto:14 July 1986 

Fl l r :  324186.22 

Pago 1 of 2 

Contract: 
TY201-78 

Plac8: 12 July 1986, Atlantic Shipbuilding 

Participants: 

R.Martin (CSC) 
D. Edwards (CSC) 
L Moseby (CSC) 

Purpose: 

To discuss the contract specification items Coastal Shipplng Corporation finda 
unrobfactory with the construction of Hull No. 324 (letten d 12 Jum and 23 JuM). 
After dlbcusdon, appropriate actions were agreed upon and tasks assigned. 

rlsstmw 
AcUon to ba Won by: Design Engineering 

m 
E03, A1 1 

Cora- E02, CIS - cu4 

Mooting Toplcs: 

E02 Noted that # I  control panel in pump room has hno damaged control 
m r i w  

comhchwil InrtallnmrwHehrr 
-- --"-- - - 

Dlstr lbut lon AVub(WN0Vdkc t r i kd )  
s.-(A--Marwgaf J.Anbulir(Rodudbn) 
C. f de l i&  (Contrada) 
W. h 8 n  (m) v . m J k ( w - )  

F.Darnino(c4tmdbn) 
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tion. They alert audiences to something unique and particular about the 
report. Used in a management communication system in conjunction with 
standardized forms, they call anention to themselves. 

You tailor a report when its purpose is to get adecision made or an action 
taken. The recommendation report (Figure 24, p. 124) is an example of a 
report tailored by the author. He designed the memorandum format for his 
purpose, especially with the use of headings. 

Reports addressing audiences outside of the yard, such as SupShips or 
the owner, often are in aletter or memorandum format tailored to their specific 
contents. This doesn't always have to be case, as the use of standard formats 
for many Data Item Descriptions (DJDs) suggests. For routine types of 
communication to external audiences, you can adopt a standard format as 
well. 

4. Tables and Visuals 

A final consideration in report writing is the use of visual aids. 
Formatting devices help readers read efficiently. You also should use visuals 
toreplace words. When you have an opportunity to put infomation in a table, 
do so. When you have an opportunity to use a simplified figure or drawing, 
do so. 

At one extreme, graphics are a primary means of communication. In 
some production-related reports, bar charts, schedules, and drawings are used 
without any writing at all. A six-month assembly schedule can be entirely 
graphic. Drawings are distributed without cover memos. Although changes 
eventually are documented, the working means of communication is graphic. 

Even in written reports, however, you should consider the use of visuals 
to present infoxmation more efficiently than you can in words. The choice of 
visuals will depend on your readers, but typical drafting usually is not 
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appropriate. You should create visuals for the report rather than use the 
detailed drawings and tables that are available. As with the information in the 

report, you should design a visual selectively and specifically for your 
purpose and primary readers. As one engineer said, "a photo or a picture 
rather than a drawing or blueprint is needed for upper management." Blow- 
ups of a drawing, such as a blowup of a weld symbol to signal a drawing or 
construction change, are appropriate for technical and yard audiences. 

When you use visuals in a report, you should integrate them by 
introducing and interpreting them so that they will not be misinterpreted. 
Although a visual should stand by itself, it also should be interpreted in the 
report so that it is not misinterpreted or misused. 

You use formatting devices and visual aids to increase the communica- 
tion effectiveness of your reports. Too many writers rely exclusively on 
words to convey their meaning. Words alone, however, without the use of 
formatting devices and visual aids, are mcult for areader to digest. Visuals 
and formatting devices signal the design of a report. In addition, they replace 
words and enable you to highlight the essential information. 
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THE REPORT WRITING PROCESS 

1. Designing the Report 

L Defme Your Communication Purpose 
2. Identify Your Readers 
3. Select Relevant Information 
4. Organize the Information Appropriately 

2. Writing and Elting the Report 

L Write the Rough Draft 
2. Revise and Edit the Rough Draft 
3. Prepare an Effective Format 
4. Edit the F i i  Draft 

Checklist L The Report Writing Process 
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CLASSIFICATION OF REPORT READERS 

Primary Audience. The person responsible for the 
action or decision: 

Secondary Audiences. Persow who provide input to 
the primary audience: 

Secondary Audiences. Persons who implement the 
decision and are affected by the actions: 

Nominal Audiences. Persons who transmit, forward, 
or file the report: 

Checklist 2. Classification of Report Readers 
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HEADING INFORMATION 

Subject Line: Is the subject line specific for the report, 
indicative of the purpose of the report, 
short, and direct? 

Format: Does the heading format make all of the 
different types of information immediately 
ace& ble? 

Audiences: Are the readers explicitly identified by 
department (and, if possible, roles)? 

Writer: Are the issuing department and responsible 
person dearly identified? 

Document Are the date, me number, and contract/ 
Information: hull/drawin information specified, as f appropriate. 

Reference Are the reference documents identified 
Information: by title, number, and date? 

Enclosures/ Are the endowes and attachments 
Attachments: identified by subject and document/ 

reference information? 

Checkiist 3. The Heading Information 
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Checklist 4. The Purpose Statement 

r_ 

PURPOSE STATEMENT 

The first paragraph of the report should state the purpose of 
the report. Does it? 

Organizational Problem or Need. Stated in one or two 
sentences, if necessary. 

Objective of the Analysis or Technical Investigation. 
State in one sentence, if necessary. 

Communication Purpose. A statement of the objective 
or purpose of the report, stated in one sentence. 

After reading the first paragraph (or first sentence), will all 
readers know what the report rs about and what organizational 
responses are expected? 

L 
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PROBLEM AND SOLUTION PATTERN 

- 

1. Problem Statement of the problem or 
issue. 

2. Criteria Criteria or specifications for 
the solution 

3. Solution Explanation of the solution, which 
often has a subpattern, such as cause 
and effect. 

4. AUemafives Dismissal of alternatives, if 
necessary. 

5. Implementation Discussion of implementation 
so that it can be done. If 
implementation h part of the 
argument for the solution, it is the 
final point of step 3. 

1 

Checklist 5. Problem and Solution Pattern Outline 
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PERSUASION PATTERN 

Statement of the conclusion, 
with selected details. 
Summary of the need or 
problem; criteria or 
specifications. 
Justification for conclusion, 
arranged in descending order 
of importance. 
Anticipation and refutation of 
objections or alternatives, if 
necessary. 
Brief discussion of 
organizational implications. 

_i 

Checklist 6. Persuasion Pattern Outline 

- 

1. Conclusion 

2. Background 

3. support 

4. Alternatives 

5. Implementation 
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ANALYSIS PATTERN 

1 Overview Statement of the concept or 
object under analysis. 

2. Analysis Point-by-point presentation of 
the components of the whole, 
arranged in descending order 
of importance or in another 
meaningful sequence. 

: L 

Checklist 7. Analysis Pattern Outline 
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PROCESS PATTERN 

1 Objective Functional overview of the 
procedure: a statement of the 
purpose and output. 
Identification of the basic 
stages. 

2. Background Met hod, warnings or precautions, 
equipment or tools necessary, 
theory or concepts necessary 
to understand the process, and 
distribution of participants' 
responsibilities. 

3. Procedure A step-by-step sequence of 
the actions necessary to 
accomplish the task, in terms 
of the function of each basic 
stage or group of steps. 

L 

Checklist 8. Process Pattern Outline 
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CAUSE AND EFFECT PATTERN 

Statement of the issue, cause or 
effect, and forecast of the 
conclusion. 

2. CauseslEffects Analysis of the causes or effects, 
arranged in descending order of 
importance or probability. 

3. Alternatives Anticipation or refutation of 
alternative possibilities. 

4. Summmy Restatement of the conclusion, if 
necessary* 

Checklist 9. Cause and Effect Pattern Outline 
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INVESTIGATION PATTERN 

1. Objective Statement of the purpose of the 
investigation. 

2. Background Explanation of the specifications, 
criteria, or technical background. 

3, Equipment and Explanation of the equipment, 
Methodology materials, and method of 

investigation. 

4. Results Presentation of significant results. 

5. Analysis Analysis of results and derivation of 
condusions. 

6. Impliccrtins Discussion of conclusions and 
formulation of recommendations or 
interpretation of the significance of 
the investigation. 

# 

Checklist 10, Investigation Pattern Outline 
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L 

PARAGRAPH EDITING 

1. Is the core idea or generalization in a 
"topic sentence"? 

2. Is the topic sentence at or near the beginning 
to provide an overview? 

3. Are the particulars arranged according to a 
logical and appropriate pattern? 

4. Are effective subject focus and subject - 
verb - object relationships maintained? 

5. Are transitions and other devices used to 
move clearly, logically, and smoothly from 
sentence to sentence? 

6. Is the paragraph or paragraph cluster 
formatted for efficient reading? 

> . 
Checklist 11. Paragraph Editing 
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REPORT WRlTlNQ QUIDEUNES: DECISION MAKING REPORTS 

1. TYPICAL NAMES 
Etlgb&ng Change Request/Ropos& Condition Repart; Request for Cla~5cation. 

Inurprctaticm, or Assistana; Problem Indentification Report; Quality Deficiency 
Ream& Work Discnpancy Repart Often letters a memmda without a namc 

2 PURPOSE OF REPORT 
To m l v e  non-mutine problems that arise during the design and construction 

m s  in regid to a contract These involve decision making to modify that process. 
The purpose is either to define a problem or state a solution. If the report defines a problem, 

it presents a solution and requests a decision or requests action to solve the problem. 
If the report staw a solution, the purpose is to get the solution acted upoh 

These reports usually have contract and economic implications. 
3. A U D i m  FOR REPORT 

Ihe readers for a decision-making rcport an selected for the purpose of the report. They 
involve the managers and staff pasonnel involved in the problem and solution. Fit, 
they involve those with decision-making responsibility. Second, they involve those 
who will be affected by any modification m the design or consauction of the hull. Third 
rhey involve those with aQlinistrafive responsibilities with regard to the mwct 

These nadm should be targeted for each decision-making report The rcpons should not 
be addressed to disaibution lists; they should address people in specific mles. 

4. INFORMATEN TO INCLUDE IN REPORT 

A decision-making report focuses on interpretation and judgmcnf The in-on and 
judgment are supported by technical analysis. ?he repoat presents conclusions in a f a n  
cmpnhensiblc to managas and non-specialist technical people. 

A decision-making npart implicitly presents decisions that have been made. In defining a 
problem or stating a solution, it is communicating those decisiow to orhers. Thus, a 
decision-making report llsually is the result of prior comm- often oral. 
?he principal pmons involved have agreed that a problem &a and on the exaa naeure 
of the problem. Or, the principal persons involved have agreed upon a solution, and the 
rrpart formalizes the decision and results in changes to implanent the solution, 

Because the dedsian-maling report focuses upon conclusions, it usually is short - one or 
two pages. It is addnssed to persons who nced to how of changes in design and 
construction related to a specific hull and of the implications of those changes. The 
tahicd daails of the changes are a maaer of d o c u m d m  and a matter for routine 
i m p l a n d o n  repom. 'Ihe rep& should be dirtct and the content limited to the 
pointatissuc 

7he protdan is suppod by factual evidence, not asserted This detail is presented 
m thc report. not left in documcno and rdcrenccs. ' b e  solution is spccSed m 
dcim &tail for impacts on the system, process, or con- to be clear. 

PAGE 1 OF 2 .J 
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L 

REPORT WRlTlNQ GUIDEUNES: DECISION MAKING REPORTS 

5. ORGAEJlZATlffl OF REWRT 

Heading. Memorandum format or leaer format, depending on whether the primary 
reader is within the yard or in another organization, such as SlrpShips or an 
owner. A d a c t s  an identified by name and role so that all who w i v e  
the nport know the units directly involved in the issue at hand. 
The distribution list includes pasons directly affected by the problem and 
solution. They are selected specifically for this teport 

The subject line states the pllrpose and specific subject of the rcpon Reference 
information includes prim documents and qporcing documeatation . 

Purpose. n e  first paragraph restates the subject and purpose of the report. It 
introduces the problem and answers the question: "why should I read this repon?" 

Summary. The second paragraph mmmarizes the i m p a n t  information in the 
report, either the problem or the solution. Any management reader should be able 
to quit reading at this point but have a l l  of the important infamation the writer 
Wisha to c o m m u n i a  

Support The following paragraphs explain and support the conclusions in 
summary. This infamarion often is presented in a problem and solution order: 

Problem (statement of the problem or i m )  
Solution (explanation of the solution or answer) 

or Criteria (statement of the criteria for a solution) 
This infomath is selective-technical details and explanations are left in the 
docmatation or aaachmenn. 

Implicariow. Any additional impacts ar implications of the problem or solution. such 
as cost or umuacoual impliwions, should be mentioned in the repoh 

Doamrentaton. Technical information and sugporting detail, referenced or anached. 

6. GUIDELINES FOR FORMATllNG AND VlSUALS 

This nport is formatted as an individual document. The format is designed 
specifically for the Qcument, with substantive hcads rather than standard heads. 
This format signals that the subject of the report is unique, not routine. 

Visuals are selected ar designed spccif i iy  for the nport, and include only 
the i n f d c m  needcd to illustrate the discussion in the npcat 

7. ADDlTlONK SUGGEST106 

A decision-making nport usually hm external as well as internal audi~1ces, even 
when it is a d d r a d  to someone in the shipyard and includes only shipyard 
penoar, on the distribution lists. Thenfore, it should be writta in a farm to be 
fawarded to a d  audi~~cts-the Navy or an owner's qrcsentative. A 
antract officet, for example, often will forward an intanal report to an owner 
with just a brief cova memo rathez than nwriting the report as his own. This 
is the efficient thing to do. 

A decisicm-making report is a management rcpart It seldom should be wer one page. 

PAGE 2 OF 2 
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File No. 64-22B 
DPte: 6 June 1986 

L 

Atlantlc Shlpbulldlng 
MEMORANDUM 

To: A. V d o  
ali$NavalArchited 

Fran: F.Domino 
(3xmwh Engineaing 

Subject Request for Documemtion to introduce 7 "- t Welding 

Enchurc Repart, "InmminePd Welding by Navy R e q W w "  

In m nqoxt (enclosed), I detail the intermittent welding r e q h c n t a  as impc+ by 
thcdavy. ~ r q u i m n n n f o r . l u m i n u m a a d r u d  T h e p q 0 ~ ~ 0 f t i ~ 8  
memo is to request that you pqmc docum- tbpt wiIl pamit the in 

A-TSD. 
Trn of U.S. Navy s t d r d  for intc~miPcnt welding into the proQctim of the S ATH 

h t l y ,  ASBC doamrentation far intcimietem welding is based on ABS 
spcdcatiom Howenr, intermittcut w W g  s p e s i f i  for s t d  and aluminum 
for the Navy differ h those for ABS. ASBC &cum- W o r e  need to be 
rrvised to incapmtc Navy speciticatiorrr for usc of thu technique. These 
documenla should include cort and scbcddiq infomath rc wen 

-w$dq specificotionr for aluu!inum d steel for Naval M a c e  
C o m W  Slnp QtTa from ABS &IS in revad v. The Navy 
n q u h  thst tbe minimum volume a " k s l l a w d - b e U c P 1 t o  
the minimum rcquind volume of coarinuru, fillet wdd msterid. For e m p l e ,  with 
Navy spaScatim the volumca of htmnhnt welh for r nopsfxuc~A bulkhead 
~ c n c r m d f o r a a a l ~ ~ ~ ~ t s l s 7 5 %  gwtathrnwith ABS 
~~, not counting my ldditionrl end wddr In rddisun, the Navy 
requirasignificnadymoredarblcco&uousdwelding~doesABS. The 
Navyspdhti~alsodiff~~vlriowsp.cnetha#t. 

U y l u h a * r a n y ~ t i ~ r q ~ ~ ~ f o r ~ ~ p l ~ m m  
me Thankpu oryourcoopartion 

-3-w & - 
Copier L ~ P i o b n l a a ~  

D.Hrpa,Hull 
C s b o r m r s W ~ ~  

Sample Decision Making Report Requests an Action 
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File No. 64-38C 
Date: 5 August 1986 

Sample Decision Making Report States a Conclusion 

.' 

L 

Atlantlc Shlpbuildlng 
MEMORANDUM 

To: C. Frederick 
Contracts Office 

From: V. white JJ 
QualityAsaurance 

Subject: Ballast Tank Drainage, SWATH A-TSD, Contract Defect 28-ZX 

Refcmcu: (a) Memo C. Frederick to V. White, 28 July 1986 
@) Owna letter, Ref. No. 324-D28-ZX, 15 July 1986 
(c) Owner defect f a  Defect 28-ZX 

Eoclosun: Memo L Hernandez-V. White, 4 August 1986: 
"Complete Wing Ballast TanL Drainage" 

In your memo of 28 July 1986 (nfaence a), you quested that Quality Assur;tnce 
evaluate contract defect 28-ZX (nfcrences b and c). Ouffitting has analm the 
need for complete wing ballast tank drainage (eaclosun). The amount of ballast left 
m the ballast tanks is not significant emugh to wanant the i n c m m  of 
additional drainage. Thus, no action is warmred on the part of ASBC. 

The O m  obsmes that thac is no provision for complete drainage of the wing 
ballast tanks. Due to normal stan trim in service, a pumanmt wedge of water will 
be & q c d  because of the stepped design of the tanks. 

ntir lack of full wing tank dmbqe is indmificant The trim booklet calls for 
&ballasting only at certain ports. The him will be such that the total amount of 
baUast remaining will be 216 tons. The resulting change in trim and draft is so 
inumaequ~~tial that cargo cauying capacity wil l  be unaffected. 

ImtaUg r amm to provids fa complete debrllrrting would incur mauxsq 
lrbaadmotaiplcortr ~on,mactiarLmrrmt#imnrpoosctocoatrrt 
& k t  notice 2.8-M. 
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Atlantic Shipbuilding Corporation 
Hwon River Yard 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48014 

29 Ma 1986 
Ale l l l 8 ~  

Supavisor of Shipbullding 
New Construction, USN 
Clevdaad, OH 33715 

Atmka Mr. E Sh?piro 
ProjeaMmger,Code481 

Subjea Reqm f a  Resolution of RadY Systan Exceptions: 
Coaapa Problem IdcnMdon Repat No. 24 

Refumces US. Navy Contna N-UM101-8643-1328 
SWATH A-TSD, Atlantic Sh+kudding C r 324 
Miuues SWATH A-TSD Desgn Revitw eaing, 5-6 May 1986 

Edamzex (a) ASBC Cammu 1 SWATH A-TSD Proposal E v a l h  - 
Radar System, datcd29April1986 

(b) Connoi Elecaonicq Notes applicable to quotation in 
respoase to R d u  Syaem Invitation to Bid 

Dm& 

I>ming the SWATH A-TSD Design Review Meaing of 5-6 May 1986, ASBC 
dvird the Navy of a p t i a l  problem concerning the COR qedied Contml 
E b S r a k  ra&r systun. Gmtd Elecaarjcs has taken exception to main t-' i n d u d e d i n t h e p l r ~ h ~ ~ S p c c i f i u f k r r m i n ~ c e w i t h t h e  OR 
~ o f t M I ~ c l c T i s t o ~ f n a ~ o 1 1 ~ ~ e ~ d i r p l u d ~ ~ ~ u n e  
1 so u to avoid a dday in the delivery of Hull 324. 

lb derprlr dthe radar syrtem and the excepio116 of Conmi Bemtmics axe 
amrmtrizsd in cad- A md B. As the minutes of the metring i n W ,  a 
dccidoa &an the Navy w u  to k foahcaming. To date we have nu nceived a 

We ak that ycu drhcr wdve the rquinments that Controi EIctmmks objects to a 
porids suppat to rancdy the siarntion. Ifthe sirurPion is nu nsolvcd by 8 June 
1% the ddry in equipment ddivay will uuse a dday in the delivery of Hull 324. 
'Ibir h ~IM to the tiny (60) week ddivay time quoted for the radar. 

YollrpanpmentioatothicproManwouldbegrertly~ 

s m ,  

WAmPlogrrm- 
J 

Sample Decision Making Letter Report to SupShips (2 pages). 
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Atlantic Shipbuilding Corporation 
Huron River Yard 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48014 

29M 1986 
F ~ C  218~ 
pace 2 

DeGraffoli to Shapiro, Request for Resolution of Radar System Exceptions 

cc: C. Frederick, Contracts 
L Hem* Rod. Engin, Outfitting 
J. h d d i 4  Rod Engin. 
S. Hdmer, Genarl MaMpx 

I 
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L 

Atlantic Shipbuilding Corporation 
HuronRlvrYud 

kn14rbor,ylchion48014 

Supavisor of Shipbuilding File: TY201-78 
New Construction, USN PM 8643 
Qevehd, OH, 33715 DPc 18 June 1986 

Atteaion: & Shower,QuzlityAsunaca 

subject: I n s u l l t i o a ~ 0 1 1 a l u i R 5 o v 4 ~ R e s p o n s e  

Refaenas (a) SOSCO QDR R B I - 7 8 8 6 1 3  
(b) SOSCO QDR TYUll-78-8&15 
(c) ASBC, Procedm I& 13B-455.90 

Edomrc (1) "EtTaa on Inslluioa of Hert Due to Welding" 
ASBC Tes Report W8&32N, 13 May 1986 

Mmtic Shipbuildin Corpaatiaa taka a to tbe incidenu cited in SOSCO 
purity wlsw & nnu)i-7gti3% ~ ~ - 2 o i - ~ t ~ ~ i s  (E*-= a 
md b). The wdding procdm wae wr in vplrtioo of ASBC Pmcedm Index 
13B455.90 (refermce c). Aeaxdbgly, tbc comrcra requests that these QDRs be 
xekd 

Tlm lddressed in PFocedrrrr Index 13B-455.90 apply to flammable 
=ever9 h e  -a f a  tbe w e d  m the S W A ~  
A-TSD am tha it be no~nnmmnML This iadaion is MILI-631-E Type IT, 
whkh is not flammable. Thus, Efocedun Indax 13Bd55.90 das not apply to the 
Wts cited in SOSCO QDR TY-201-7bS13 rpd SOSCO QDR 
'IY-241-78-86-15. 

Howeva, the ammaor mxpim that muriM welding on one side of a bulkhed 
my dctaimate the insulath OP tho o p p h  side af tbe bulkhead In such cases, 
tbeamaacrorranovesaad~tbe*otioaartheoppoeitesideofthc 
Wkhud, This is done on r cub -urs baais. It is nat dons when the welding is 
h, such u for tack-wdding of ' L a &  

Thecase-by-cased ' tioatmbusdonrthorwghsudyoftbeeffaad 
wdding on the side of inarlPrd bulkbudr A c q y  of this sady, ASBC 

Repm W 8 g i r  d04. 

-ywfaya=coopardoaL 

SWATH Rogral M- 

Sample Decision Making Report Requests a Decision 
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File No. 3650s 
Dae: 3 May 1986 

b 

Atlantic Shipbuilding 
MEMORANDUM 

To: Mr. R Sweetman 
Project Manager 
HarborTugs Inc. 
Baltimore, Md 22002 

From: C Webster, Manager 
M g n  Engine&& witting won 
Atlsntic Shipbuilding Gxpodon 
Am Arbor, MI 48104 

Subjca Request for Change in Vendor for Heat Exchpnsa 
ASBC a ADS0145 

Ocem Tug, Repair ard O v d a d  

Rcferrnce: Equipment S p c d h t h s ,  Ca&act AD50145 
Appendix F, p. F- 12 

Enclosure: White H a t  Coatroi Company Bull& 326D: Hcrt Exchanga8 

Contract equipment specificrtium for the o c u n  tug M exchmga wem written in tamr of ths 
=eld Corporation product line. However, the current M e l d  heat excbaager doa not mcu 
the precise spdlcationa for thh v d  Spccifidy, the doublowakd design @cation ir 
not met. We reguest a change in vendor to Wkite Heat Control C4mp~ny. 

The White Heat Contml Compy model H-1420 meeta dl of the design quinmmts for thia 
heat cxchger. llie ~hehaicP1 specifid ami cca data for thk model rm listed in rbe d o r e d  
Bulletin. Tbe cost d i f f d  is negligible. 

If Harbor Tugs Inc. approva tkis chgnge in veador, plasc sign Wow sud retrPn this memo to 
us, We win then proceed accordingly. Thank you for your PuLePace. 

c .m 
C. wtbsta 
Daign-g, Outfitting ~~~~. 

Approved 

Date: 

cc: A.VPrb,ChidNmlArcbitset 
CFndaidLC- 
W . L o m m , A u c ~  

Sample Decision Making Report Presents a Solution 
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REPORT WRlTlNO GUIDELINES: IMPLEMENTATION REPORTS 

1. TYPICAL NAMES 
Engineering Change Notice; Problem Correction Repoxt; Request for Engineering 

Services; Impact Notice; Ship Alteration Record; Drawing Reservation Notice; 
Corrective Action Request; Production Change Notice. Often on standard forms. 

2 PURPOSE OF REPORT 
To implement design and consmtion changes on a specific hull by requesting or 

authorizing a change. To document a change. 
These reports result in technical changes--they are action oriented, not decision oriented. 
The reports implement changes that result from a prior problem-solving process. They 

also request or authorize mutine changes without prior communication or 
decision making. They are organizationally mutine and m h a c t  spe&?c. 

3. AUDIENCES FOR REPORT 

An implementation report is a mutine report with established audiences. It often is a 
standard type of report, such as a production change notice. Thus, the organizational 
context and therefore the audiences for an implementation notice are standard. The 
lines of communication arc relatively fmed for each type of report 

Action audiences should be identified.; usually, the primary person who will act or 
implement the change is identified as the primary recipient of the report 

Standadad or check off distribution lists are used, based on the context of the report 

4. INFORMATION TO INCLUDE IN REPORT 

An implementadon report focuses on specific technical detail. The detail is sufficient 
for a change to be made or an action taken. The reason or problem is stated 
succinctly in technical terms. Justification for the change often is unnecessary. 

The technical detail in the report is drawn from standard documentation familiar to the 
audiences. Therefore, although precise and complete for the issue involved, it is 
very selective. Backround material usually is unnecessary. Interpretation usually is 
unnecessary. All necessary documentation is anached to the nport. 

The information is presented for the engineers and other staff professionals who will 
actually do the work. Thus, the infamation is technical and addresses specialists 
and thost familiar with the subject 

PffiE 1 OF 2 
i 
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REPORT WRlllNQ GUIDELINES: IMPLEMENTATION REPORTS 

5. OFIGANIZATDN OF REPORT 

The information in an implementation report is analytic in tone and content. The technical 
information is presented d i t l y  so that action can be taken. It is clearly segmented 
in terms of type of technical information. It often includes a sequence of actions that will 
result: request for a drawing change, a drawing change, recofiling of the drawing change. 

The r e p  is organized in terms of a point-by-point presentation of the components of the 
subject matter. These are arranged in some logical sequence, such as problem-solution- 
or in a descending order of i m m c e .  The format reflects this analytic structure. 

The report states these in precise technical detail; it does not explain or justify. 
The style is & i t  and precise. and even telegraphic. Paragraphing is at a minimum. 
Writing devices such as introductions, transitions, and discussion are omitted. The 
presentation focuses on particulars. 

The report is organized in tenns of a standard format. The format conveys the 
subject and purpose of the report The reports, therefore, often lack subject lines 
and introductions. A standard format also replaces the summary in most implementation 
reports. 

8. GUIDELINES FOR FORMAmNG AND VISUALS 

Implementation repmts are in standard formats or "boilerplate" (e.g., printed forms) 
form. Each type of report has its own format. The format signals 
the type and purpose of the repon Audiences know what kind of information is 
in the report and where it is. 

The information is presented graphically and visually wheneva possible. 

7. ADDITIONAL SUGGESTIONS 

Because an implementation nport is action oriented, its format usually has feedback 
mechanisms built into the form-sign-off lines, checklists, multiple copy forms, etc. 

PAGE 2 OF 2 
.= 
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Remuted  hydraulk liner to hatches M and #5. 

Drawing Changes 

DWG. No. P R l W 2 3 8  

A d d e d b r d ~ I ~  4191TCl5,16,&27 
4191 PR19 & 20 

Deleted backeta 41 91 PR08,14,16,03,M 

DWG No. PR10C-347 

A d d e d M ~  4191PJp23,&20 

' Deleted- 4191PlQ4,14, & 18 

EnglWng Change Notlco 
Atlrntlc 
Shlpbulldhg 

Sample Implementation Report: Engineering Change Notice 
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Construction and Production Engineering 
Problem Correction Report 

form TO-99 

Subplan does not show to hold 1.25 in. 

Correct dimension was added to subplan. 

Mdd Loft 2- Weldlng - Roductlan Eng. Planning - 
Quality h u m c o  2 TradedShow - Material Control - Design Eng. - 

- - 
..A - - B - -- --- --- - --- 

I 

Sample Implementation Report: Problem Correction Report 
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Sample Implementation Report: Request for Engineering 
s m a  

L 

Raqued fw Englnooring Smicoa 

ram - bfEm.1 

TO: C. c a m u g h  c apt. Fdn. Deign 

From: G. Hummdl Dopt. Design Eng. 

Date 6/16/86 

Subject: Drawing Change to Fadlitate 
Installation of Ventilation System 

Drrwlng No. LL100-86 

Contmd No. N201-78 

Shop No. 

WPISN No. 

MESSAGE: Drawing No. LL101186 spedRes that the aft krlkhegd In 'propubion repair 
aV be watertight However, the HVAC design fa the ventilath system serving 
the aft engine room requires this bulkhead BJ be non-Ught to fadlitate installation 
of duttuuwk. 

RECOMMENDED SOLUTION: Make subjed bulkhead norrwaterdght Subdivbion 
considerations do not require a watertight bulkhead at this location. 

SIGNED: 

REPLY: Will change subjec! bulkhead to nonwalertigM en drawing U10Q88. 

-ACTlON 
0 APPROVED 

DlSAPPMMD 
REABON: 

SlONED A 

0 m--Ctrongbd 

-ED DATE 
i 

DESlOIeWNERNOACTKm 
APPROVED 

0 DWPPROVED 
REABON 

S l W D  DAT€ 

0 C a n p o r H , ~ n p C ~  

2#amo DATE 
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b 

Atlantic Shipbuilding Corporation 
Huron River Yard 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48014 
Dasign Engineering Mail Stop C184 

F&wy 6,1987 - (rn) 
Third Coast Guard District 
Gorrmors Island 
NewYork,NY 10004 

At& Lr P. Jackson 

Subpet: Request f a  U. S. Coobt Guard Reprrsntativcs at 
Deadweight S w y  of S.S. Johnson, ASBC Hull 32rl 

Rof: Conbrct No. SB-32402 

&tadmat: ~ t i o ~  for Lhdwaght Suntey: S.S. Joinmsm 

Thbua~forrbsUniUStr~CorltGuudtodui~irc~vcrrtbdcdwcight 
a ~ v y  of Hull 324 to bc condutd by Atlantic Shipbo&liq Capartion b week of Febuny 11,1987. 

Purpose d Survey. Tbe deadweight may win de&mino the lightship weight and the location of th 
hgiWDP1 c a a  of gravity. A# psviousty agreed upon, rbs vettical centa of gravity will bc Prrumsd to 
k that of sista v c d ,  Hull 323. The v d  will be aa nurly upright and complete sr polribla af tba th 
drbs sumy (see aWbrat f a  W e d  smy inamaiona cwl Sctivitia). 

S u n y  Scheduie. 
0800 Monday, 11 Fekuay 1987 Stat hqwtion and si& off of tanka. 
0900 W a i n d a y ,  13 Fekuay 1987 Start &nuage arrrzy. 
0900 hiday, 15 Februsy 1987 Rtdiryddraftaradcheckingofdunarpshectr 

Sumy Locptlon. Left Bank Basin, Huron Eva Yard, ASBC. 

Yffuwmnntconthe~wooldboopprscistrd 

m G a d  Manage, Mail Sbp A123 
~ M p n s g e , I v f a i l S t o p A Z 3 4  
C o r P r c t ~ , M a i l S I o p A 2 v 2  
w Naval Atcbiw, w StOQ C I S  
Yard ' W S b g G 2 1  
H, ~ m ,  013 
R i g g i n g ~  ' ' 4M.ilStopPTz 
M Y . ~ M b t r , & R q N m i v q ~ ~ ~  

Sample Implementation Letter Report 
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- 

REPORT WRMNQ GUIDELINES: RECOYMENDATIONS 

1. TYPICAL NAMES 
Rccunmcndation; Proposal; Reqwt 

2 PUR-EOF REPORT 

To obtain managemat approval for a change m a standard design and construction 
practice or a standard management and -ve prodm 

3. AUDIEWES FOR REPORT 

A rrcommadation qat is a decision-making re- In primary audience is 
the pmon responsible for making the decision. 

Scumdary audiences: staff upon whose advice the decision maker will rely; managers 
in affected depments whosc advice the dedsion maka will solicit; managen and 
otha staff whose dcpaxtmcnts and nsponsibilities will be affected if the recommendation 
is adopted. 

4. NFORMATlON TO W U M  IN REPORT 

A recanmadation xeport is similar to a decision-making q x r t  m that it addmscs a problem 
and pmposes a solution. Howeva, t hm are sigrrificant differcma that require a diffcrcnc 
f a w .  A raxmmdation usually applies across conuzsts rad~er than is contract specific. 
Cansequenty, the raxmmdation has to establish the criteria to support the 
mcommendatiia Since it is reqwting a change in a policy or procuke, h e r  
rhan a change in a given design, it requires a decision to be made. The decision-maicing 
report, on the other hand, usually assurnu that a decision has been made a will be made. 

A recommendation nport focuses on intapretaron and judgment Tdmicd derail 
is subordinated to managanau and a d m h h d v c  implications, and often is 
anached. Ihenporthas apaJuasiveqproactL 

ne-inchdcs: 

A amvincing statement of the poblau or need for change. 

A clear statment of the d and tht jdfkath for the r a m n u n d o h  

A statanent of the organiprtianat impkations of &+ion of r k  reunnmaxhka 
impiementation; coss schde; ckpmcnta impscted; con~a and bid; etc. 

The nport pnsaus these selectively, mt in derail. 

PffiE1 O f 2  
ri L 
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REPORT WRmNQ GUIDUINES: RECOMMENDATIONS 

5. OFWeATlON OF REPORT 

A mxmm&on rcport is organized to communicate directly with a 
decision maker. The repart presents analysis, interpretation, and judgment in 
one a, at most, two pages. Technical and fllppomng detail is presented m 
~ h m e n t s  or referencat If referellfed, it should be summarized in 
attachments. 

The important sections of a recanmendation report, in this order, are: 

Heading and subject lint: 'Ihe heading addresses the person 
responsible for acting upon the recommendation The subject line 
states the purpose and subject of the report. 

Summaxy (the fvst section of the repart, often in two paragraphs): 

1. The organizationai problem or need and the specific decision or 
action requested. 

2. The recommendation and the basic conclusions or justification for 
the mommendatioa 

Jus* or Support& Iulsgling to explain the amchias: 

1. Summary of the problem, critaia for the solution, and selected details of 
the spedfic rccommmdation. EEmuially, an argument that the problem 
needs action and that the czitaia arc appmpriate. 

2 . Support for the rcconrmendation: conclusions with supporting j u s t i f i  
arranged in descending orda of i m m .  

3. Anticipation and refutation of objedom or altanafivts, if any, or qualificadolls. 
4. Summary or brief explanaim of orgwizarianal implications if accepted 

6. OUDEUNES FOR FORMAITING AND VISUALS 
T k  format of a recommendation rcport is designed for that specific repan That is, 

a tail& rather than standard format is used. Although the rrpart relia on pare 
rather than graphic r tat ion. it is fonnaatd so that the audiences can detamh 
by the format the basic parts of the report and the sbllcture of the justibfion for 
the recommendation. This means that substantive headings and evcn numben an 

7. MMTK3NAL SUGGESTIONS 

A ramxnenddon, mom than any otha type of shipyard qmt, must be w r i m  
to managas. It should be presented m tams of theit values and tha basic 
values of the shipyard, not the pamcular values of the writs's depsrrment or 
role. 

R a m m c n d a t i ~ ~  aren't appuved to make yatr job casia; they an appwed to 
make their job easier. At least m tone, mxmnnendations arc q m v e d  if they result in 
impwements m the productivity of the yard as a whole, not m the h p v r m c ~  of the 
pmdmivity of a deprtmm at the ex- of other dqwtments or programs. 

PffiE 2 OF 2 
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Sample Recommendation Report (2 pages) 

L 

Atlantlc Shlpbulldlng 
MEMORANDUM 

File No. 12-ST 
Date 3 Juiy 1986 

To: S. Gutbede 

w- Rag to Introdwe Line-Heating Technology into 
AS ~ t i o n R o c e Q r e r  

At the paent h e ,  the technique of cold-forming she11 plating our 
pmduaivity md aCxibitity. Thc fact that we rcly on thir teclmique our 
comp&ivaxa in some bid situations. I thefore propose that ASK introduce 
he-herring technology in our facilities. Tbia wi l l  enable us to stay competitive with 
otha u. S. shipyards. 

Liac-haring t&logy will (1) iamase cur m v i t y ,  (2) facilitate mart 
complex sbcll plate curvatm and lower cosy and (3) improve p~~I~cti011 flow. 
hnproved fhbrhion quality wil l  d t  in tbe yard beiq m m  comptitivc. 
~VQO oflinshtrdng technology wiu q u i l ?  opproldmptcly cat year, 
iBcllAdiagplmnine. 
. .  , ' Our frerlities for d-forming shll plabhg -* ' n l a c f ~ c m d y p a f o n n * u a t c  

rbrpine up to 9 4  inch thick plw d are not capable of giving p h a  longimiid 
nwrtltt6. Ths~cat i~0f~cold- fOImingfPci l i t i es ;mdopt impl  
rpcdfkstioa for contmt -3 are listed in Ateochma A 

b h e u i n g i a t h c ~ o f ~ ~ i n  
sfmctud shnpa sod letes by contmlled heating and coohg. procar is also 

orfaitingsttucadint~tiOll(andmnovingdltolrimdua ,ck&dy applied! 
mthamdyinrhrcedstrrsr. 

h a t i n & w e a I l ~ t h c  
' ' 

' 
B y 7 1  ' g b  
foLmmg %n 

The dvmnga of linc healing an: 

1) W in pmbdvity, ar seen in 0 t h  US. shipyards (AtLrlrmed B). 

2) ~ b D K a m d y f a m r b e l l p L t a w a h c o m p o l l a d ~ ( A m c h ~  
CiPcmiaa r a d ~ a n r l ~ f a p l s r a a a H i t s c h i H u l l  

ndb in r as4 vvinp. Y-14% x r  

! L 
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L 

Atlantlc Shlpbulldlng 
MEMORANDUM 

3) A b i l i t y t o f i t c w e d ~ t o a t m d s b c l l ~ l y w i t h ~ f o m ,  
which nquir# fewa mpl-houa thm cold foxcing. 

4) Accommodation of larger plnte sizes, t h d y  d h i 2 h g  bum d 

Opthiaim of elrisring facilitig through improvcd schdding and 
etiminarian ofbotdcnech 

6) Fadtation of subsequent assembly by eliminating dkmim prior to 
forwarding an hcdm product to the next level of pmdwhou 

7) Ability to acaxatdy d producdvely fair amdml ~ o u s .  

8) Enhanced wodm safety. 

O u r s ~ ~ ~ s y a c m w o U r d b e m ~ e d t o ~ t h e n a r m P l  
p u s  capbilhy, inciuding rrtadpd range Pod tola~nce limits. 

h d u d o n ,  tine h a t h y  sbges mafuial m m  h y  with lesa effm and 
pvidesmore~tionflcnbility.  

~ o f l i n c h u t i n g w d b e ~  - r J w  Bm to prwi& tecbnicd i n f d o n  
md mix@ Ox own shipyad would k m i c  for the adaptabn of existing 
equipment and the cocmmda~ (lad pnchrc) of new equipment Deeded for this 
method. W y ,  ABS rpprovll will be n&dod Mac this techiquc is used in 
d prodlwbn Tbcimpl- of- technology willrequirc 
approximately om yerc. 

Upon appronl of thin popad I will r d c r r i l e d p m c c & r c d c 4 s t ~  
for implcmcntation of line-hting tar(;. Ed c a t  cstham can k made 
P f t e r t c C h n i c a l ~ w i r h t h e J a ~ f i n n .  QuPlit4tvebmdtatbenumk 
calculated for selected 
platawkichcouldk ?d-='--mtheMaof onnedinwhdcapmbylinchating. 

I have scheduled r m&q ia ths A8 " ' .ive Gmfemcc Room for 0900, 
Wednaday, 16 July to dircug thir poporsl and i m p l a a d a n  p h .  

Attach- A - Y d  
~ r d - - u r i o r r , -  

B - ~ e u a a ~ v i r y a ( ~ g T e c M ~  
C - ~ S b s P ~ f a H i o c h i H u l l Y - 1 4 -  

a S G u t h a i c , A & ~ M m v q a  V.WhitsQurlirykqPIllCC 
G. h u h ,  Rod E a g h d q  F . D a m i u o , ~ m  
C sbama Wdding Eagiasering W.Lama,Purebring 
A. vub,QiefN.nl khikd 
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REPORT WRlllNQ GUIDELINES. STATUS REPORTS , 

1. TYPICAL NAMES 
M o n  Status; Quality Control Record; Edmahg !%Mule; Compartment 

Disacpancies rep or^ Dimensional Contml Rccm& Roject Summary 
Related nzporrs: P r o p s  Repon Armual R t p o r ~  Qurtrtaly Reporr; XXX Plan 

2 PURPOSE OF REPORT 

To inform management, enginering, and constnrcion of the status of projects across 
the yard or of the status of an individual prow The r e p &  usually are periodic. 

Status reports provide informatioh Even action imns are presented as informatim- 
actions that will occur in the next period 

Secondarily, to justify, suppoa a document axhitied included in the s t a m  nport 

3. AUDlENCES FOR REPORT 

Audiences for staau npom are divase but stwdrrdiztd. Audiences usually range 
from the genaal manager m yard supavisan. Th. audiences arc stdadzed 
f a  each type of st- rePo& whetha yd-wide  or for a specific contact 

Audienas often are depamneno and roles, mt individuals. 

4. INFORMATION TO INCLUDE H REFORT 

Status reports an selective. Their purpose is to summarize the progress or status of 
a project. not tq pnsent technical derail. They summarize decisions, activities, and 
changes. Themfonnationispr#enwlsothattherradcncan~e 
the implicatia~ for thtm. 

Status nports present fads of actual &tics and oarpare them to the stsndards for 
those activities. 

The status repm qamtitPtive dau and results, usually without explanation or 
intapretation. Decisiow and actions are plesmted as facts. 

S w  consists of the fdlowing t p  ofmotcriP1: 

Quantitative dacriprian of ditia within a period or to datc 

Decisions and actions w i t h  r period a to date. 

Decisiolls and ac t i au  that will omr. 

Plan or schedule fa the next paid 

A framework d stmdrrdr, expeartioM, xhedub, milestones, ctc. 

PKiE 1 OF2 
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REPORT WRmNG GUIDELINES: STATUS REPORTS 

5. OfWNKATION OF REPORT 

Status reports are organized m terms of topic a subject m a w  this is an 
analytic orda. 

The order of the items depends on the subject matter of the report. The type of status 
s h d d  suggest the orda. In decreasing order of imprtance, typical pattans 
of arrangement include: 

General to specific summay information, then increasingly 
q 1 ~ 5 c  information (ag.,work action status to critical work actions) 

Most important infcmndon to least importmt information. 

Project Number, Department Activities; etc. 

Chronology. 

Comments and miscellaneous infcamation are presented last. 

Status rcpao usually implicitly suggest that the status is acceptable. 'Ihus, any 
problematic implications of the status infoxmation should be anticipated. These 
will have betn addressed or will be addressed with a decision-making or 
i m p i e m e  npoh The s t a s  report pnrmts as fact that problems 
have been, are being, or will be addressed. For example: 

Reworking piping, WA 894, rquirai some rcdcsign. This was 
accomplished by the Design EngmccIing Outfitting Won.  

Because stanu npom summaize information, they are one page reports or 
one page summaries whenever possible. 

6. GUIDELINES FOR FORMAlllNG AND VlSUALS 

Staau repam are highly fomumxi and primarily graphic a tabular rather than verbal 
in desigu The format and infomuion are standad, as the report is a repetitive 
report for its type of i n f d  The format makes the information 
intmediarely ~ i l e .  

7. AWmoNALsUGGES~ 

Statwrcportainaeasinglyhweannctortlym informath reoieval. 
If pou&k h e  ccnnp~.r primxu f a m a  shod= as it d y  
i s d e s i g n c d m d i n t o m a t b n r a t h ~ ~ t h w t o c ~ ~ l m r r n i c a t e i n f ~  The 
bat solution is to prcpsre a sundard cme-page cover m c m d  to summake 
the staau informarim untained in the p.intout The printout information can be 
mtqxacd and summarized for the audimca of the report The printout can 
be referenced or amchcd, depending on the audience (e.g., referenced for the general 
managa ad rm.chtd ftx the m q e r  of quality control). 

PKiE2OF2 
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Atlantlc Shipbuilding Plannlng 
Project Summary 

Schedulina 

Pr- SWAM A-TSD Date: 17 June 1986 

C a w :  TY201-78 

Work Action Status 
k of 17 June 1986 

mlal sfdldwt percentaae 

W a k  Actions (starbed) 101 140 72.1 

Work Actions (mpleted) 185 220 84.1 

D d h r q  Date Status 
hot 17 June 1986 

aual sfwLw 

Cunent progress 60% 86% 

Delivecyw October9 September 28 

Crttknl Work Actions 
As ot 17 June 1- 

u fauankDescr iD t ion  Sch.- - 
a0 Ou~Modc1790 7-20-88 25% 32 
291 install heatexch. 6-19-88 78?4 10 
891 Rework piping 6-23-86 43% 15 

comments: 
ReworWng piping, WA 894, required some redesign. Thi6 wss aea~lplished by 
Um Dedgn Engineering OuEAming Secllon. 

Dtstrikrtkn: 
S.Hdmell(GoneralManager) - WneerinO and m n g  
s. Guthde (M M-1 Dedgr Engineeri~ 
came3 auamrb- 
~ O m a e ~  ProductknandCons~ 

L 

Sample Status Report 
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REPORT WRl lNO GUIDEUNES : MINUTES 

1. TYPICAL NAMES 
Meeting Minus; Cmfercna Record; Telephme Record; Trip Report; Sales Contact rep or^ 

Technical Communications Report (CDRL-DID USI-A-23532) 
Related Items: Mecting Announcement; Highlights/Sumrnary of Con-ument 

2 WRPOSE OF REPORT 
To report the nquircd actions, decisions, and important idonnation (the results) of a specific 
meeting or similar event To document for the record 

Decisions: the primary plapose is to report decisions arrived at during the meeting. 
Actions: the primary purpose is to report actions that will be taken. 
Infoxmation: a scamday papbse is to keep persons infonncd. 
Documentation: a secondary purpse is to document for the record 

3. AUDIWCES FOR REPORT 

Audiences should be identified on a need-to-know basis. Protocol audiences should be kept 
to a minimum. Broadcast distribution lists should be omitted whenever possible. 

All managm who must make any decision ca take any action rrquired 
All managm whose depments will be atTectcd by the decisions and actions. 
0th- who wil l  be atTected by decisions and actim. 
Persons who need any of the i n f d a  especially regarding canwcts/programs. 
Senior managus who need to be kept abreast of important contract developments. 

4. INKIRMATION TO INCLUDE 

Heading information: 

Date, source, file number. 
Subject, place, and date of meeting. 
C o n m  idcntificatim 
Padcipants (and missing participants if nlevant) by name and role. 
Distribution list 

Background infoxmatiox 

+ of mating and reawn for mating (organizational problem or need). 
OrgamzatiQlal implications of the meting--impoatance to yard conln~ts, 

departments, and management. 
Roblcms and issuw discussed; topics a agenda of mating. 

Summary of Important Inf- 

State the important conchuions, decisions, apemen& solutions, and actions requind. 
Present bottom line results of discussions d y ;  &not prcsa~t.details. Provide brief 

background infoxmation only when necessary for managen to undastand or 
accept conclusions, BCtiOlW, eE. 

selected ~ d o x  

A W  selected detailed &cum~itation nsxswy to u n d m t d  ca implunenf decisions 
d ac t i a .  Key doammuion to items. 

Refertracesamweldddi t ionr lb~dccumdohasappropr ia te .  

2 
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B 
REPORT WRlllNG GUIDEUNES: MINUTES 

5. ORGANlZATlON OF REPORT 

Heading. Most of the heading information comes first Some formats have distniution 
lists and reference information last If a list of participants is pat  of the 
heading infomation, the diseibution list might come last to avoid confusioh 

Purpose. This section should be brief. It functions to introduce the important items 
covered m the minutes. Omit background material whenever possible and focus 
on the organizational context and implications. 

Summary or Highlights. If i m v  decisions or action items are d i s m i  among 
the topic by topic summary of the meeting, these might be highlighted in a brief 
summary. As the minutes themselves are a summary, this section might just call 
attention to items below. 

If the minutes arc several pages, then the summary should be a substantive summary 
of important decisions, actions to be taken, contract and cost implications, and 
fume actions and events selected from the topic-by-topic discussion. 

Topic Arrangement A topic-by-pic summary of the meedng-arranged in a descending 
order of impommx-is appropriate if the meeting is an occasional or special m&g, 
a one-topic meeting, or a problem-oriented meeting. 

Administrative Arrangement A topic-by-topic summary arranged according to a formal 
agenda ar standard meeting order. ?his order is appropriate when the meeting is 
routine a paiodic and prknarily informational. The order is a reference order expected 
by the audiences. 

A d d i t i d  I n f d i o h  The minutes conclude with any miscellaneous information. 

Anached D o c u m ~ o n .  Handouts, attachments, etc., nfmnced in the minutes. 

6. GUIDELINES FOR FORMAlllNG AND VISUALS 

Minutes should be heavily formaaed, with bullets, lists, heads and subheads, 
boldface, underline, etc., to separate and highlight items of infoxmafia Use white space 
effectively. The style should be telegraphic. Paragraph clustcrs should be used. 

Standard formats and standardized forms should be used for routine repatt. 
Oneof-&kind meeting minutes also should be highly fonnaaed 

AWmONK SUGGESTIONS 
Minutes should be reconstructed h m  notes, not pnsenkd in d v e  form. If it's worth 

having a meeting, it's worth having minutes. However, minutes are not aansnipts. 
Minutes are distinctive because the writer often is merely trmmitting infondon d 

decisim rather than is the pason responsible fa than. Minuw funhermore have no 
feedback mechanism. 'Ihus, caeful audiena analysis is necded 

Telephone minutes also should be topic oriented, if p s i i .  Several calls over several 
&ys on an issuc can be included in ale minutes. 

Announcements of meetings deserve a separate annmunicatiah They should present 
the heading and background information discussed in item 4. 
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Sample Minutes of a Meeting (2 page.) 

L 

Atlantic Shlpbulldlng 
MEMORANDUM 

To: Distribution Dept. 

8 

From: C. Frederick Dept- Contracts 

Subject: Minutes of meeting with Coastal Shipping to discuss 
unsatisfactory specification items on ASBC Hull No. 324 

Date:14 July 1986 

File: 324186-22 

Page 1 o f  2 

Contract: 
TY20 1-78 

flaca: 12 July 1986, Atlantic Shipbuilding 

PlrUclpanb: 

R. Martin (CSC) C. Frederick (Contracts) 
D. Edwards (CSC) A. Vaslo (Chief Naval Architect) 
L Moseby (CSC) J. Andrulis (Production) 

V. Whiie (Quality Assurance) 
F. Domino (Canshction) 

pUfP0-t 

To discuss the contract specification items Coastal Shipping Corporation finds 
unsatisfactory with the construction of Hull No. 324 (letters of 12 June and 23 June). 
After discussion, appropriate actions were agreed upon and tasks assigned. 

Llsama k u  
Acllon to be tskm by: Design Engineering E03, A1 1 

~ t n r c t i o n  E02, C16 
f i M n 9  C04 

W n g  Topica: 

M2 Noted that #1 control panel in pump room has  lo damaged control 
mwm& 

C.ommch w l P  install r#w switctma 
- - - . - - 

Distribution A VaJo (Chkl Naval Anh i )  
s. Guhfk (m. -1 J , lhdndL (Rodudbn) 
C. FfahrM (Cdraetr) V. Mite (Ckali(y ~~) 
W . L o m e n ( T )  F. Oomino (comhudkn) 

J 
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L 

Atlantic Shipbuilding 
MEMORANDUM 

10: Distribution Dept. 

From: C, Frederick Dept. Contracts 

Subject: Minutes of meeting wilh Coastal Shipping to discuss 
unsatisfactory specification items on ASBC Hull No. 324 

Date: 14 July 1986 

File: 324186-22 

Page 2 of 2 

Contract: 
TY201-78 

EO3 Noted that in the aft pump room all valves are not accessible. 
T-handles were suggested. 

Design Engineering to change. 

A1 1 Noted that forward hydraulic supply hoses could chafe and 
pinch during the operation of #1 and #5 hatches. 
Rerouting will correct ptoblem. 

Design Engineering, Outflning Section will resolve. 

* C04 Noted that the #2 emergency generator does not function properly. 
Problem appears to be in the governor. 

Purehesing to have vendor correct 

C16 Noted that Engine Control Room is dirty. 
Consbvction will dean after all engine room work is completed. 

GO1 Material Control received air condilbning units that had delayed some 
oufittlng w o k  

Refennces: Letter, Moseby (CSC) to FndsridC 12 Juro 1986 
Letbf, Momby (CSC) to F rscbridC 23 June 1986 
Letln, F d u k k  to Mossby (CSC), 30 Jun, 1986 
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REPORT WRITING GUIDELINES: PROCEDURES 

1. NPICALNAMES 
I+ocahm; Ins&uctions; Plaa; Dqmmental Opaating Instructions; Work Practice 

Shcet; Manufacturing Standard Rocedurcs; Specifications (some) 

2 PURPOSE OF REPOAT 

To enable the usa to cawruq operate, maintain, or repair a piece of equipment or 
perfcum some construction or engineexkg task. A procedun is task dented. 

To infonn mmagm and supavison of the function of the pcedmz, the expected 
output of the procccture, and the aitaia f a  evaluating the output 

To document how a task was performed 

3. AUDIENCES M R  REPORT 

Procedures have div- audiences, with a very specific primary audience. Thesc audiences 
arc both mtanal within a yard and external-a a ship, at NAVSEA. or m the owneis 
aganizatioh 

Primary audience: the usa a perfma of the task. 
Scamday audicxex managen and supariPqs of those who will paform the 

task; managers, cqinc~s,  ad staff who WIU use the output of the task or who 
wil l  evaluate the task. 

4. INFORMATION TO INCLUE N REPCRT 

M u m  include five types of infamath 

A statancat or explanation of the plrpo~e a function of the procedure. ' h i s  often 
includes an exp-on of the output or d t s  of the prod&. 

A statanent of the d h r h t h  of mpmsiibilities of the persons involved m 
tile task. 

Statunents and exphmatha of any warnings and m o m  to be obsaved 
inperfQmingthetask. 

Desaiptiom of any cquipnau and explanatiau of my tenns and ccmcepts 
necessary to use a labow in order to pcr fm the task. 

Spccificiwpuctionsanhowtoexeauethe~. 

The primary focus of a pmabxc is on specific details: actions and results. However, 
they maqnmc g e d  types d intamah as well f a  both typts of audiences. 
Thepasonwhoistoperformtlwtaskneedstoknow the fundonorpaposeof 
the pccdurc in ardcr to pafarm the task effectiveiy. Other naders usually 
need to know just the g d  infomatian, alhugh certain persons will n d  to 
nadthedaailstoeva&atcthevalidityofthc~ 

- 
PAGE 1 OF2 
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L 

REPORT WRmNa GUIDELINES: PROCEDURES 

5. ORGANIZATIW OF REPORT 

Pmxdures and insmtions an organized m several parts: an overiew; then a 
step-by-step set of instructions for paforming the pn>cedurc. 

The overview is an introduction that statu the prapase of the procedun and the 
expected output of the pmxdmc. This might be phrased as a statement of the 
need or problem for which the procedure is the solution, This werview 
often is in a cover manoranr.ium, with the p c c d u ~ ~  itself attached to be 
used septtrately. 

If the overview is pmented separately from the procedure, 
the procedure itself has an overview. 

A pmcdm has the following outline: 

Functional overview of the procedure: a statement of the purpose 
and output of the pro&. 

Background information: warnings and precautions; equipment a tools necessary; 
theory or concepts necessary to Undentand m orde to do the task dismbution 
of responsibilities and actions of t b c  directly involved in supervising and 
perfomling the task. 

A step-by-step seqwse of acticms necessary to accomplish the task. If possible, 
thcse~groupedinstagessothat thepgresscanbem~ 
against milestones toward c~npletim of the task. 

If the task is grouped in stages, each stage is presented as a mini-procake. That 
is, each stage is organized with a functional ovaview, background information, 
then a step-by-step sequence of acticms necessary to complete that stage. 

Detailed description of the o q  or result ?his often is formatted separately. 

6. GUIDELINES KIR FORMAlTNG AND VlSUALS 

All procedures are formatted m some manual-style format Similar types of 
pccdum are fgmatted in a standard format. The format increases efficiency of use. 

A onc-of-a-kind pro- is put m a format wed to that pmxdurc 

V i  aids an used w h m e v ~  possible to illustrate a task or nsult. 

7. AWmALGGESTK)NS 

Standard formats for procedraes should be established yardwide. Diffcmt formats 
i s s u t d h m d i f f ~ ~ e n t s u m c o n f u s e u s e n .  

F k c d u m  have safety and liability ;mPlicah as well as conead implications. 
Thus, many procuiru should be wriaen m term of m t  standards of judgment 
m liability cases @andling of dangerous materials, a). 

Fbccdum that involve trades and crafo nquire analysis in temw of their implicacim 
for p b  cbiptians. 

P M E  2 OF 2 
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Atlantic Shipbuilding 
MEMORANDUM 

Recently, conosion in fan coil units in the production staging area h a  caused 
anrcem. Henceforth, all units stored in the open should be protect& from ram and 
moisture. The attached Work Standard has been adopted for protection of fan coil 
units throughout the yard. 

Work Standard #A5231 0 is 'weed to alert all shops and trades to Ihe procedures for 
protecting Fan Coil Units. It explains when and how to prow these units. Materid 
Contrd is regponsible for aswriq that all units releasad to Constnrcdon are 
adeqmely pro-. 

Supe~isory personnel should review tth WS with the dfected bader and shop 
perwnnd at the next Work Procadwe meeting. 

Aaachmt: Work Standard, ,452311 0 

Distribution 

S.Gutherie(AsstGenefalManager) Ekw%m 
Shipf im Mdrdsb 
.biief8 
Sheetmetal workers 

Prpe- 
Tod Aoom 

Riggers 
Lirbaar 

Tnnrpoct;lrtbn 

Pairrren 
-0pWsrm 

welden 

To: Construction Engin. Trades and S h o p  
Material Control Quality Assurance 

From: L Hernandez i(# DaPt. Production and Construction 

Subject: 
Procedure to Protect Fan Coil Units 

Sample Procedure With Cover Memo (2 pages) 

Date: 8 June 1986 

File: 10-28E 

Pagc 1 of 1 

Contract: 
Generic 
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bm ST-78 
Atlantlc 
Shipbulldlng 

Work Standard 

S u b b t :  Fan Coil Unit Prolectkn 
No. A523/10 
~ a t a :  23 June 1986 peg*: 1 of 1 

1.0. Purpobe 

This work standard premts a procedure for protecting fan coil units 
from anosion. 

20. General 

21. The fan coil units are designed tor indoor use. They should not be 
expceed to rain and moidture without proper protedm. 

2.2 Matedd C o n N  Is responsible for assuring that all units released to 
Consbuctlon are adequately protected against moisture damage. 

3.0. A d ~ n  

3.1 Ail fan coil units to be traneported and stored In the opm must be 
covered to p r o w  against ram and mdsture. 

3.2 Unim mt be cawed pdw to removal from the warehouse. 
flak (4 mil mh.) or similar wrapping material should be used. 

3.3. Tempomy slwage sibs at a8signed production staging areas must be 
abave standing water lev&. 

3.4. Units must be examined during regular preventive maintenance to assure 
contkwed protech. Any damaged cowing must be replamd. 

3.5. Unb murt remain covered against moisture untll they no longer are 
exposed to wopther c d i  UNITS MUST REMAIN COVERED WHEN 
REMOVED FAOM THE PRODUCTW STAGING AREA AND TAKEN 
TO THE CClJSlRUCTlON AREA 

3.8. Quelitykawanoeir ~f#inspectknoffancoilunitproteclkn 
h-pr0dUedar-w- 

-by: I.. hmmdez, Production and Comtruction 

Approved by: V. Whit., Quality h m n m  
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Administrative Reports 12, 17-22,63-69,73, 169- 180 

Analysis, Technical (see Discussion) 

Analysis Pattern 72,79-83 
Checklist 143 

Attachments 28,36 

Audiences (see Readers) 

Cause and Effect Pattern 86-87 
Checklist 145 

Communication Purpose 4,6,40,46-52 
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Table 5 1 
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Figure 28 

Conclusions 40,52-56 

Data 28 

Decision Making Reports 13-15,59,72, 15 1- 158 
Guidelines 151-152 
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Discussion 28,32-35 
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Documentation 28,36 

Drafts 
Rough 5 ,6  
Final 9 

Drawings 28 

Editing 
Report 5 
Draft 5 
Sentences 10 1 - 1 17 

Format 8,43,90,99-100, 119-130 
Cues 121-130 

Formats, Standard 126- 127 
Individualized 127- 130 

Forms, Standard 126-127 

General To Specific 36-38,94 

Handbooks 1 17 

Heading 40-46 
Checklist 139 
Subject Line 40-46 

Headings 123 

Implementation Reports 15-16,59-60,72,73, 159- 164 
Guidelines 159- 160 

Instructions (see Procedures) 
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Investigation Pattern 87 
Checklist 146 

Line Length 120 

Line Spacing 120 

Lists 125 

Margin Justification 12 1 

Minutes 18- 19,65-66, 173-176 
Guidelines 173- 174 

Numbering 125 

Organizational Problem 48-50 
Table 48 

Organizing Information 4,7,71,95-88 

Paragraphs 89- 100 
Cluster 90 
Editing Checklist 147 
Topic Sentence 91,94-95 
Transitions 98-99 

Persuasion Pattern 72,7579 
Checklist 142 

Problem and Solution Pattern 72,73-75 
Checklist 141 

Problem Solving Reports 12, 12-17,58-62,72, 151- 168 

Procedures 19-22,66-69,73, 177-1 80 
Guidelines 177- 178 
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Process Pattern 72,8345 
Checklist 144 

Purpose Statement 40,4642 
Checklist 140 

Recommendation Reports 17- 18,60-62,72, 168 

Recommendations 40,52-56 
Guidelines 165- 166 

Readers (Audiences) 4,24-27, 119 
Classification Checklist 138 
Complex 26 (Table 3), 35 
Nominal 25-27,29 
Primary 24,29 
Secon- 28,29 
Table of 24 

Report Types 12 

Report-Writing Process 2-9 
Flow Chart (Figure ) 3 
Checklist 137 

Revising 
Draft 6 
Paragraphs 89- 100 
Summary 7 

Sample Reports 
Ballast Tank Drainage 14, 154; reference 13,24,27,38,40,58,59, 
73 
Engineering Change Notice 6 1,16 1; reference 60,8 1 
Insulation Protection and Removal 54,157; reference 53,79 
Minutes of Meeting 20, 129, 175; reference 19,38,56,65,81, 127 
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Problem Correction Report 76,162; reference 75 
Procedure to Protect Fan Coil Units 67, 179; reference 66,69, 85 
Proposal to Introduce Line-Heating Technology 30, 124, 167; refer- 
ence 29,35,38,40,52,60,78, 100, 123, 124, 130 
Reflag of Interlakes Shipping Corporation Ships 33; reference 32,46, 
50 
Request for Change in Vendor for Heat Exchanger 55,158; reference 
53,79 
Request for Documentation to Introduce Intermittent Welding 37, 
153; reference 36,81 
Request for Engineering Services 16, 128, 163; reference 15,40,43, 
56,75,127 
Request for Resolution of Radar System Exceptions 41, 155; 
reference 40,43,52 
Request for U.S. Coast Guard Representatives 82, 164; reference 81 
Status Report 64, 122,171; reference 63,81, 121 

Selecting Information 4,7,57-69 

Sentences 
Agreement 111-112 
Ambiguous Constructions 109 
Clauses 102- 104 
Commas 116117 
Dangling Mmers 109- 1 10 
Editing 101-117 
Concreteness 1 1 1 - 1 17 
Directness 102-108 
Precision 108- 1 1 1 
Indirect Constructions 104- 106 
Paragraphs (in) 96-98 
Parallel Construction 1 12- 1 14 
Passive Constructions 106- 107 
Phrases 102-104 
Pronoun Reference 1 10- 1 1 1 
Subjects 96-98, 107- 108, 1 11- 112 
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Verbs 96-98, 107-108, 11 1-1 12 
Word Order 108 

Status Reports 18,63-65, 169- 171 
Guidelines 169- 170 

Subheadings 123 

Subject Line 44-46 
Tables 45 

Summary 7,28,29-32,39-56 
Parts (Table) 40 

Tables 130-3 1 

Technical Communications Report (CDRL) 19 

Technical Investigation 50-5 1 
Table 50 

Trip Reports (see Minutes) 

Type (Characters) 120 

Type Size 120,125-126 

Type Style 125-126 

Visuals 130-3 1 

White Space 123 






